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Preliminary interplanetary trajectory designs frequently use simplified two-

body orbital mechanics and linked conics methodology to model the complex tra-

jectories in multi-body systems. Incorporating gravity assists provides highly effi-

cient interplanetary trajectories, enabling otherwise infeasible spacecraft missions.

Future missions may employ powered gravity assists, using a propulsive maneuver

during the flyby, improving the overall trajectory performance.

This dissertation provides a complete description and analysis of a new in-

terplanetary trajectory design tool known as TRACT (TRAjectory Configuration

Tool). TRACT is capable of modeling complex interplanetary trajectories, includ-

ing multiple ballistic and/or powered gravity assists, deep space maneuvers, parking

orbits, and other common maneuvers. TRACT utilizes an adaptable architecture of

modular boundary value problem (BVP) algorithms for all trajectory segments. A

bi-level optimization scheme is employed to reduce the number of optimization

variables, simplifying the user provided trajectory information. The standardized
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optimization parameter set allows for easy use of TRACT with a variety of opti-

mization algorithms and mission constraints.

The dissertation also details new research in powered gravity assists. A re-

view of literature on optimal powered gravity assists is presented, where many op-

timal solutions found are infeasible for realistic spacecraft missions. The need was

identified for a mission feasible optimal powered gravity assist algorithm using only

a single impulsive maneuver. The solution space was analyzed and a complete char-

acterization was developed for solution types of the optimal single-impulse powered

gravity assist. Using newfound solution space characteristics, an efficient and reli-

able optimal single-impulse powered gravity assist BVP algorithm was formulated.

The mission constraints were strictly enforced, such as maintaining the closest ap-

proach above a minimum radius and below a maximum radius.

An extension of the optimal powered gravity assist research is the devel-

opment of a gravity assist BVP algorithm that utilizes an asymptote ∆V correction

maneuver to produce ballistic gravity assist trajectory solutions. The efficient al-

gorithm is tested with real interplanetary mission trajectory parameters and suc-

cessfully converges upon ballistic gravity assists with improved performance com-

pared to traditional methods. A hybrid approach is also presented, using the asymp-

tote maneuver algorithm together with traditional gravity assist constraints to reach

ballistic trajectory solutions more reliably, while improving computational perfor-

mance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Preliminary interplanetary trajectory problem definition

The advancement of modern spacecraft technology and launch vehicle ca-

pability has enabled more ambitious interplanetary spacecraft missions. Achieving

the science and mission goals with realistic spacecraft constraints at increasingly

challenging destinations necessitates efficient and complex trajectory designs. The

trajectories for these complex interplanetary missions must be designed in an ef-

fective and adaptable manner that supports the ever changing mission goals. To

better explore the vastly different types of potential interplanetary trajectories for

each preliminary mission design, mission designers require efficient, robust, and

adaptable preliminary interplanetary trajectory design tools and algorithms.

A preliminary interplanetary trajectory can be defined as a spacecraft trajec-

tory, approximated by simpler dynamics compared to reality, that travels through

interplanetary space potentially encountering planets and/or small bodies along its

path to a final destination orbit about a planet, small body, or the Sun. The simpler

dynamics are typically selected as two-body orbital mechanics, which assumes a

spacecraft of negligible mass to orbit about a central massive gravitational body,

such as the Sun or planets. Changes in the trajectory due to spacecraft propulsion

are modeled as impulsive perturbations in velocity ∆V . Each required ∆V maneuver
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can be related to the propellant required to complete the propulsive maneuver by the

well known rocket equations. Common spacecraft trajectory maneuvers included

in preliminary interplanetary trajectories are departure/arrival transfers into parking

orbits, departure on launch vehicle hyperbolic transfers, arrival to planetary entry

conditions, ballistic and powered gravity assists, as well as deep space maneuvers.

Interplanetary spacecraft missions frequently utilize planetary gravity as-

sists in their trajectory design. A gravity assist can be defined as a hyperbolic flyby

of a celestial body, where the local gravitational perturbations due to the planet or

small body aid in providing energy for and shaping the overall interplanetary trajec-

tory. Many interplanetary trajectories benefit from including multiple consecutive

gravity assists, which greatly increases the complexity of the trajectory design pro-

cess. The use of planetary gravity assists is an effective way to reduce the required

launch vehicle energy supplied to the spacecraft, which also can reduce the mission

cost and/or increase the spacecraft mass and capability. Planetary gravity assists

usually aid in reducing the amount of propellant required onboard the spacecraft,

as well as potentially decreasing the flight time required to get to the destination.

A gravity assist can be ballistic (no thrust event during the flyby) or pow-

ered (with one or more thrust events during the flyby). As will be explored in the

following chapters, a powered gravity assist can enhance the effectiveness of a plan-

etary gravity assist, further reducing the overall trajectory ∆V , therefore reducing

the amount of required spacecraft propellant. An optimal single-impulse powered

gravity assist trajectory applies the spacecraft ∆V impulse at an optimal maneuver

location during the flyby that minimizes the required ∆V maneuver. Unfortunately,

a powered gravity assist has not been performed in an actual flown mission. There
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are multiple reasons that current and past missions have avoided implementing a

powered gravity assist, stemming from technological and operational difficulties.

The sensitive dynamics during a flyby require that an engine burn maneuver be

performed during the flyby with very high accuracy requirements, beyond that of

current navigation technology. Also, including such a precise maneuver during a

gravity assist requires complex mission planning and/or automated spacecraft guid-

ance strategies, which incurs higher risk to the mission. Considering these and other

reasons attributed to not utilizing powered gravity assists, improved spacecraft nav-

igation technology and onboard automation will enable the use of powered gravity

assists in future missions and broaden the horizon of achievable spacecraft destina-

tions [11]. Anticipating these improved spacecraft capabilities, the current research

provides the tools to aid in designing and planning such future missions.

1.2 Motivation

As an assistant instructor for the spacecraft mission design course series at

the University of Texas at Austin, the author noticed a need for an interplanetary tra-

jectory design tool and associated algorithms that the students could quickly learn

to use and produce realistic interplanetary trajectories. The difficulty in generating

feasible preliminary trajectories was a major stumbling block in the mission designs

of the undergraduate student teams. Many student teams relied almost totally on the

literature for their baseline trajectories, and often did not progress very far beyond

these trajectories in their final designs. Some teams attempted to use existing tra-

jectory design tools, but failed because these tools required extensive time learning

the software. Thus the author developed TRACT (TRAjectory Configuration Tool)
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as a preliminary interplanetary trajectory design tool, that can incorporate common

mission maneuvers (parking orbit transfers, rendezvous, etc.) as well as advanced

maneuvers (ballistic and powered gravity assists, etc.), while maintaining a short

user learning curve. This was achieved by reducing the amount of user provided

mission information to a minimum and employing two-body boundary value prob-

lem (BVP) algorithms to automate much of the trajectory evaluation.

While developing TRACT, the author found the literature and research lack-

ing in characterizing optimal powered gravity assists, particularly needing a com-

plete and rigorous characterization of optimal single-impulse powered gravity as-

sists. Most optimal minimum ∆V powered flyby literature presented multiple-

impulse globally optimal powered gravity assist solutions as academic exercises.

Many of these multiple-impulse powered gravity assist problems resulted in solu-

tions that aren’t translatable to feasible mission trajectories (requiring extremely

long flight times about the planet to execute the gravity assist or flybys that pene-

trate the central planet). Consequently, an in-depth study of mission feasible single-

impulse optimal powered gravity assist problem was conducted, characterizing its

features and dynamics for an organized understanding of the problem and its solu-

tions. This characterization lead to developing a new BVP algorithm for optimal

single-impulse powered gravity assist solutions, as well as to alternative methods

and algorithms for obtaining ballistic gravity assist trajectory solutions.
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1.3 Contributions

The major contributions of this research to the areas of preliminary trajec-

tory design and fundamental astrodynamics are listed below.

1. An interplanetary trajectory design tool (TRACT) has been designed, devel-

oped, and documented, using a new bi-level optimization formulation of two-

body trajectory boundary value problems that provides efficient and robust

trajectory optimization solutions with a reduced set of required user inputs.

TRACT offers enhanced accessibility and a short user learning curve, as well

as providing an adaptable open source architecture in MATLAB for special-

ized user modifications.

2. A complete and rigorous characterization of the optimal single-impulse pow-

ered gravity assist problem is presented, organizing the transfer maneuver

solution types into a convenient categorization scheme and identifying key

solution solution space features for each category.

3. A new single-impulse powered gravity assist boundary value problem is for-

mulated. The problem is then solved with an efficient and robust cubic in-

terpolation optimization algorithm. The solution algorithm features strict en-

forcement of minimum and maximum flyby radius constraints.

4. The powered assist algorithms have been integrated into the TRACT design

tool.

5. The TRACT tool has been tested and verified by using it to re-create prelimi-

nary mission design trajectories for the Galileo, Cassini, Juno, New Horizons,
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and MESSENGER missions. The resulting preliminary mission design tra-

jectories successfully converge to trajectories that closely match the actual

trajectory timelines, maneuvers, and propulsion requirements.

Additionally, the research presents an alternative ballistic gravity assist constraint

methodology and boundary value problem solution algorithm. The algorithm is also

incorporated into TRACT and analyzed with mission trajectories, showing potential

improvements in optimization performance.

1.4 Dissertation organization

The research is divided into seven chapters. The introductory chapter pro-

vides the interplanetary trajectory design problem definition, the general motiva-

tions of the research, and identifies the major contributions of the work presented.

Chapter 2 provides necessary background information on preliminary interplane-

tary trajectory optimization strategies using linked conics, two-body orbital me-

chanics, and common BVPs, such as Lambert targeting and the hyperbolic termi-

nal velocity problem. Chapter 3 presents TRACT, detailing the tool’s architecture,

capabilities, and bi-level optimization scheme utilizing a linked BVP methodol-

ogy. Chapter 4 presents the powered gravity assist BVP beginning with a review of

past literature and common algorithms for analysis of powered gravity assists. The

chapter then provides a rigorous formulation of the optimal single-impulse powered

gravity assist problem, presents a through characterization of its solution space, and

then presents an efficient and robust algorithm for the solution of the BVP. Chapter 5

develops an asymptote ∆V correction maneuver technique to accommodate ballistic
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gravity assist trajectories using a penalty maneuver rather than applying nonlinear

optimization constraints. The chapter analyzes the resulting algorithm for its per-

formance and effectiveness at producing ballistic gravity assist trajectory solutions.

Chapter 6 presents interplanetary mission trajectory case studies with examples of

mission trajectories from past student design teams using TRACT. The chapter also

provides detailed trajectory optimization performance analysis of real interplan-

etary mission trajectories using TRACT, as well as demonstrating the effective-

ness of optimal powered gravity assists, achieving ballistic gravity assists with the

asymptote penalty maneuver, and other TRACT capabilities. Finally, Chapter 7

concludes the dissertation with a summary of the work presented and outlining rec-

ommendations for further study. Appendix A and B at the end of the dissertation

provides extended discussions on powered flyby constraint handling. Appendix C

discusses additional hyperbolic terminal velocity hodograph analysis for powered

gravity assists. Appendix D details the contributions made with TRACT for the 7th

international Global Trajectory Optimization Competition. Finally, the Appendix

E - G present additional details for TRACT: optimization schemes, constraints, and

user input options.
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Chapter 2

Multi-body Trajectory Design & Optimization
Background

2.1 Trajectory design & optimization strategies

The current trajectory design process for an interplanetary mission begins

by defining the design space (the total set of variables and boundary conditions) and

outlining a method of exploring that space (a mission scenario). Mission parame-

ters and constraints help to identify requirements for the trajectory design space.

There are many strategies and tools available that may be used to design and ex-

plore within these boundaries. The strategies and tools are typically dictated by the

maturity level of the mission and/or trajectory design. Mature designs have more

information and data precision which correlates to needing a higher fidelity strategy

such as utilizing complex multi-body dynamical system tools. Less mature mission

designs can have drastically varying objectives and lack information to accommo-

date such sophisticated tools. There may be many different mission scenarios that

should be explored during the preliminary mission design process. These prelim-

inary mission designs must rely on simpler two-body orbital relations and more

adaptable trajectory tools.

The sections in this chapter develop the theoretical background and algo-

rithms necessary to fully appreciate the work in later chapters. The two-body or-
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bital relationships and algorithms presented in this chapter are well known in as-

trodynamics and are presented as an introduction and segway to the original work

found in later chapters. Many of the diagrams and figures presented are created by

the author, but some are excerpts from other sources, such as Curtis [5] or Vallado

[1]. These referenced figures and diagrams are noted by the source citation within

the caption.

2.1.1 Multi-body systems

A true interplanetary trajectory encounters multiple gravitational forces at

all times throughout a mission as well as other perturbations, such as solar radia-

tion pressure, atmospheric drag, magnetic forces, etc. This complex set of forces

requires numerical integration and detailed knowledge of the mission environment

to determine a complete trajectory solution . These trajectories are typically bro-

ken into separate discontinuous propagated segments, where a continuous trajectory

that satisfies all the mission constraints is generated iteratively through differential

correction procedures [12, 13]. There are many powerful software toolkits avail-

able commercially or native to companies/institutions which provide these capabil-

ities. Some well known industry examples are Copernicus, AGI’s Systems Tool Kit

(STK), JPL’s MALTO and VARITOP, etc. High fidelity mission trajectory tools

are very computationally intensive and are extremely sensitive to the initial guess

trajectory values provided. The focus of the current research is to provide a more

robust, efficient, and accurate way to produce initial trajectories that can be used as

starting points for high fidelity mission trajectory programs.
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Table 2.1: Characteristics of Keplerian Orbits [1]
Quantity Circle Ellipse Parabola Hyperbola

Semimajor Axis, a a = r rp ≤ a≤ ra a = ∞ a < 0
Eccentricity, e e = 0 0 < e < 1 e = 1 e > 1

Semiparameter, p p = r rp < p < 2rp p = 2rp p > 2rp

Period, P P = 2π
√

a3/µ P = 2π
√

a3/µ P = ∞ P = ∞

Specific Energy, ε ε=−µ/2a < 0 ε< 0 ε=0 ε> 0

2.1.2 Two-body systems

The two-body systems considered in this dissertation assumes an environ-

ment with a primary central gravitational point mass body (Sun or planet) and a

much smaller secondary body of negligible mass, such as a spacecraft. Two-body

dynamics offer a wealth of analytic relationships and closed form solutions. These

dynamics provide a robust and efficient method for approximating multi-body tra-

jectories and when applied in an appropriate manner, offer acceptable accuracy for

preliminary trajectory design. Since the following chapters frequently reference

two-body relations in derivations and analysis, key equations are outlined below

along with specific syntax and nomenclature.

Two-body dynamical motion is described by the relatively simple equation

of motion, Equation 2.1, which determines all of the relationships outlined in Table

2.1 and throughout the chapter.

~̈r =− µ

r3~r (2.1)

The conic orbits about a celestial body can be described analytically in the

two-body problem by elliptic and hyperbolic orbital locations solved as a scalar
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Figure 2.1: Elliptical orbit with defining parameters labeled

radius. The semimajor axis and eccentricity are used with the true anomaly of the

orbit to define the radius of the specific location in the orbit, Equation 2.2.

r =
a(1− e2)

1+ ecos(ν)
. (2.2)

In most trajectory designs, elliptical orbits account for a majority of the

interplanetary flight, including parking orbits about planets and most segments of

the heliocentric trajectory. The geometry and parameters that will be used to define

an elliptic orbit are outlined in Figure 2.1. The total energy of an orbit is conserved,

equaling the sum of the potential and kinetic energy of the spacecraft at any point in

the orbit, where V and µ are the velocity at the point r and gravitational parameter

of the primary body, respectively [1].
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ε =
V 2

2
− µ

r
=− µ

2a
(2.3)

When combined with the specific energy, Equation 2.3 leads to the vis-viva equation

for the spacecraft’s velocity magnitude, V . As the trajectory of a hyperbolic orbit

increases to a sufficiently large radius that the potential energy term is negligible,

the velocity of the orbit approaches an asymptotic velocity magnitude. This is seen

by the 2µ/r term in the vis-viva equation being driven to zero as r approaches

infinity, leaving the asymptotic excess velocity V∞ of the hyperbolic orbit, Equation

2.5. Note that the standard sign convention for semimajor axis of hyperbolic orbits

is negative, which maintains a real valued velocity from these equations.

V =

√
2µ

r
− µ

a
(2.4)

V∞ =

√
−µ

a
(2.5)

Specific points of interest for an elliptical orbit are the periapsis rp and

apoapsis ra. The periapsis is the location in the orbit for the closest approach and

highest velocity with respect to the gravitational body. The apoapsis is the location

in the orbit for the farthest point and lowest velocity. An elliptical orbit is a closed

orbit with negative specific energy, where (in a two-body system) a spacecraft will

remain in orbit about the gravitational body for all time. A hyperbolic orbit is an

example of an open orbit with positive specific energy in which a spacecraft is not

bound to the celestial body.
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Figure 2.2: Hyperbolic orbit diagram with defining parameters labeled

Hyperbolic orbits appear in trajectory designs to describe a spacecraft’s de-

parture, arrival, or flyby of a celestial body, involving only brief periods of time

compared to the entire interplanetary trajectory’s duration. This high energy or-

bit is illustrated in Figure 2.2 with its defining parameters. All vector parameters

are identified throughout the dissertation by a vector arrow over the parameter. In

many mission planning and trajectory design investigations, a method of measur-

ing the hyperbolic orbital energy is the parameter C3, which has units km2/s2. The

equations relating C3, V∞, and ε are shown below.

C3 =V 2
∞ = 2ε (2.6)

Because a hyperbolic orbit is an open orbit and continues its flight to an “infinite”
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distance from the gravitational body, only a periapsis exists in a two body model.

Although the periapsis is the location of the highest velocity in the hyperbolic orbit,

there is no specific point for the lowest velocity. Yet, as an object’s distance from the

gravitational body grows, the velocity of a hyperbolic orbit slows to a near constant

value and direction, which is approximated as, V∞, (known as hyperbolic excess

velocity) [14].

The directions of both approaching and exiting V∞ are depicted in Figure 2.2 by an

asymptote, translated a distance ∆, known as the aiming radius or miss distance,

from a line drawn radially out from the body. The hyperbolic eccentricity can be

determined by the periapse radius rp for a given V∞.

∆ =
µ

V 2
∞

√
(e2−1) (2.7)

e = 1+
rpV 2

∞

µ
(2.8)

The turning angle, δ , is a commonly referenced parameter that describes how much

an encounter with a celestial body has changed the V∞ direction in planet centered

coordinates. The location of the periapsis can be defined with respect to either

asymptote line in celestial body fixed coordinates by the angle β , herein referenced

as the gravitational bend angle.

δ = 2sin−1
(

1
e

)
(2.9)
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β = cos−1
(

1
e

)
(2.10)

In the case of an unpowered gravity assist, a non-thrusting ballistic planetary flyby,

the incoming and exiting V∞ magnitudes are equal. Parameter values associated

with the arrival segment of the gravity assist trajectory are identified by a minus

(−) and those associated with the departure segment is identified by a plus (+).

The use of the plus minus symbol (±) as a superscript or subscript references both

the arrival and departure segment parameters, such as V±∞ . It can also indicate either

segment according to the appropriate case, V−∞ for certain cases and V+
∞ for others.

V−∞ =V+
∞ (2.11)

2.2 Patched/linked conics

The patched conic and linked conic methods utilize analytical two-body

equations to simplify the trajectory calculation process. Since a preliminary tra-

jectory design usually involves minimal mission information, the patched conic or

linked conic procedure is preferred for early mission planning. Both conic ap-

proaches assume only the dominant gravitational field acts on the spacecraft at each

stage of the flight and all other forces are negligible. The trajectory is divided into

heliocentric and planetocentric (planet centered) stages, as shown in Figure 2.3. The

radial distance surrounding a planet where its gravity becomes dominant over the

Sun’s is defined as the sphere of influence, SOI, of that planet. A common equation

for defining the SOI radius for a planet is Equation 2.12.
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Figure 2.3: Patched conic trajectory from inner to outer planet (not to scale)
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5

(2.12)

The difference between the conic methods is that linked conic method is

a simplified version of patched conics. Patched conics switches the central grav-

itational body from the Sun to the planet once the trajectory has entered into the

planet’s SOI, truncating the heliocentric conic. Therefore the asymptotic excess

velocity ~V∞ = ~Vsc−~VP for the hyperbolic planetocentric trajectories are defined by

the planet’s velocity ~VP and the spacecraft heliocentric velocity ~Vsc at the moment

of breaching rSOI . This method usually requires an iterative procedure to determine

the conditions when the rSOI transition occurs. Linked conics assumes the SOI

for the planets is small enough to be neglected and the heliocentric trajectory is a

complete conic from an initial planet’s position to the final planet’s position. This

simplification removes the need for any iteration since the ~V∞ for each planetary
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encounter can be determined directly from the planet and spacecraft heliocentric

velocities at the intersection points. Any maneuvers performed during the plane-

tary encounter are assumed to occur in a relatively short time frame, such that it can

be neglected and considered instantaneous compared to the heliocentric trajectory.

The instantaneous planetary encounter approximation is supported by most impul-

sive interplanetary trajectories having hyperbolic planetary encounters with rela-

tively fast planetocentric transits. The instantaneous encounter allows the planet’s

heliocentric state to be assumed fixed during the encounter. Therefore a gravity

assist would relate both ~V−∞ and ~V+
∞ with the same planetary velocity ~VP. These as-

sumptions has led the linked conic method to also be known as zeroth order patched

conics or zero sphere of influence patched conics. From this point on linked conics

will be the preferred method used throughout this research, as this approximation

allows a convenient and sufficiently accurate way to divide a complex single level

optimization problem into a much simpler bi-level optimization procedure.

The linked conic method provides a close approximation to the true trajec-

tory, because the SOI of each planet is very small compared to the scale of the entire

heliocentric trajectory, spending the majority of the trajectory under the sun’s gravi-

tational influence [5]. Consequently, the heliocentric conic legs of the trajectory are

determined while treating the planets’ SOI as points in space, having no effect on

the heliocentric trajectory except at the flyby point itself. Although, when consid-

ering each trajectory in planetocentric coordinates, the SOI is a large enough radial

distance from the planet it is considered to be at infinity. Using values from the Ex-

planatory Supplement to the Astronomical Almanac (Seidelmann 1992) [15], each

planet’s SOI and the various relationships as described above are found in Table
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Table 2.2: Relationships of planets’ sphere of influence with distances from Sun
and planets

Planet
rplanet Rplanet RSOI RSOI Rplanet

RSOI

RSOI
Rplanet

RSOI
rplanet(km) (AU) (AU) (rsun) (%)

Mercury 2440 0.39 0.0008 0.16 515 0.19 46
Venus 6052 0.72 0.0041 0.89 176 0.57 102
Earth 6378 1.00 0.0062 1.33 162 0.62 145
Mars 3396 1.52 0.0039 0.83 395 0.25 170

Jupiter 71492 5.20 0.3222 69.26 16 6.19 674
Saturn 60268 9.55 0.3653 78.52 26 3.82 907
Uranus 25559 19.22 0.3462 74.41 56 1.8 2026

Neptune 24764 30.11 0.5808 124.83 52 1.9 3509

2.2. The planetary radius and average heliocentric orbital distance of each planet

(rplanet and Rplanet) are shown to compare the radius of each planet’s SOI (RSOI) in

terms of astronomical units (AU) and in radius of the sun (rsun). Various ratios are

also displayed to compare how RSOI measures up to Rplanet and rplanet .

When encountering the largest planet Jupiter, the linked conics assumptions

may not agree with reality as well as it does with the smaller planets. Jupiter’s grav-

itational field has significant influence on a trajectory as a spacecraft approaches the

vicinity of the planet. The large distance of gravitational influence alters a trajectory

by increasing the spacecraft’s velocity toward Jupiter. The increase in heliocentric

velocity is not accounted for in linked conics. This results in the actual trajectory

leg to Jupiter having a shorter time of flight than what is estimated by linked conics.

The effect on a flight ending at Jupiter is not negligible, but the overall effect on a

Jupiter flyby is partially canceled out, where the incoming leg would have a shorter

time of flight and the outgoing leg would have a longer time of flight. For these

reasons linked conics is primarily used for preliminary mission planning tools.
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Each individual heliocentric and planetocentric segment of the trajectory is

a continuous path between maneuvers/encounters. The linked conic method as-

sumes the location of the ~V∞ asymptote is free to be adjusted with respect to the

encountered planet, as defined by hyperbolic parameters such as the periapse radius

rp, the asymptote offset distance ∆, etc.

The key component of the linked conic method that makes it so appealing is

that it allows a complex trajectory problem to be broken up into smaller trajectory

problems solved independently (to a certain extent) of one another. The heliocentric

trajectory segments of an interplanetary mission connect between each planetary

encounter location and/or deep space maneuver (DSM). Implementing the linked

conics method, the trajectories of the heliocentric legs are decoupled from each

other and can be solved independently. Linked conics also allows planetocentric

trajectories to be decoupled from other planetocentric trajectories, but each is still

dependent on the ~V∞ information provided by the heliocentric trajectory solutions.

Therefore the heliocentric trajectories must be solved first, then each planetocen-

tric trajectory can be solved independently of the others. This decoupling makes

linked conics a powerful technique, especially for computationally intensive trajec-

tory problems, where parallel computing can be implemented easily for the all the

smaller independent trajectory problems.

The planetary states (heliocentric position and velocity) are found using the

encounter dates and ephemeris data. Knowing each planet’s position as a function

of time, the heliocentric trajectory legs are determined using a two-body method

such as Lambert targeting or a propagation method. Once the heliocentric trajec-

tories are computed, each planetocentric hyperbolic encounter is defined by the in-
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coming and/or exiting excess velocity,~V−∞ and~V+
∞ . Despite the goal of the planetary

encounter whether it is a flyby, transfer to or from a parking orbit, etc., a hyperbolic

transfer occurs between the ~V∞ asymptote and the desired objective. This hyper-

bolic trajectory between a ~V∞ asymptote direction a planetocentric ∆V maneuver

location~r∆V defines a hyperbolic boundary value problem, which can be solved an-

alytically. If the objective is to transfer with a parking orbit about a planet, then the

orbital state at the maneuver location is the final information required to complete

the encounter. If the a gravity assist is desired, then the hyperbolic boundary value

problem is solved for the incoming leg and outgoing leg of the flyby trajectory, con-

necting the planetocentric flyby transfer trajectory. Each of these tools and methods

are described in further detail in the next sections.

2.3 Boundary value problem methods

Boundary value problems (BVP) in orbital mechanics are typically defined

as trajectory problems where orbital trajectory parameters are known for an ini-

tial state and a final state, but the trajectory required to transition between these

states is unknown. Some orbital BVP have only a single unique trajectory solu-

tion that connects the initial and final states and satisfies all the conditions. Other

orbit BVPs can have multiple trajectories that complete all the conditions, there-

fore requiring an additional metric to determine a single unique solution, such as

minimizing/maximizing certain orbital parameters or a specified performance in-

dex. BVPs are essential to efficiently solving two-body trajectories. Occasionally

BVPs are formulated to have analytical solutions, otherwise they generally have

efficient numerical/iterative solutions. BVP solutions also provide useful insight
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to difficult problems and complex dynamical environments. For preliminary inter-

planetary mission design, the trajectory can be broken down into multiple different

BVPs that are connected through linked conics. The following subsections detail

the most useful BVPs to preliminary trajectory design: Lambert targeting for he-

liocentric trajectories and hyperbolic terminal velocity problem for planetocentric

trajectories.

2.3.1 Lambert targeting

Lambert targeting is one of the most common tools used for designing real-

istic baseline trajectories in mission design. The Lambert targeting problem focuses

on the following orbital BVP: given an initial and final location with respect to a

central gravitational body and a desired time of flight (TOF) for a spacecraft to com-

plete the orbit segment, find the required velocities at the initial and final positions

in the two-body system. Using the linked conics method, interplanetary missions

have initial and final locations at planets and a TOF that creates a conic heliocentric

trajectory between these planets. The Lambert targeter can generate a two-body tra-

jectory solution for nearly all relative position configurations and flight times. De-

signing an interplanetary trajectory with a Lambert targeting tool facilitates the use

of gravity assists, midcourse maneuvers, and accurate planetary positions. These

capabilities are necessary while seeking an optimal trajectory solution.

Lambert’s problem has been solved a variety of different ways and has been

coded into countless programming languages. The following discussion will focus

on the use of a Lambert targeting program, while the theory and mathematical tech-

niques involved in solving Lambert’s problem can be found in other texts. Possibly
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the most rigorous and descriptive solutions are seen in An Introduction to Math-

ematics and Methods of Astrodynamics, Revised Edition (Battin 1999) [10] and

Fundamentals of Astrodynamics and Applications (Vallado 2001) [1].

A typical multiple revolution Lambert targeting problem requires seven in-

puts that describe the conditions of the orbital problem so that the desired outputs

can be found.

Inputs:

1. µ: gravitational parameter of the central body

2. ~r1: radius vector of initial location with respect to gravitational body

3. ~r2: radius vector of final location with respect to gravitational body

4. TOF: time of flight between initial and final locations

5. d: direction of travel about the central body

6. m: number of orbital revolutions around the central body

7. p: short or long period of multiple revolution orbit

Outputs:

1. ~V1: velocity vector at initial location

2. ~V2: velocity vector at final location
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Long Way (Δν > 180°)

Figure 2.4: Transfer types for Lambert’s problem [Source: Vallado [1]]

Assuming an interplanetary trajectory, the gravitational parameter is of the

Sun. The initial location ~r1 is the position vector of the spacecraft about the Sun

at the beginning of the orbital transfer, while~r2 is the spacecraft’s position vector

at the end of the orbital transfer. The plane defined by the three points, ~r1, ~r2,

and the origin (Sun) is the orbital transfer plane. With a given set of ~r1, ~r2, and

TOF, multiple transfer solutions exist. If the transfer is not a multiple revolution

trajectory, then only two solutions exist, identified by the transfer direction [16].

The transfer direction is defined in most scripts as either short-way or long-way,

which can been seen in Figure 2.4 to describe the relative angle that the transfer arc

sweeps out. A short-way path refers to the direction of flight for the shorter transfer

arc that is less than 180◦ (also known as a type 1 transfer), while the long-way

path refers to the longer transfer arc direction that is greater than 180◦(also known

as a type 2 transfer). Though this method is sufficient for a fixed set of orbital

parameters, the spacecraft locations and flight times in an iterative environment
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Figure 2.5: Varying time of flight for Lambert trajectory [Source: Vallado [1]]

can change enough that maintaining a short-way or long-way flight direction is not

desirable for all iterations [1]. Figure 2.5 shows an example of the potential orbital

arcs (elliptical, parabolic, and hyperbolic) created between two fixed locations with

varying TOF.

In most interplanetary missions, the heliocentric angular momentum of each

trajectory leg is preserved in the same general direction, prograde or retrograde.

Since all planets (and most minor bodies) orbit the Sun in a prograde direction,

with the angular momentum vector pointing in the northern ecliptic hemisphere,

most spacecraft trajectories are also in the prograde direction throughout their en-

tire mission. A change in heliocentric angular momentum direction would have

the spacecraft reverse its velocity direction, requiring an unrealistic amount of pro-

pellant to accomplish such a large 4~V . A Lambert targeting tool with a direction

specified as short-way or long-way may initially produce prograde trajectory seg-
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Figure 2.6: Multiple revolution Lambert solution pair for prograde direction with
long and short period trajectories identified by the larger and smaller orbit respec-
tively

ments. Yet, as the iterative design loop continues, the orbital parameters may vary

enough to yield a retrograde trajectory segment even though the same short-way or

long-way direction has been maintained. Therefore, it is preferred that a Lambert

targeter script be modified to use prograde and retrograde as the choice for direction

of travel.

Multiple revolution transfer solutions are identified by the number m of rev-

olutions the trajectory completes before arriving at the final location and which of

the two possible transfer types is desired, long period or short period (also known as

left branch or right branch). The m parameter is a positive integer value, where zero

identifies a trajectory segment that does not travel a full orbital revolution about

the central body between initial and final locations. A nonzero value of m refers

to the number of circular or elliptical orbits that are completed [16]. An example
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multiple revolution solution pair for a prograde direction is shown in Figure 2.6,

where the larger orbit (black) is the long period solution and the smaller orbit (blue)

is the short period. Both orbits transfer approximately 450◦ between r1 and r2 and

both are prograde. There exist two additional retrograde solutions. These solutions

from r1 to r2 require the spacecraft to transit approximately 630◦ in the retrograde

direction but are not shown.

The outputs of a Lambert targeting routine are the initial and final velocity

vectors, ~V1and ~V2, that yield the desired transfer. With the initial and final states

(position and velocity vectors) of the spacecraft, the orbital transfer segment is fully

defined. The segment information can be used to determine the 4~V required to

enter into the transfer from a previous orbit and the4~V necessary to exit the transfer

into the next orbit segment.

As with most tools, there are limitations to the use of some Lambert tar-

geting algorithms. Most formulations of the Lambert targeting algorithm have an

undefined solution when the ~r1 and ~r2 vectors are collinear (angles of 0◦ or 180◦

apart). This singularity occurs because the three points usually used to define the

transfer plane are all along the same line, and infinitely many planes can be chosen

to complete the transfer. A modified Lambert targeting algorithm would require

a specified plane for the transfer or a metric to determine a unique transfer plane

solution, such as minimizing the associated ∆V maneuvers.

2.3.2 Hyperbolic terminal velocity problem

A very useful but seemingly under-utilized BVP algorithm in trajectory de-

sign is the hyperbolic terminal velocity problem. The BVP is particularly useful for
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Figure 2.7: Hyperbolic terminal velocity problem diagram for departing trajectory

linked conics for handling the planetocentric hyperbolic trajectory legs, such as a

flyby, a hyperbolic arrival trajectory to insert into a parking orbit, or a hyperbolic

departure trajectory from a parking orbit. The hyperbolic terminal velocity prob-

lem seeks to determine the hyperbolic conic trajectory between a given departure or

arrival (depending on desired scenario) ~V∞ asymptote vector and a given~r position

vector about the encountered body. The~r location would be where the hyperbolic

conic trajectory intersects the parking orbit for arrival or departure. The~r location

would also be where the incoming hyperbolic leg of a flyby connects with the out-

going hyperbolic leg, thereby completing the flyby transfer trajectory. The resulting

solution of the algorithm is the required ~V velocity direction and magnitude asso-

ciated with the~r location to complete the hyperbolic trajectory, as shown in Figure

2.7. The BVP assumes that the~V∞ asymptote is not at a predefined position or offset

distance with respect to the central body, allowing the algorithm to determine the

trajectory required to complete the transfer boundary conditions. The BVP is solved

in the following chapters to determine the incoming and outgoing hyperbolic legs

of a flyby, connecting between the given incoming ~V−∞ and outgoing ~V+
∞ vectors.
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It can also be used to determine the hyperbolic departure leg from a parking orbit

to the outgoing ~V+
∞ vector (or the hyperbolic arrival leg to a parking orbit from the

incoming ~V−∞ vector).

The solution presented below was initially developed by Battin [10] and

has been reformulated for two cases (arrival/incoming or departure/outgoing) in

the current work for clarity and easy of computation. The hyperbolic boundary

value problem was solved using hodograph analysis, where velocity diagrams are

constructed to determine the relative magnitude and direction of the problem’s as-

sociated velocities. The details of this process can be found in Battin’s work [10].

The relationships result in an analytic solution for the velocity ~V+ at location~r of

an outgoing hyperbolic trajectory that reaches the required departing~V+
∞ asymptote

conditions, Equation 2.13. The ~V+ vector is built up by a component along the V̂+
∞

asymptote unit vector direction and a component along the r̂ radial position unit

vector direction. The transfer angle θ+
∞ between the~r position vector direction and

the ~V+
∞ asymptote direction is computed as θ+

∞ = arccos
(
r̂ ·V̂+

∞

)
.

~V+ =
(
D+ 1

2V+
∞

)
V̂+

∞ +
(
D− 1

2V+
∞

)
r̂

D =

√
µ

r(1+cosθ
+
∞ )

+ V+2
∞

4

(2.13)

The solution formulation for the arrival case is an incoming hyperbolic tra-

jectory that determines the ~V− velocity vector at~r after transferring from the arriv-

ing ~V−∞ asymptote. The parameter D is the similar for this case, but with incoming

variables. The ~V− velocity vector is constructed with a negative radial component,

Equation 2.14. This is to correct for the radial direction on incoming trajectories
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inherently opposing the velocity direction, which can be seen in Figure 2.8.

~V− =
(
D+ 1

2V−∞
)

V̂−∞−
(
D− 1

2V−∞
)

r̂

D =

√
µ

r(1+cosθ
−
∞ )

+ V−2
∞

4

(2.14)

Upon further study the hyperbolic terminal velocity problem algorithm ex-

hibits qualities similar to that of Lambert targeting. For a given set of boundary

conditions ~V−∞ and~r, there exist two trajectory solutions that complete such a hy-

perbolic transfer. The two solutions to the problem are similar to the short and long

way solutions to Lambert’s problem, shown in Figures 2.9 and 2.10. By definition

the magnitude of the ~V± solution (V−∞ and V+
∞ ) for both short and long way is the

same. The algorithms in Equations 2.13 and 2.14 provide the short way solution,

while the long way solution is found by reversing the sign of the D parameter. Us-

ing a negative D in the incoming and outgoing algorithms reverses the direction of

motion for the long way solution. The short way solution may or may not transit

through periapse depending on the BVP geometry, but the long way solution always

passes through periapse. Note that the “short way” and the “long way” solutions are
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Figure 2.10: Short and long way hyperbolic terminal velocity solutions for incom-
ing transfer
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not segments of the same hyperbolic flyby. Instead, they are two separate trajectory

solutions that connect between a specific location ~r and a hyperbolic asymptote

excess velocity vector, ~V∞. Considering the difference in the short way and long

way solutions, a planetocentric hyperbolic transfer trajectory can be found with a

specified angular momentum direction by changing the sign on D when needed.

The periapse distance is unconstrained for these solutions, therefore care should

be taken when implementing the long way solution to avoid an unacceptably low

periapse distance.

During an iterative trajectory design process, the general regions of concern

for maintaining a useful and feasible hyperbolic transfer is when the specified~r lo-

cation transitions from one side of the periapse to the other, requiring D to switch

signs in order to maintain the same transfer direction. Also, when θ±∞ (θ−∞ or θ+
∞ )

passes through π or 0, the D parameter sign should be switched. Although extra

consideration should be taken when passing through θ±∞ = 0, because in order to

maintain the hyperbolic orbit’s angular momentum direction through the transfer,

the solution switches from a very short path trajectory and a very long path. De-

pending on the specific problem scenario at hand this drastic change in trajectory

just to maintain a specific angular momentum direction may or may not be desir-

able. It would be up to the user implementing this BVP algorithm to take care in

understanding the potential trajectory solutions of the hyperbolic BVP and tailoring

it to meet their needs.

Just as Lambert’s problem is undefined at nπ transfer angles, the hyperbolic

terminal velocity problem is undefined when θ±∞ is exactly π . This is because there

are an infinite number of planes to transfer through to satisfy the trajectory boundary
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conditions; a preference or metric is required to select a unique transfer solution.

When θ±∞ is exactly 0, then by the problem’s definition r̂ ⇒ r̂∞ and ~V± ⇒ ~V±∞ ,

despite the magnitude of r. Essentially, the hyperbolic terminal velocity problem is

a special extension of Lambert’s problem, where~r2⇒~r∞ and TOF⇒ ∞.

2.4 Planetary encounters

In an linked conic interplanetary trajectory, most ∆V maneuvers occur within

the planetary encounters. The typical types of planetary encounters are departing

from or arriving to parking orbits about planets, as well as, flybys of planets. All

of these types include hyperbolic transfers and therefore employ the hyperbolic

terminal velocity problem solution to determine the required ∆~V . Most encounter

orbits are defined in a planetocentric reference frame. The planet’s pole and equator

orientation define the planetocentric reference frame, thereby providing a sense of

latitude. For preliminary trajectory design phases, the rotation of the planet need not

be considered nor accounting for any particular longitude with respect to a planet-

specific reference. The subsections below provide the details and examples for each

type of encounter as an introduction to the topics in later chapters.

2.4.1 Parking Orbits

Determining the departure from a parking orbit about a planet requires in-

formation about the parking orbit and the departing ~V∞ asymptote. The mission

designer must supply the parking orbit data, while the~V∞ is already computed from

the heliocentric trajectories. Only a subset of the parking orbit information is re-

quired, while the remaining parameters can be optimized to determine the minimum
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Figure 2.11: Hyperbolic departure trajectories from periapse to ~V∞ asymptote de-
fined by asymptote offset ∆ and departure plane angle ζ [Source: Curtis [5]]

∆V maneuver required to achieve the ~V∞ asymptote direction and magnitude.

Typical parking orbit data provided is semimajor axis, eccentricity, and in-

clination. Of the remaining orbit orientation parameters, right ascension of ascend-

ing node Ω can be determined analytically, while the argument of periapse ω must

be optimized, assuming the maneuver occurs at periapse ν = 0 [10]. Most parking

orbit transfer algorithms require that the inclination of the parking orbit be greater

than or equal to the declination of the hyperbolic ~V∞asymptote to ensure a coplanar

transfer and a velocity-aligned collinear ∆V maneuver. For each different parking

orbit orientation and maneuver location, the hyperbolic terminal velocity problem is

solved again in order to compute the required ∆~V . Each different hyperbolic trans-

fer trajectory achieves these asymptote requirements with the available degrees of

freedom, the asymptote aiming radius ∆ and the departure plane angle ζ about the

~V∞ asymptote direction. The surface of potential hyperbolic departure trajectories

is provided in Figure 2.11, where the transfer plane is defined from some reference
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Figure 2.12: Example departure trajectory from a parking orbit about a planet
[Source: Curtis [5]]
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Figure 2.13: Hyperbolic arrival trajectories from ~V∞ asymptote to periapse, as de-
fined by the asymptote offset ∆ and arrival plane angle ζ [Source: Curtis [5]]

plane by angle ζ . Linked conics provides this freedom by assuming the desired

offset distance 4 and transfer plane can be achieved by a infinitesimal maneuver

performed at an infinite distance from the planet, or at least by a negligible ma-

neuver at the sphere of influence. The analytic solution of the hyperbolic terminal

velocity problem inherently determines the appropriate offset and planet angle to

complete the trajectory. An example of a departure trajectory from a parking orbit

about a planet is shown in Figure 2.12.

Most planetary arrivals are in the form of a closed parking orbit about the

planet, the main exceptions being a hyperbolic entry or a landing trajectory. The

arrival conditions are similar to the departure, where orbit data is required and the

~V∞ asymptote is already determined. The same optimization process is performed

to determine the remaining orbit information and the minimum required ∆V . The
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Figure 2.14: Example arrival trajectory into a parking orbit about a planet [Source:
Curtis [5]]

potential hyperbolic arrival transfers are similar to the departure trajectory surface

of revolution about the incoming ~V∞ asymptote, displayed in Figure 2.13. The ar-

rival trajectory diagram in Figure 2.14 depicts the hyperbolic transfer into a parking

orbit, as well as the ballistic flyby trajectory if the maneuver was not performed [5].

2.4.2 Ballistic Flybys

A few assumptions are commonly adopted when approaching the gravity

assist problem. The flyby is assumed to be a coplanar transfer, where the plane is

defined by the incoming and exiting
−→
V ∞ asymptotes about the planetary center. It

is assumed that the flyby maintains a hyperbolic energy level throughout the entire

encounter. The short trajectory time associated with hyperbolic flyby maneuvers
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supports the linked conic assumptions that each planetary encounter is effectively

instantaneous compared to the heliocentric trajectory flight times [17].

It is also assumed that the flyby trajectory periapse never falls below a min-

imum radius. Though this assumption is commonly stated in gravity assist algo-

rithms, it is often not strictly enforced on both legs of the hyperbolic transfer. The

gravity assist algorithms developed in the following chapters rigorously maintain

this requirement, yielding continuous and feasible encounter trajectories. A less

common assumption but just as important requirement is that the periapse of the

flyby trajectory never exceeds the planet’s sphere of influence. This enforces the

linked conic assumptions that the encounter with the planet takes place within the

planet’s sphere of influence and that the planet’s gravity alters the trajectory.

A gravity assist maneuver is applied in an interplanetary trajectory to use

a planet’s gravitational field and momentum to change the spacecraft’s heliocen-

tric orbital velocity. In the planet centered reference frame, the ballistic hyperbolic

trajectory (unpowered gravity assist) does not change the orbital energy in planet

centered coordinates, but is simply redirected from the entering ~V−∞ to the exiting

~V+
∞ . When converting the planetocentric entering and exiting V±∞ to a heliocentric

spacecraft velocity, the change in heliocentric orbital velocity is apparent, particu-

larly when visualized in Figures 2.15 and 2.16. From this point in the dissertation

onward, the planetocentric turning angle of a gravity assist (powered or unpowered)

will be represented by Φ and a specified subscript. This will help to accommodate

the turning angles of powered gravity assists and delineate it from the ballistic hy-

perbolic turning angle δ defined previously [10, 5].
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~V−sc : Spacecraft heliocentric velocity pre-encounter

~V+
sc : Spacecraft heliocentric velocity post-encounter

~VP : Planet heliocentric velocity

Φg : Gravitational turning angle

The heliocentric velocity of the spacecraft (~Vsc) resulting from the gravity

assist is increased or decreased depending on how the maneuver is performed. If

the hyperbolic periapsis occurs on the trailing side of the planet with respect to the

planet’s heliocentric velocity, then the spacecraft heliocentric velocity will be in-
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creased by the gravity assist. This is due to the flyby’s resulting ~V+
∞ being turned

more inline with the planet’s velocity vector, therefore adding into a greater space-

craft velocity ~V+
sc , and displayed in Figure 2.15. If the hyperbolic periapsis occurs

on the leading side of the planet with respect to the planet’s heliocentric veloc-

ity, then the spacecraft heliocentric velocity will be decreased by the gravity assist,

Figure 2.16. Similarly, the flyby’s resulting ~V+
∞ is being turned against the planet’s

velocity vector, therefore adding into a smaller spacecraft velocity ~V+
sc .

These gravity assist configurations apply to most trajectory circumstances,

but if encountering a planet with a heliocentric spacecraft velocity in exact align-

ment with the planet’s velocity (in the same direction or opposite direction), an

interesting result occurs. In the case of encountering a planet with an heliocentric

spacecraft velocity less than the planet’s velocity (such as a gravity assist of an

outer planet) and in the same direction (a Hohmann transfer), the planet catches up

to the spacecraft from behind. After this type of flyby configuration, the exiting he-

liocentric velocity is increased no matter the location of the periapse, Figure 2.17.

Comparing the same flyby configuration with a leading or trailing location of the

periapse, the magnitude of the increase in heliocentric velocity is the same, but the

resulting heliocentric velocity direction is different. This type of gravity assist is

characteristic of a Hohmann transfer to an outer planet, where the intention of the

maneuver is typically to gain heliocentric orbital energy. If encountering a planet

with a heliocentric spacecraft velocity greater than the planet’s (such as a gravity

assist of an inner planet) and in the same direction, the spacecraft catches up to

the planet from behind. After this type of flyby, the exiting heliocentric velocity

is decreased whether the periapsis is on the trailing or leading side, Figure 2.18.
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Similarly, the magnitude of the decrease in heliocentric velocity is the same, but the

resulting direction is different. Again, this type of gravity assist is characteristic of

a Hohmann transfer but to an inner planet, where the intention of the maneuver is

typically to reduce heliocentric orbital energy [10, 5, 17].

The gravitational turning angle (Φg) that occurs during a gravity assist af-

fects how much the resulting heliocentric spacecraft velocity is changed. Important

factors in determining how large or small the resulting turning angle are the in-

coming V−∞ and the periapsis radius (rp) of the gravity assist. With a given fixed

rp, the magnitude of V−∞ directly affects Φg. As V−∞ increases the flyby trajectory

flattens out with decreasing Φg, and as V−∞ decreases the flyby trajectory bends fur-

ther with increasing Φg. Alternatively assume a fixed V−∞ , as rp increases the flyby
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Figure 2.19: Varying periapsis radius changes the gravitational turning angle of the
gravity assist [Source: Curtis [5]]

trajectory flattens out with decreasing Φg, and as rp decreases the flyby trajectory

bends further with increasing Φg. These results are displayed in Figure 2.19 [5].

The diagram shows the effect of increasing the hyperbolic offset ∆ on the raising

the resulting periapse distance. The ∆i shows the minimum offset distance of the

hyperbolic trajectory just before impacting the surface of the planet [5, 17].

Though a ballistic flyby remains in-plane throughout a two body problem

hyperbolic orbit, the plane of that flyby has the same plane angle ζ degree of free-

dom described in previous sections. The flyby encounter can be rotated about the

incoming ~V−∞ asymptote by an infinitesimal impulse at r−∞ , providing the desired

plane angle ζ and the offset distance ∆. An example of potential trajectory planes

for a fixed ∆ offset distance is shown in Figure 2.20.

A few constraints are assumed for a flyby in order to ensure that the plane-

tocentric trajectory is mission feasible and abides by the linked conics assumptions.

One of the most active constraints in flyby trajectories is to require that the trajec-

tory never passes below a minimum radius threshold rmin. This constraint is applied
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Figure 2.20: Flyby potential trajectories for a fixed ∆ offset distance and a revolu-
tion of hyperbolic transfer planes by plane angle ζ

by requiring the flyby periapse rp be at or above the minimum radius: rp ≥ rmin.

Another constraint is that the flyby periapse must not exceed the planet’s sphere of

influence radius rp ≤ rSOI . Linked conics assumes that the flyby encounter must

enter into the sphere of influence of the planet and have some influence on the tra-

jectory [17, 10]. More discussion on these flyby constraints is found in Chapters 4

and 5.

During a flyby trajectory, an impulsive ∆V maneuver can be performed to

change the outgoing hyperbolic leg trajectory characteristics (direction and energy)

from that of the incoming hyperbolic leg. The utility of incorporating a ∆V maneu-

ver during a flyby is thoroughly described in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3

TRACT: TRAjectory Configuration Tool

TRACT is a trajectory design tool developed for preliminary interplanetary

mission trajectory design and optimization and is one of the main contributions

of this dissertation. This chapter discusses TRACT’s formulation and its distin-

guishing features. TRACT has proven to be a helpful tool for any experience level,

including graduate academic research and professional industry mission planning.

The unique bi-level architecture of TRACT sets it apart from other trajectory design

tools. TRACT features separate boundary value problem (BVP) algorithms for ev-

ery planetocentric and heliocentric trajectory segment, allowing each to be solved

efficiently and reliably. This is achieved by using a standardized trajectory param-

eterization that enables a wide variety of optimization schemes, while still being

adaptable enough to incorporate new trajectory solution algorithms (for heliocen-

tric or planetocentric BVPs). This BVP methodology also reduces the amount of
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information required from the user, while still maintaining an efficient and robust

trajectory computation and optimization.

A predecessor to TRACT, known simply as the Trajectory Design Tool

(TDT) was developed to aid undergraduate student senior design projects for space-

craft missions [18]. TDT had limited trajectory design capabilities, providing only

a few trajectory maneuver options. Each trajectory maneuver computation was in-

efficient and slow. The gravity assists were modeled by using an inefficient powered

periapse-only gravity assist algorithm. Also, TDT was only configured for uncon-

strained trajectory optimization schemes, severely restricting the tool’s trajectory

optimization performance. Despite all these limitations, TDT was the inspiration

for the powerful and capable mission design tool presented here, TRACT.

Compared to its predecessor TDT, TRACT has been completely rewritten,

modularized, and many additional features have been added, resulting in a highly

customizable trajectory design tool with significant computational performance in-

creases. TRACT’s modular structure allows easy implementation of new maneuver

types and sequences. Due to its adaptability, TRACT can be used as a testbed for

new trajectory algorithms, such as the optimal powered gravity assist algorithm and

asymptote corrected gravity assist algorithms developed in this dissertation. The

other primary contributions of this dissertation are characterizing the powered grav-

ity assist boundary value problem, developing a new optimal powered gravity assist

algorithm, and extending this work to an asymptote corrected ballistic gravity assist

algorithm. Incorporating these capabilities into TRACT has allowed for thorough

testing, analysis, and validation of the optimal single-impulse powered gravity as-

sist algorithm and the asymptote maneuver algorithm for producing ballistic gravity
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assist trajectories. Uniting these contributions together support each other to create

more of an impact than any single contribution alone.

3.1 TRACT summary

TRACT determines and optimizes interplanetary trajectories using precise

planetary ephemerides and accurate linked conic methods. Written in the MAT-

LAB computer programming language and application, the design tool computes

the user defined interplanetary trajectory with inputs including various options for

departure and arrival from planets (and user defined bodies), gravity assists, and

deep space maneuvers (DSM). One of the features of TRACT is its architecture of

linked boundary value problems to determine all heliocentric and planetocentric tra-

jectories in a Bi-level optimization scheme. The details of the Bi-level optimization

scheme are discussed later in the chapter. After evaluating the trajectory, the user

may choose a variety of organized Excel data outputs and preconfigured MATLAB

visual outputs, trajectory plots, and trajectory videos with three dimensional van-

tage point controls. MATLAB provides an adaptable structure for the design tool

so that it is easily used by novice trajectory designers while also providing enough

options to model complex trajectories for experienced designers.

As a useful mission example, the Juno mission to Jupiter will be referenced

when necessary throughout this chapter to demonstrate TRACT’s usage and capa-

bilities. The Juno spacecraft launched from Earth August 5, 2011 and over a year

later performed two DSMs to redirect its trajectory before returning to Earth for

a gravity assist. The Earth gravity assist boosts the spacecraft velocity in order to
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Figure 3.1: Juno mission trajectory to Jupiter using DSMs and an Earth flyby [6]

reach Jupiter as shown in Figure 3.1 excerpt from a Juno mission article [6]. In

this example mission the two DSMs will be combined into just a single DSM for

simplicity. In the Figure, EFB indicates the Earth flyby and JOI indicates Jupiter

orbit insertion.

3.1.1 Assumptions

Each segment of the trajectory is modeled using two body motion, where he-

liocentric legs are determined by a Lambert targeting routine and the planetocentric

legs are determined by efficient and robust BVP algorithms. The trajectory deter-

mination process is formulated so that at each iteration of optimization procedure
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Figure 3.2: Juno trajectory configuration sequence example and nomenclature (rel-
ative scale slightly adjusted for clarity)

the entire trajectory is complete, continuous (with the exceptions inherent to linked

conics), and a feasible candidate for final design selection. This is ensured in part

by satisfying typical trajectory constraints of the planetocentric encounter within

the BVP. Only velocity state discontinuities ~∆V are allowed as deterministic ma-

neuvers. The trajectory formulations assume impulsive maneuvers to accomplish

the ~∆V state discontinuities. Maintaining the continuity of the linked trajectory

positions is accomplished by adopting BVP solutions for each segment of the tra-

jectory, where the initial and final locations of each trajectory segment are explicitly

connected in the linked conics methodology.

To facilitate the design process, a heliocentric trajectory is broken into seg-

ments called legs, as depicted in the Juno example Figure 3.2. The initial and ending

points of each trajectory leg are locations for a potential maneuver where a mission
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event would occur. For Juno these mission events are an Earth launch, a DSM, an

Earth flyby, and a Jupiter orbit insertion. The terminal points of the legs are called

nodes and are identified by coinciding with a planet, celestial object, or heliocentric

location. The date when the trajectory begins defines the time leaving the first node,

while the TOF for each leg defines all other nodes. The Juno example trajectory di-

agram is color coded by each leg, TOF, and preceding node to clearly identify their

associated trajectory segments.

The planetary state position and velocity vectors are determined from JPL

ephemerides functions. The heliocentric trajectory legs are determined by a multi-

ple revolution Lambert Targeting routine. The heliocentric trajectory vectors are de-

fined in rectangular Cartesian coordinates relative to the mean ecliptic and equinox

of J2000 as defined in the Explanatory Supplement to the Astronomical Almanac

[15]. The planetocentric trajectory vectors are defined in rectangular Cartesian co-

ordinates relative to the equator and right ascension of the ascending node of the

specific planet at the encounter’s current Julian date (JD). The rotation of planets’

surfaces is not considered. The TOFs only apply to heliocentric trajectory segments,

while planetocentric segments are assumed to occur instantaneously.

3.1.2 TRACT architecture

The TRACT structure is made up of the mission driver interface, the central

trajectory configuration function, and various mission event modules containing

the boundary value problem algorithms. The mission driver interface is a MAT-

LAB script that provides inputs to the trajectory configuration function, while all

other parts of the design tool are written as MATLAB functions which use inputs to
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Figure 3.3: Trajectory design tool flowchart

perform calculations and deliver outputs as necessary. The trajectory configuration

function uses the mission driver information to direct which modules are called,

what optimization scheme is executed, what constraints are applied, and which out-

puts options are generated.

The general order of processes performed by TRACT can be seen in Figure

3.3. After the user has entered all the appropriate information to describe the tra-

jectory, optimization process, constraints, and outputs, the mission driver script is

run in MATLAB to begin the computation process. The input information is given

to the trajectory configuration function, which starts the optimization process and

builds the trajectory at each iteration by calling the mission event modules. Once the

optimization process is complete, the resulting trajectory information is provided to

the user, as well as the selected additional outputs: a neatly formatted Excel mission

data spreadsheet and/or MATLAB trajectory simulation plots/movies.
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3.1.2.1 Mission driver interface

The mission driver interface is a formatted MATLAB script that allows the

user to input the desired trajectory configuration and optimization instructions. The

user can also identify all pertinent output options desired from TRACT, such as

trajectory plots or mission data spreadsheets. Each input parameter entered by the

user into the mission driver script is a numerical value, a decimal number or integer.

The numerical identification is essential in computational efficiency and organiza-

tion. The numerical identification also allows TRACT to be operated by another

program, or easily adjusted inside a loop (for-loop, while-loop, etc.). As an exam-

ple the Juno mission launch Julian date (JD0) would be input as JD0 = 2455778.5,

the TOFs input as to f =
[

393.5 402.5 1000
]

in days, and the initial DSM lo-

cation would be input as DSM =
[
−1.8 1.4 0

]
assuming the heliocentric [X Y

Z] coordinates are in AU. These trajectory values are relatively close to the actual

Juno trajectory values.

Some of the trajectory maneuver options available to the user are:

• Launch vehicle departure conditions

• Depart/arrive with parking orbit about planet

• Depart/arrive with parking orbit about Sun

• Hyperbolic entry arrival conditions

• Deep Space Maneuvers

• Powered gravity assists
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• Ballistic gravity assists

The full list of the mission driver interface options are provided in Appendix G.

3.1.2.2 Trajectory configuration function

The trajectory configuration function is the central programming script that

takes the users inputs and manages the trajectory computation and optimization

process. The primary optimization parameters are standardized to accommodate

nearly all interplanetary mission trajectories in a uniform way by only using the

heliocentric trajectory parameters. This is done using linked conics as one level

of the computation and optimization process. The planetocentric trajectories are

configured to be solved by independent BVPs without initial guesses from the user.

The heliocentric optimization parameters are the trajectory times of flight (TOFs)

and the Julian date at the first node (JD0). The initial values of these parameters are

provided by the user via the mission driver script. The heliocentric location of the

DSMs are also optimization parameters if the user includes DSMs in the trajectory.

The first module called in the trajectory configuration function is midcourse maneu-

ver guess function, which checks whether any DSMs are included in the trajectory

and computes location estimates for the DSMs if no location is provided by the

user. The midcourse maneuver location guess generator uses the locations of the

nodes before and after the maneuver to find an average radius and angle between

the nodes as a rough initial guess for the DSM. With all optimization parameters

defined, the optimization process is initialized by formatting the parameters for in-

put into the selected optimization function. The MATLAB optimization schemes

available to use in TRACT are fmincon, fminunc, fminsearch, fzero, lsqnonlin, as
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well as other optimization options from MATLAB’s Global Optimization Toolbox

(if available). More details on these optimization options and schemes are discussed

in the following TRACT Capabilities section.

The optimization function uses the total scalar ∆V of the trajectory as its

performance index, which is minimized throughout the process. The trajectory in-

formation must be computed for both the heliocentric legs and the nodes (mission

events) in order to evaluate the ∆V required for each mission event. The Julian dates

for the nodes are found from the initial node Julian date and the TOFs. These Ju-

lian dates are used to determine the location of the planets from a JPL ephemerides

function (DE405 [19, 20] or 2nd order [21]). The Lambert targeter function cal-

culates the heliocentric velocity vector of the spacecraft’s trajectory at each node

[22, 23, 24]. For the Juno mission the planetary states ~rP and ~VP are found for Earth

at launch JD0, Earth at the flyby Julian date, and Jupiter at arrival Julian date. Then

the Lambert targeter computes the spacecraft heliocentric velocity ~V−1 at Earth de-

parture, the velocity before and after the DSM ~V−2 and ~V+
2 , before and after the

Earth flyby ~V−3 and ~V+
3 , and the spacecraft heliocentric velocity at Jupiter arrival

~V−4 .

Next, the specific mission event modules must be called to determine the

∆V maneuver at each node. A loop iterates through the potential mission event

function calls for each node, satisfying a conditional statement to select the desired

mission event for that particular node. When the mission event is selected, the

module is run and the ∆V for that node is computed. The loop continues for the

total number of nodes and sums all the ∆V s and applying any specified weights

(default is 1) as directed by the user input. For the Juno mission the mission events
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used would be the Depart Launch, DSM, Optimal Powered Gravity Assist, and

Arrive Parking Orbit. At each of these mission event modules the BVP is solved to

determine the ∆V maneuver. The Juno DSM ∆V maneuver computation is simply

∆V =
∣∣∣~V+

2 −~V
−
2

∣∣∣.
The performance index with the totaled ∆V for the iteration is analyzed

by the selected optimization function alongside any linear constraints (equality or

inequality) applied to the optimization parameters. The optimization function may

also call a nonlinear constraint function that recomputes any necessary trajectory

information (planet/body states, heliocentric and planetocentric BVP, etc) in order

to determine the specified nonlinear inequality and/or equality constraints, H
(
~X
)

and G
(
~X
)

. The optimization function uses all of the computed data to determine

how the optimization parameters will be adjusted in order to satisfy the constraints

and reduce the total ∆V performance index. The optimization parameters JD0,

all the TOFs, and any DSM locations are updated, starting the trajectory building

process again for the next iteration. The optimization process continues until the

function’s analysis of the performance index and constraints determines that it has

converged upon a feasible minimum ∆V solution that satisfies all the constraints.

The a detailed flowchart diagram of the optimization process is seen in Figure 3.4.
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3.1.3 TRACT capabilities

3.1.3.1 Planetary state ephemerides

The location and velocity vectors of the planets and the dwarf planet Pluto

are retrieved from one of the two JPL ephemerides function options, the DE405

high fidelity ephemeris [19, 20] or a faster 2nd order ephemeris of lower fidelity[21].

The DE405 data file provides accurate ephemerides for the time range of 1600 AD

to 2200 AD and accepted to have inner planet errors of about 0.001 arcseconds

(about 1km at Mars distance) and about 0.1 arcseconds error for outer planets (about

360 km at Jupiter distance and 1450 km at Neptune distance) [19]. The 2nd order

ephemeris have two different date ranges of applicability, 1850-2050 AD and 3000
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BC - 3000AD. The 1850-2050BC range was found to produce roughly accurate

positions compared to the DE405 ephemeris, where the inner planets had mean

relative errors of about 5000 km or better, while the outer planets had mean relative

errors of about 1 million km or better. When outside this typical mission trajectory

date range, the 3000 BC - 3000AD ephemeris uses averaged planetary data and will

have an even more degraded accuracy. These errors can be considered acceptable

for rough trajectory planning considering the large planetary distances on the order

of 100’s of millions to billions of km. The 2nd order ephemeris provides about 10

times faster computation speed compared to the DE405 ephemeris.

3.1.3.2 Optimization schemes

An effective optimization routine can manage the applied trajectory con-

straints, while minimizing the trajectory’s total ∆V , producing an acceptable and

feasible trajectory. Some difficult trajectory designs for complex missions may pre-

vent certain optimization schemes from reaching the desired trajectory solutions.

Despite whether the difficulty is from the trajectory complexity or from a poor

initial guess of the trajectory parameters (JD0, TOFs, and DSM [X Y Z]) by the

user, a different optimization routine may be able to find the optimal minimum ∆V

trajectory solution. One of the major benefits of TRACT’s uniform and modular

architecture is that various different optimization routines can easily be incorpo-

rated. Fortunately, MATLAB provides many various optimization functions with

vastly different capabilities and all with a standardized input/output structure. This

makes adding them into TRACT effortless. An additional benefit of utilizing MAT-

LAB’s optimization functions, is that they offer easy access to many customizable
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optimization options, such as adjusting the underlying search algorithm or even per-

forming parallel computing. The list of available MATLAB optimization schemes

configured in TRACT is found in Appendix E.

3.1.3.3 Trajectory constraints

Many different types of trajectory constraints can be applied to the appro-

priate optimization scheme, but they must be formatted to work correctly with the

MATLAB constraint input structure. Fortunately, the constraint input structure is

the same for every constrained optimization function implementing the specific

constraint. The most efficient and effective constraints handled by the optimiza-

tion functions are those applied directly to the optimization variables (JD0, TOFs,

and DSM locations). Commonly used heliocentric trajectory constraints that ap-

ply to the optimization variables are provided, such as an upper bound on the total

flight time or fixing the launch date JD0 to a specific value, etc. The list of lin-

ear constraints available in TRACT can be found in Appendix F. Any additional

specialized linear constraints can be applied to the optimization parameter without

difficulty by following the MATLAB guidelines.

Other nonlinear trajectory constraints can be applied through a separate non-

linear constraint function called by the optimization routine. Commonly used non-

linear trajectory constraints are provided, such as restricting a specific node’s V∞, or

applying traditional ballistic gravity assist constraints. The details on all of the non-

linear constraints available in TRACT can be found in Appendix F. Any additional

specialized nonlinear constraints can be applied to the trajectory optimization pro-

cess with minimal effort by adding the trajectory relationship in the standard form
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outlined in MATLAB documentation [25].

Each planetocentric trajectory also incurs constraints in order to ensure the

trajectory is mission feasible and abides by the linked conics assumptions. One

of the most active constraints in planetocentric trajectories is to require that the

trajectory never passes below a minimum radius threshold rmin. This constraint is

applied by requiring the trajectory periapse be at or above the minimum radius:

rp ≥ rmin. Another planetocentric constraint is that the periapse not exceed the

planet’s sphere of influence radius rp ≤ rSOI . Similarly, the ∆V maneuver locations

r∆V are not allowed to exceed the sphere of influence: rp≤ r∆V ≤ rSOI . These sphere

of influence constraint enforces the linked conics assumptions that all planetary

encounters occur within the sphere of influence.

3.1.3.4 Departure/arrival maneuvers

TRACT can model departures and arrivals as rendezvous with a body or

planet, transferring with parking orbits about a body or planet, and as launch or

entry conditions at a planet. The rendezvous assume the body or planet has not

gravitational influence and the spacecraft is essentially performing a rendezvous

with a heliocentric orbit at the same location. The parking orbits, launch, and entry

conditions are modeled within the planet’s frame (mean equator and node of date),

using basic planetary north pole relations [15]. The details of these transformation

equations can be found in the Masters thesis [18]. The available departure and ar-

rival options were developed assuming common preliminary mission requirements,

as outlined below. The transfer maneuver is assumed at the parking orbit periapse

unless otherwise noted. The rendezvous maneuver algorithm simply computes the
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difference in the heliocentric velocity vectors at the known location.

• Parking orbit with user defined semimajor axis a and eccentricity e are fixed.

The inclination i is assumed ≥δ±∞ , the~V±∞ asymptote declination. The right

ascension of ascending node Ω is determined analytically, while the argument

of periapse ω is optimized (if necessary) in order to find the orbit orientation

that minimizes the transfer ∆V maneuver.

• Parking orbit with user defined semimajor axis a, eccentricity e, and incli-

nation i are fixed. The right ascension of ascending node Ω is determined

analytically, while the argument of periapse ω is optimized (if necessary) in

order to find the orbit orientation that minimizes the transfer ∆V maneuver.

• Parking orbit with all fixed orbital elements defined by user except the transfer

true anomaly ν . The true anomaly is optimized to find the parking orbit

location that minimizes the transfer ∆V maneuver.

• Launch/entry condition with user defined available/acceptable V∞ magnitude,

asymptote declination (hyperbolic orbit inclination), and assumed transfer al-

titude are fixed. The right ascension of ascending node Ω for the hyperbolic

orbit is determined analytically, while the argument of periapse ω is opti-

mized (if necessary) in order to find the orbit orientation that minimizes the

transfer ∆V maneuver.

Each departure and arrival trajectory algorithm is formulated as a BVP, solving

for the optimal transfer maneuver location and/or orbit orientation that yields the

minimum ∆V maneuver. Research in optimal transfers with parking orbits has led
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to efficient BVP algorithms that focus only on providing the optimal ∆V magnitude

required for the maneuver. The details of the departure and arrival BVP algorithms

are provided in the next section.

3.1.3.5 Gravity assist maneuvers

TRACT has extensive gravity assist maneuver options that model various

powered and unpowered ballistic gravity assist trajectories. The user defines the

minimum allowable radius rmin for the flyby periapse of each planetary encounter.

The user can also restrict the gravity assist to a fixed periapse radius if desired. The

available types of powered and unpowered ballistic gravity assist maneuvers are

outlined below.

• Optimal powered gravity assist: optimizes the transfer maneuver location for

a global minimum ∆V maneuver during the flyby encounter. The algorithm

ensures a strict adherence to the rmin constraint throughout the entire flyby

transfer trajectory.

• Periapse powered gravity assist: assumes a periapse ∆V maneuver during

the flyby encounter. The algorithm determines the required periapse radius

rp and the associated collinear ∆V maneuver. If rp < rmin then one leg of

the flyby is restricted as rp = rmin, and the non-tangential ∆V maneuver is

determined to complete the transfer.

• Asymptote corrected ballistic gravity assist: assumes a ballistic flyby trajec-

tory between the ~V−∞ and ~V+
∞ asymptotes with ∆V correction maneuver ap-

plied at one asymptote. The algorithm determines the ∆V correction maneu-
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ver required to complete a flyby and acts as a penalty to handle the ballistic

gravity assist constraints. The penalty ∆V maneuver will driven to a negligi-

ble near zero value, if possible, through the primary trajectory optimization.

• Traditional ballistic gravity assist: requires the traditional gravity assist con-

straints (Match-~V±∞ ) to be applied to align the ~V−∞ and ~V+
∞ asymptotes for a

ballistic gravity assist. There is no associated ∆V maneuver for this gravity

assist option during the primary optimization process.

Each powered and unpowered gravity assist algorithm are formulated as a BVP.

The optimal powered gravity assist BVP utilizes an optimization scheme tailored

for efficiency and accuracy, determining the optimal transfer maneuver location true

anomaly ν∆V and the minimum ∆V . The periapse powered gravity assist BVP de-

termines the optimal periapse radius rp and required ∆V maneuver. The asymptote

corrected ballistic gravity assist BVP is a fast and simple algorithm that determines

the required asymptote ∆V penalty maneuver. The traditional ballistic gravity assist

option does not require a ∆V algorithm, but mandates the Match-~V±∞ constraints be

applied. The algorithms of the optimal powered gravity assist, the periapse powered

gravity assist, and the asymptote corrected ballistic gravity assist are developed and

presented in Chapter 4.

3.1.3.6 Deep space maneuvers

The objective of a DSM is to apply a ~∆V in heliocentric space that redirects

the heliocentric trajectory to achieve specific mission goals. The DSM could help

synchronize or align the spacecraft’s trajectory to properly meet with the next ce-
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lestial body. The DSM could also be used to make the entire heliocentric trajectory

more ∆V efficient. This can be seen as a heliocentric orbital plane change between

planetary encounters or when coupled with a gravity assist, the DSM acts as a V∞

leveraging maneuver [26]. DSMs can also be used to split up and desensitize a

sensitive trajectory segment that is becoming difficult to converge to the desired

trajectory configuration. By splitting up a ballistic trajectory segment with DSMs,

initially The DSMs will likely have nonzero ∆V . But with an effective optimization

strategy, the DSMs ∆V magnitudes can often be reduced to zero while achieving

the desired ballistic trajectory configuration [27, 28].

The DSM options are either the user explicitly defines the initial guess lo-

cation for the DSM, or the midcourse maneuver function estimates initial guess

locations for the user. The DSM maneuver is evaluated simply as the difference of

the heliocentric incoming and outgoing velocity vectors.

~∆V =~V+
sc −~V−sc (3.1)

3.1.3.7 MATLAB trajectory visualization output

One of the easiest ways for a mission designer to interpret and present a

trajectory solution is by visualizing the physical trajectory in plots, which makes

TRACT’s trajectory visualization performance essential to its utility and success.

Another important advantage of a MATLAB based trajectory design tool is the

myriad plotting functions and graphics capabilities. TRACT has adaptable precon-

figured heliocentric and planetocentric trajectory visualizations. Each trajectory

simulation plot is represented in an interactive 3D graphical window, where the
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user can zoom in/out and rotate perspectives in all directions. All trajectory plots

can provide data sampling with “point-and-click” access on the orbital paths. Also

any trajectory segment can be highlighted, labeled, or even removed for better in-

terpretation, as well as countless other customization options.

The preconfigured trajectory visualization capability of TRACT provides a

wealth of mission information to the user in an easy to digest format. This allows

the user to quickly judge the performance of a trajectory design and adjust any nec-

essary trajectory configuration options or optimization options. With TRACT’s fast

computation time and instant trajectory visualization results, the user can become a

seamless part of the optimization process. This powerful combination allows even

novice mission planners or trajectory analysts to use trial and error methods to hone

their trajectory design techniques.

To demonstrate the visualization capabilities of TRACT, the Juno mission to

Jupiter is modeled. The Juno mission launched from Earth August 2011, performed

a DSM as a V∞-leveraging maneuver before an Earth gravity assist. This maneuver

combination enabled the Juno spacecraft to efficiently reach Jupiter, where an orbit

insertion maneuver setup its highly eccentric polar orbit about the gas giant.

The preconfigured heliocentric visualizations provide the physical space-

craft trajectory path plotted among the orbits of encountered planets and any user

defined orbits. The mission events and planetary encounters are depicted along the

trajectory path, as well as the initial planetary locations for alignment perspective.

An example with Juno mission’s heliocentric trajectory is shown in Figure 3.5. The

spacecraft trajectory after launch continues outward to aphelion, where the DSM
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Figure 3.5: Juno mission heliocentric trajectory with Earth and Jupiter orbits depict-
ing the launch (cyan), DSM (black), Earth gravity assist and Jupiter orbit insertion
(red), and Jupiter’s alignment at launch (magenta)
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Figure 3.6: Juno mission heliocentric trajectory (top) with Earth and Jupiter orbits,
depicting each planetary encounter by its SOI disk oriented normal to the planet’s
pole vector and showing the encounter angular momentum vector. Close up of
Earth gravity assist displayed below
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reduces the perihelion to below Earth’s orbit. The DSM V∞-leveraging maneuver

adjusts the Earth flyby incoming~V−∞ orientation and magnitude to increase the grav-

ity assist boost from Earth, enough to reach Jupiter.

Each planet’s SOI can be depicted at the encounter location along with the

planet’s north pole axis vector and the spacecraft’s encounter angular momentum

vector, Figure 3.6. These important markers aid the mission designer in clearly

visualizing the entire trajectory’s heliocentric and planetocentric interactions on a

single heliocentric trajectory simulation. Another useful feature is the trajectory

motion simulation, which provides an interactive 3D graphical simulation envi-

ronment showing accurate relative motion of the trajectory system. The user still

maintains the ability to zoom and rotate the simulation perspective throughout the

trajectory motion.

The preconfigured planetocentric plots depict the hyperbolic transfers and

any parking orbits about a 3D planetary sphere of accurate scale. The~V±∞ asymptote

direction vectors are presented as radial arrows in line with the planet center. The

~∆V direction vector is shown at the transfer maneuver location. Also, the space-

craft and planet’s heliocentric velocity vectors are represented (transformed into

the planetocentric frame) for orientation and clarity. An example of a departure is

displayed by the Juno mission’s launch from Earth in Figure 3.7. The Juno gravity

assist about Earth is shown in Figure 3.8. Also, the arrival into the highly eccentric

Jupiter polar parking orbit is provided in Figure 3.9.
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Figure 3.7: Juno mission launch trajectory from Earth, depicting the SOI and the
various orientation vectors (top). A close up view of the hyperbolic launch tra-
jectory is shown along with the launch “parking orbit” to reference the desired
orientation of the launch plane and periapse altitude.
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Figure 3.8: Juno mission Earth gravity assist, showing the incoming and exiting hy-
perbolic asymptotes as radial vectors from the planet (top). The negligible periapse
∆V maneuver direction vector (green arrow) is also depicted. A close up view of
the 800 km close encounter above the 3D spherical Earth model is shown below.
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Figure 3.9: Juno mission arrival into the highly eccentric polar parking orbit about
Jupiter depicting the SOI and the various orientation vectors (top). A close up view
of the orbit insertion at periapse is shown about the 3D spherical Jupiter model.
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3.1.3.8 Excel data output

Trajectory 

Case:
Juno.xlsm Date Written: 06/20/15 Execute Time: 1.714 s Exit Flag: 2

Iterations: 27 Func. Count: 332 Step Size: 0.000000
1st Order 

Opt:

Ephemeris: DE405

Total ΔV 1.707 km/s Total TOF 1719.96 days 4.71 yrs

Planet Date Julian Date TOF ΔV (km/s) Vinf

- 
(km/s) Vinf

+ 
(km/s)

Node 1 3 08/03/11 2455777.25 0.00000 5.550E+0

Leg 1 392.56 days

Node 2 0 08/30/12 2456169.81 0.66883 15.531E+0 14.863E+0

Leg 2 400.16 days

Node 3 3 10/04/13 2456569.97 0.00000 10.072E+0 10.072E+0

Leg 3 927.24 days

Node 4 5 04/18/16 2457497.21 1.03863 5.578E+0

General Trajectory Performance

0.000000

Figure 3.10: Juno mission general trajectory data Excel spreadsheet example

Another useful tool for mission design is an organized spreadsheet of all

the trajectory data frequently inspected and managed. TRACT takes advantage of

MATLAB’s data export to Excel feature, providing all necessary trajectory and op-

timization data to a new Excel workbook. The Excel workbook includes a macro

function that formats the data in clearly labeled and organized spreadsheets. The

general trajectory data is categorized into the “General” tab spreadsheet, including

the optimization information, trajectory calendar dates, Julian dates, TOF, V±∞ mag-

nitudes, and associated ∆V maneuvers. An example general trajectory data tab is

shown for the Juno mission in Figure 3.10.

The departure and arrival trajectory information is organized into the “Dep.

& Arr.” tab spreadsheet, including any parking orbit elements, required ∆V maneu-

ver, as well as any launch or entry data. All of the values presented in the spread-
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sheets pertain to the final converged trajectory values, unless otherwise noted. The

Juno mission example in Figure 3.11 shows the launch conditions, the Jupiter ar-

rival parking orbital elements, orbit insertion ∆V maneuver, etc. There are no depar-

ture parking orbit parameter values entered, because the mission launched directly

into the interplanetary trajectory. Similarly, there are no arrival entry parameters,

because the Juno mission did not perform an entry maneuver. The gravity assist

trajectory information is found in the “Flybys” tab spreadsheet, including the flyby

optimization type, V±∞ magnitudes, periapse radius rp, hyperbolic turning anglesδ±,

required ∆V maneuver , maneuver location radius r∆V , etc. The Juno mission flyby

information spreadsheet is displayed in Figure 3.12. It can be noted that the opti-

mal periapse value converged upon is the minimum periapse. Any trajectory DSMs

data is exported into the “DSM” tab spreadsheet, including the DSM location ini-

tial guess [X ,Y,Z] coordinates, the optimized DSM location [X ,Y,Z] coordinates,

the incoming and exiting heliocentric velocities V±
∆V , and the optimized DSM ∆V

maneuver, etc. The Juno mission DSM spreadsheet is shown in Figure 3.13.
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μ (km³/s²) ΔV (km/s) a (km) e i Ω ω ν

μ (km³/s²) ΔV (km/s) Vinf Avl. (km/s) 
Vinf Req. 

(km/s) 
Launch i Altp (km)

Node 1 3.986E+5 0.000E+0 5.550E+0 5.550E+0 28.500 ° 2.00E+2

μ (km³/s²) ΔV (km/s) a (km) e i Ω ω ν

Node 4 1.267E+8 1.039E+0 1.432E+6 9.471E-1 90.000 ° 276.088 ° 176.007 ° 0.000 °

μ (km³/s²) ΔV (km/s) Vinf Avl. (km/s) 
Vinf Req. 

(km/s) 
Launch i Altp (km)

Planetary Entry

Departure Parameters

Planetary Launch

Arrival Parameters

Planetary/Solar Parking Orbits (Mean Equator and Node of Date)

Planetary/Solar Parking Orbits (Mean Equator and Node of Date)

Figure 3.11: Juno mission departure and arrival trajectory data Excel spreadsheet
example

Event μ (km³/s²) ΔV (km/s) Vinf

- 
(km/s) Vinf

+ 
(km/s) RΔV (radii) VΔV

- 
(km/s) VΔV

+ 
(km/s)

Node 3 Powered Peri 3.986E+5 4.974E-8 10.072E+0 10.072E+0 1.125E+0 14.577E+0 14.577E+0

β
-

β
+

δ
-

δ
+

tsoi
- 
(days) tsoi

+
(days)

Node 3 69.283 ° 69.283 ° 41.435 ° 41.435 ° 1.044E+0 1.044E+0

Minimum Optimized

Rp-min  (radii) Rp-opt (radii) Vp

- 
(km/s) Vp

+ 
(km/s) Δ

-
 (radii) Δ

+
 (radii)

Node 3 1.125E+0 1.125E+0 14.577E+0 14.577E+0 1.629E+0 1.629E+0

Periapsis Velocities

Powered / Unpowered Flyby Summary

Bend Angle (φ = 2β) Turning Angle TOF b/w SOI and Periapsis

Orbital State at ΔV maneuver

Aiming Distance

Figure 3.12: Juno mission flyby trajectory data Excel spreadsheet example
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Event ΔV (km/s) RAΔV (deg) DECΔV (deg) VΔV

- 
(km/s) VΔV

+ 
(km/s) RΔV (AU)

Node 2 SB 6.688E-1 48.893E+0 26.175E-2 15.531E+0 14.863E+0 2.267E+0

X (AU) Y (AU) Z (AU) X (AU) Y (AU) Z (AU)

Node 2 -1.779E+0 1.407E+0 -1.136E-4 -1.771E+0 1.416E+0 -1.135E-4

Maneuver Location Guess Maneuver Location Final

Space Burn / Midcourse Maneuvers
Orbital State at ΔV maneuverΔV RA & DEC in Mean Ecliptic J2000

Figure 3.13: Juno mission DSM trajectory data Excel spreadsheet example

3.2 Bi-level optimization
3.2.1 Bi-level problem definition

Bi-level optimization consists of an outer loop primary optimization scheme

and nested inner loop secondary optimization sub-problems. For each iteration of

the outer loop primary optimization, each inner loop secondary optimization rou-

tine is run until converged upon the sub-problem solution, where the results aid the

primary optimization search. The primary level (outer loop) optimization variables

are high-level parameters that define and affect many aspects of the entire problem

set. Each secondary level (inner loop) optimization routine utilizes the high-level

parameters as constants to define the sub-problem and/or initialize the optimization.

The secondary level optimization routines are typically used to solve complex dy-

namical problems separately to provide only optimal and/or feasible solutions for

the primary level (outer loop) optimization to judge the set of high-level parameters

that best solves all the individual sub-problems. The bi-level optimization process

continues to iterate the outer loop primary level optimization variables and rerun the

secondary level inner loop routines until convergence on the optimal set of primary
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optimization parameters [29, 30].

Recent trajectory research has utilized bi-level optimization for global tra-

jectory optimization, where the outer loop optimizes the discrete trajectory se-

quence and the inner loop is a typical single-level trajectory optimization scheme

[31, 32, 33]. Research by Lantukh and Russell involves developing pathfinding

methods and trajectory BVPs to systematically search the various trajectory se-

quences for those that meet the optimization criteria (minimum ∆V , minimum TOF,

etc.) [34, 35, 36]. Other research employs multi-level optimization techniques to

solve complex multiple gravity assist continuous trajectory systems and incorporat-

ing low thrust trajectories into these difficult problems [37, 38]. The current study

extends the scope of a bi-level optimization scheme for a fixed trajectory sequence,

where heliocentric trajectory parameters are optimized by the outer loop primary

optimization routine and each planetocentric trajectory is optimized independently

in the inner loop secondary optimization routines. This is compared to the typical

interplanetary trajectory optimization schemes having a single optimization routine

that handles all of the heliocentric and planetocentric variables at the same time.

The trajectory optimization problem as formulated with linked conics is a

prime candidate for bi-level optimization, where the high-level trajectory variables

(JD0, TOFs, and DSM locations) define each heliocentric and planetocentric tra-

jectory segment as separate BVPs. Most linked conics trajectory optimization tools

utilize some form of a Lambert targeting BVP routine to determine the heliocentric

trajectory segments, which could be considered a secondary level (inner loop) opti-

mization routine. But many of these tools parameterize the planetocentric trajecto-

ries with variables to be included in a single-level monolithic optimization routine
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[39, 40, 41, 42, 43], where all of the heliocentric and planetocentric parameters

are included in the single-level optimization routine. There are some advantages

to having all trajectory segment parameters (heliocentric and planetocentric) being

optimized by a single optimization scheme, such as fast convergence when all of the

optimization parameters are already close to the solution (usually minimizing total

∆V of the trajectory). Although, the bi-level optimization method presented in this

research offers an alternative set of advantages that include easily handling rough

or poor initial guess trajectory values and allowing the optimization process to take

large steps towards reaching the optimal trajectory configuration solution. The de-

tails of the different advantages and disadvantages of these optimization strategies

are discussed in the Optimization Performance section below.

A powerful alternative method implemented in TRACT is to solve all tra-

jectory segments, including planetocentric trajectories, as separate BVP algorithms.

Using separate and independent BVPs to determine trajectory segments enables

adaptive solution strategies within each BVP algorithm to determine the optimal

minimum ∆V trajectory segment solution. An important impact of using BVPs

for all trajectory segments is substantially reducing the number of primary level

optimization parameters. Additionally, the planetocentric trajectory BVPs do not

require any initial guess parameters from the user. This alternative method is only

possible through the use of linked conics and other assumptions previously de-

fined. The key feature that justifies this strategy is that the trajectory solution of

each planetocentric trajectory has no affect on the any other trajectory segment so-

lutions, heliocentric or planetocentric, for a given set of heliocentric conditions.

Considering this property, there are many advantages to only providing the primary
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optimization scheme with optimal minimum ∆V planetocentric trajectory solutions

and satisfying all planetocentric constraints, some of which are mentioned above.

3.2.2 Linked BVPs architecture

A major advantage of a bi-level optimization scheme is an adaptable mod-

ular architecture. TRACT’s linked BVPs structure provides versatility to add new

trajectory BVP algorithm modules (DSMs, flybys, arrivals, etc.) effortlessly. With

modular and independent BVPs to be computed, MATLAB’s easy to implement

parallel computing functions can be used effectively. Using modular BVPs also

facilitates a standardized set of heliocentric optimization variables for the primary

optimization scheme, where the optimization algorithm can be completely switched

without any change to the underlying BVPs.

Each planetocentric BVP algorithm has been developed to determine the

optimal minimum ∆V planetocentric trajectory solution without any initial guess

provided by the user. With the primary optimization routine only handling the he-

liocentric trajectory variables (JD0, TOFs, and DSM locations) the number of opti-

mization variables is substantially reduced. Therefore, using a bi-level optimization

scheme with linked BVPs in TRACT reduces the amount of trajectory information

and initial guess values to be provided by the user. A single-level optimization rou-

tine accommodating all trajectory variables and constraints typically will require

the user to provide initial guess values for all of these parameters, putting a heavier

burden on the mission planner or trajectory designer.

A form of the linked BVP methodology is also seen in trajectory design

tools developed by Lantukh and Russell, where the focus is on determining the he-
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liocentric trajectories with BVPs to automatically include V∞-leveraging maneuvers

and ballistic gravity assists [34, 35, 36]. Similar pathfinding strategies using linked

heliocentric BVPs is frequently utilized in global optimization problems, such as

those posed by the Global Trajectory Optimization Competition (GTOC) [44].

3.2.3 Optimization performance

Most single-level optimization schemes can perform better if the problem is

well formulated to reduce the number of optimization variables [45, 46]. With a bi-

level optimization architecture, the number of primary level (outer loop) optimiza-

tion variables is further reduced by using secondary level optimization algorithms.

Using a bi-level optimization scheme, each primary level heliocentric optimization

iteration is provided the optimal (minimum) ∆V for all associated planetocentric

segments. Therefore the primary level optimization is given a more direct and accu-

rate measure of the ∆V performance of each set of heliocentric trajectory parameter

values and can better guide the heliocentric optimization search.

Even with a reduced set of primary level optimization and always using

optimal planetocentric trajectories it is not certain whether a bi-level optimization

scheme using gradient-based Newton-like optimization algorithms would achieve

better convergence performance for a specific problem compared to a single-level

optimization scheme [30, 47]. This specific topic is discussed in more detail below.

But there can be more obvious benefits when using gradient-free optimization algo-

rithms in a bi-level scheme. Gradient-free optimization algorithms such as directed

methods (simplex, pattern search, etc.) or even stochastic methods (genetic algo-

rithms, particle swarm, etc.) explore the solution space of the problem and judge
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the performance for each newly generated set of parameter values [48]. These di-

rected and/or stochastic methods are an effective strategy for difficult optimization

problems and frequently implemented in trajectory design [49, 50, 33].

In TRACT, gradient-free optimization algorithms have better performance

with a reduced set of optimization parameters. By requiring stochastic algorithms

to include planetocentric trajectory variables such as in a single-level optimization

scheme, each candidate heliocentric trajectory configuration may be misrepresented

by an inflated sub-optimal ∆V performance, due to the sensitive planetocentric tra-

jectory parameters not being exactly at their optimal condition. In single-level

gradient-based optimization schemes, the planetocentric trajectory parameters can

be better guided towards their optimal states as the heliocentric trajectory changes.

Yet, many stochastic algorithms cannot reliably provide this characteristic for each

iteration and suffer excessive optimization iterations and degraded performance in

order to converge upon optimal heliocentric and planetocentric trajectory solutions

together [48].

It is well documented that when trajectory initial guess values are close

to the optimal conditions, the solution space can be approximated as a quadratic,

and therefore Newton-like optimization algorithms quickly converge to the opti-

mal solution [45, 46]. Single-level optimization trajectory segment functions are

only computed once per optimization iteration, and with these near optimal initial-

ization conditions, even their planetocentric trajectories are likely corrected well

enough per iteration for each to be driven to its optimal minimum ∆V trajectory

solution quickly. Although the bi-level technique potentially has multiple function

calls for the planetocentric trajectory segments, each heliocentric iteration is guar-
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anteed to be provided the minimum total ∆V performance for that heliocentric con-

figuration. This can lead to more accurate primary level heliocentric optimization

search directions and may reach the optimal solution in fewer iterations compared

to the single-level optimization scheme. Considering these characteristics it cannot

be certain which trajectory optimization strategy provides the fastest convergence

generally, and therefore must be investigated on a specific case-by-case basis. This

investigation is beyond the scope of this dissertation, but is intended for future re-

search. Although, other bi-level optimization convergence studies not specific to

spacecraft trajectory problems have presented similar optimization comparisons as

stated above and have proven superlinear convergence for the bi-level algorithms

analyzed [47, 48, 30].

Another benefit of TRACT’s bi-level optimization scheme is its ability to

efficiently take large steps in the primary level heliocentric optimization procedure.

When provided rough (inaccurate) initial guess estimates to the heliocentric vari-

ables, the primary optimization procedure will likely begin to take large steps nav-

igating the search space of these heliocentric variables. These large changes in

the heliocentric trajectory lead to very large changes in the boundary conditions

for the planetocentric trajectories. The solution space dynamics of the planetocen-

tric trajectories can be very sensitive to the changes in the boundary conditions.

Since TRACT’s planetocentric BVP algorithms are tailored to efficiently and ro-

bustly solve for the optimal trajectory solution for any boundary conditions, these

large changes are inconsequential. Yet it can be very difficult for a single-level

optimization scheme to accurately estimate such sensitive planetocentric dynamics

through large heliocentric steps. This can be especially true in the initial iterations
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of Newton-like algorithms, which commonly rely on building up second deriva-

tive information about each variable (the system’s Hessian) in order to make more

accurate estimates of variables for the next iterations [46].

An option for improving the convergence performance of the overall bi-level

optimization scheme is to allow the secondary level optimization procedures to be

initialized using the previous iteration’s solution. If used for conditions close to the

optimal solutions, this modification would reduce the number of iterations required

for the secondary optimization algorithms and effectively mimic the Newton-like

convergence of the overall problem. Such an option could be used form the onset of

the bi-level optimization process or turned on when certain conditions are detected.

The uninitialized BVPs would likely be more effective at the onset of the bi-level

optimization and then switching to the initialized BVPs when in the neighborhood

of an optimal solution. Though this option is not yet implemented in TRACT, it is

intended for future work.

3.3 Primary level optimization procedure

The primary level optimization procedure for TRACT is standardized to ac-

commodate a variety of different optimization algorithms. The user provided initial

guess values for heliocentric trajectory (JD0, TOFs, and DSM locations) are input

as the primary optimization variables for the commonly used deterministic opti-

mization algorithms, such as fminunc, fminsearch, and fmincon, etc. There are

many other unconstrained and constrained MATLAB optimization routines config-

ured for use in TRACT, the full list of these options can be found in Appendix E.
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The most popular unconstrained optimization routines are fminunc using a quasi-

Newton gradient based optimization algorithm and fminsearch using the Nelder-

Mead simplex method[51]. The most popular optimization algorithm that applies

constraints is fmincon, which uses a variety of Newton-like gradient based opti-

mization algorithms (interior-point, SQP, etc.) and allows for linear and nonlinear

constraints to be applied to the problem.

The selected primary optimization algorithm iterates on these heliocentric

parameter values and immediately applies any linear constraints on the optimiza-

tion variables, then providing them to the secondary level BVPs. For each set of

heliocentric parameters, the heliocentric and planetocentric trajectory BVPs are ex-

ecuted to provide the optimal minimum ∆V performance of the interplanetary tra-

jectory configuration. For gradient-based optimization routines, the gradient of he-

liocentric trajectory parameters is also computed using numerical-differences. The

primary level optimization procedure then computes the nonlinear constraints func-

tion (if applicable) which recomputes any necessary heliocentric and planetocentric

trajectory data in order to determine the constraint performance equations. Depend-

ing on the optimization routine selected, the primary optimization algorithm uses

the resulting ∆V performance value, its gradient information, and the nonlinear con-

straints results to determine the adjustments to be made to the heliocentric trajectory

parameters. This process continues until the primary optimization scheme deter-

mines that convergence conditions have been met while satisfying all constraints

or other stopping conditions . Other stopping conditions can include exceeding the

maximum number of iterations, or function evaluations, etc.

When using gradient-free optimization methods, the required computation
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per iteration is substantially reduced by avoiding the intensive gradient computa-

tions. Although, these gradient-free methods typically complete many iterations

and therefore still end up requiring a large number of trajectory function evalua-

tions. Some of the stochastic optimization routines from MATLAB’s global opti-

mization toolbox do not require initial guess values, such as the genetic algorithm

or particle swarm optimization routines. These stochastic global optimization algo-

rithms only require the number of parameters along with as upper and lower bound

on each parameter value.

In order for the user to quickly determine if the trajectory parameter initial

guesses are close to producing the desired trajectory, TRACT offers the option to

bypass the optimization process and determine the trajectory with the fixed input

values. The trajectory produced is guaranteed to be continuous and feasible in lo-

cation throughout the entire trajectory due to utilizing BVPs for every heliocentric

and planetocentric leg. Many other trajectory design tools allow for location dis-

continuities in their trajectory and/or allow infeasible planetocentric locations, such

as a gravity assist periapse falling below the planet’s rmin threshold. These trajec-

tory design tools require their optimization routines to manage these discontinuities

and constraints for a feasible trajectory. TRACT’s fixed trajectory option allows the

user to quickly generate trajectories, judge what the effects are of changing specific

inputs, and find a better initial trajectory configuration for the optimization pro-

cess. This option can also be used as a sensitivity tool to evaluate the characteristics

of the optimization space by trying various boundary conditions of the trajectory

configuration. This gives the user a better idea of the entire optimization space.
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3.4 Secondary level BVPs

The secondary level inner loop trajectory optimization problems are for-

mulated as separate BVP algorithms. The heliocentric trajectory segments are de-

termined by a Lambert targeting BVP algorithm. When given the ~V±∞ boundary

conditions, each planetocentric trajectory segment is determined by a specialized

algorithm developed for efficiently and reliably computing the optimal minimum

∆V encounter trajectory. Each planetocentric BVP algorithm is formulated to in-

herently satisfy the rmin and rSOI constraints required for a feasible trajectory and

supporting the linked conics methodology. Each planetocentric BVP algorithm is

described below.

3.4.1 Departure/arrival transfer with parking orbit

The parking orbit departure/arrival options are designed to address the com-

mon interplanetary trajectory design plans while restricting the BVP algorithm to a

single optimization variable. In most parking orbit options the single optimization

variable is the orbit orientation parameter, argument of periapse ω . In the parking

orbit option with all fixed orbit parameters the only optimization variable available

is the true anomaly of the departure/arrival ∆V maneuver ν∆V . Well known orbital

relationships of the parking orbit transfer to a hyperbolic escape trajectory problem

are employed to analytically compute necessary orbit elements and initialize the

remaining orbital element with a good estimate for optimization. When the condi-

tions are available, an analytic algorithm is used to determine the optimal transfer

∆V maneuver. Each algorithm is briefly described below, but further details can

be found in the Masters thesis [18] and other resources on this common orbital
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problem [42, 10].

The BVP algorithm is simple for departure/arrival transfer with a parking

orbit assuming inclination i ≥ δ±∞ , while Ω and ω are free to be determined for

minimizing the transfer ∆V maneuver. The algorithm assumes the transfer maneu-

ver occurs at the parking orbit periapse. These assumptions allow the parking orbit

orientation free to be coplanar with the~V±∞ asymptote, which is the optimal orienta-

tion for a minimum ∆V collinear maneuver [42]. Since the primary goal of the BVP

is to deliver the minimum required ∆V magnitude, then the algorithm is simply the

difference in periapse velocity magnitudes:

∆V =

√
2µ

rp
+V 2

∞−

√
µ

(
2
rp
− 1

a

)
(3.2)

The BVP algorithm for departure/arrival transfer with a parking orbit of

fixed inclination i and free Ω and ω is more complicated. First the ~V±∞ asymptote

declination δ±∞ is checked for the coplanar condition i ≥ δ±∞ ; if so then the simple

algorithm above is used. But if i < δ±∞ , then the transfer is non-coplanar and orbit’s

orientation must be optimized by varying ω to find the minimum ∆V transfer con-

figuration. The orbit Ω can be determined analytically from the orbit node vector n̂

defined by V̂±∞ direction vector in Equation 3.3, where β = π/2−δ∞. The optimal

orientation of the orbit’s angular momentum vector projection on the planet frame’s

x-y plane is exactly opposite of the V̂±∞ asymptote direction vector projection [10].

n̂ = sign(δ∞)
[

V̂∞Y
sinβ

X̂− V̂∞X
sinβ

Ŷ
]

Ω = ATAN2(n̂Y , n̂X)

(3.3)
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A Newton-like optimization scheme is used to optimize ω . A good initial

guess estimate is found to be ω = −sign(δ∞)
π

2 + π

4 , since it is known that the

optimal orientation of the parking orbit periapse should lie between right at the

ascending node ω = 0 and about π

2 away from the ascending node.

Though it is always more desirable for a parking orbit inclination to be

i ≥ δ±∞ for an efficient maneuver, this condition cannot be guaranteed for a fixed

inclination when the heliocentric trajectory is potentially undergoing large changes

in the optimization process. Therefore, the non-coplanar maneuver must be im-

plemented for these sub-optimal conditions. The larger ∆V maneuver magnitude

required for a non-coplanar maneuver is found to be extremely effective at influ-

encing the primary level optimization of the heliocentric trajectory to avoid these

conditions. An example of a difficult fixed inclination parking orbit to design a

mission for is an equatorial orbit about the planet Uranus, which has its equator ori-

ented nearly perpendicular to the ecliptic plane. This means that if the heliocentric

trajectory is not precisely aligned the planetocentric orbit insertion is always non-

coplanar. Therefore a parking orbit BVP such as that described above is required to

provide strong incentive for the optimization procedure to align the heliocentric tra-

jectory for a coplanar orbit insertion, without having to resort to applying complex

nonlinear constraints.

The BVP algorithm for the departure/arrival transfer with a fixed parking

orbit except for the ∆V maneuver location true anomaly ν∆V . This restricted orbit

orientation always requires optimizing ν∆V for minimum transfer ∆V maneuver. A

Newton-like optimization scheme is used. A good initial guess estimate is found

to be similar to the above methodology, where the V̂±∞ projection can be used as a
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reference. The transfer maneuver location estimate on the parking orbit projection

is at an angle π

2 from the V̂±∞ projection. The periapse vector location is found using

the fixed orbital elements and the ν∆V is initialized accordingly.

3.4.2 Departure/arrival transfer with launch/entry conditions

The BVP algorithm for launch/entry conditions is similar to the parking

orbit BVPs. With the given V±∞ magnitude available to the launch/entry, the required

inclination i, and the assumed maneuver periapse altitude, first the declination of the

actual~V±∞ is compared with the required inclination. If the coplanar condition exists

i≥ δ±∞ then the maneuver is collinear and the simple ∆V algorithm is the difference

in hyperbolic periapse velocities.

∆V =

√
2µ

rp
+ V 2

∞|av−

√
2µ

rp
+V 2

∞ (3.4)

For the non-coplanar condition i < δ±∞ , the hyperbolic transfer orbit orien-

tation is optimized similar to the parking orbits, where the orbit elements a, e, and i

are known and Ω is determined analytically, while ω must be optimized to find the

minimum ∆V configuration, assuming a periapse transfer maneuver location. The

initial guess estimate for ω is the same as above. Also the user can specify if V∞|av

(the available V∞) condition should be met exactly as V±∞ = V∞|av and the ∆V com-

puted as stated above. The other option is if lower V±∞ magnitudes are acceptable

where V±∞ ≤ V∞|av and the maneuver is ∆V = 0 for lesser V±∞ magnitudes.
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3.4.3 Gravity assists

TRACT provides four options for modeling gravity assists in an interplan-

etary trajectory: optimal powered gravity assist, periapse powered gravity assist,

asymptote corrected ballistic gravity assist, and ballistic gravity assist constraints.

Each of these algorithms are briefly described below, but further details on the algo-

rithms, their development, and associated analysis can be found in Chapter 4. The

definition, characterization, and implementation of these four gravity assist options

constitute major contributions of this research.

The optimal powered gravity assist algorithm uses an efficient and robust

cubic interpolation optimization method to determine the optimal hyperbolic flyby

maneuver location and the associated minimum ∆V maneuver. The algorithm is

designed to minimize optimization iterations and determine the optimal solution

analytically when possible. It features strict enforcement of the rmin and rSOI con-

straints. The resulting optimal powered gravity assist trajectories are determined

either as unconstrained solutions, where the flyby periapse is between rmin and

rSOI , or as constrained solutions where the periapse lies on one of the constraint

boundaries.

The periapse powered gravity assist algorithm uses Newton’s root-finding

algorithm to efficiently determine the required periapse radius rp for a hyperbolic

powered flyby with the incoming and outgoing legs meeting at their common pe-

riapse, where a collinear ∆V maneuver occurs. While the periapse is above the

minimum level rp > rmin and below the maximum rp < rSOI , the transfer uses a

collinear ∆V maneuver. Otherwise a non-tangential maneuver is computed at the
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constrained periapse rp of one hyperbolic leg.

The asymptote corrected ballistic gravity assist BVP is a fast analytic al-

gorithm intended to account for the ballistic gravity assist conditions by providing

a correction ∆V maneuver at one of the hyperbolic asymptotes, ~V±∞ . The maneu-

ver acts as a penalty for gravity assist BVP conditions that don’t support a ballistic

flyby. This algorithm also accounts for the rmin and rSOI constraints on the flyby

periapse. The purpose of this algorithm is to effectively drive the heliocentric tra-

jectory optimization towards ballistic gravity assists without needing to incorporate

nonlinear ballistic gravity assist constraints. The following flyby option describes

the standard nonlinear ballistic gravity assist constraints.

The last gravity assist option is to not have a BVP computed and only use

the standard gravity assist constraints incorporated into the primary level optimiza-

tion nonlinear constraints function. These consist of an equality constraint on the

incoming and exiting excess velocities V−∞ and V+
∞ magnitudes and an inequality

constraint on the available turning angle of the hyperbolic legs, Φav to be greater

than the required flyby turning angle Φr, shown below.

|V−∞ | = |V+
∞ |

Φr ≤Φav

(3.5)

3.5 Chapter conclusions

The form of TRACT’s architecture and capabilities follows its function as

a preliminary interplanetary trajectory design tool. The primary motivation for
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TRACT is to make the difficult task of designing interplanetary trajectories more ac-

cessible, especially to novice users like undergraduate students. By using a bi-level

optimization architecture, TRACT does not require as much trajectory information

and initial guess values from the user. The bi-level scheme also allows TRACT’s

optimization performance to be more stable for rough initial guess values, as is

common for novice and expert trajectory designers alike. TRACT also enhances

the interactivity between the user and the trajectory optimization process, by pro-

viding fast and easy to digest trajectory results in the form of MATLAB’s driver

script, organized Excel spreadsheets, and MATLAB’s adaptable trajectory plotting

visualizations/simulations.

TRACT provides many common interplanetary trajectory options in order

to accurately model the desired mission trajectory, such as departing/arriving with

parking orbits, using launch vehicle trajectories, applying DSMs, and various grav-

ity assist types. New efficient trajectory designs could potentially enable previously

unreachable spacecraft mission objectives. In order for users to have all the possible

tools available to achieve such mission trajectory goals, the author developed bal-

listic and powered gravity assist options. These efficient and robust gravity assists

models allow users to effectively build the next generation of interplanetary trajec-

tories without the need for advanced trajectory design experience. The next chapter

lays out the research and development of these powerful and enabling gravity assist

models incorporated in TRACT.
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Chapter 4

Powered Gravity Assist Boundary Value Problem

4.1 Motivation for powered gravity assist

The ultimate goal of a gravity assist is to adjust the exiting ~V ∞ to achieve a

specific goal for the encounter. The encounter may be designed to achieve any of the

following: increasing the heliocentric velocity by rotating~V+
∞ in the direction of the

planet’s velocity, decreasing the heliocentric velocity by rotating ~V+
∞ opposite the

direction of the planet’s velocity, and/or changing the heliocentric orbit inclination

by rotating ~V+
∞ out of plane with respect to the planet’s orbit, Figure 4.1. In all

cases, the required outcome for a gravity assist is that the outgoing velocity vector at

the planetary encounter location take on the value specified for the next heliocentric

trajectory segment. For almost all initial mission scenarios involving gravity assists,

the incoming V−∞ and outgoing V+
∞ values will not match. Thus, some form of ∆V

maneuver needs to be incorporated into the flyby.
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Figure 4.1: Flyby velocity vector diagrams representing the different types of grav-
ity assists

A gravity assist incorporating a 4V maneuver during the flyby encounter

is called a powered gravity assist or powered flyby. When on a the hyperbolic

flyby trajectory, the4V can be used to torque the ~V+
∞ further towards the intended

direction and to increase/decrease the exiting V+
∞ magnitude, shown in Figure 4.2.

The additional change in exiting excess velocity ~V+
∞ due to the ∆V maneuver is

shown in the diagram as ∆V∞. The ∆V maneuver is not the same as ∆V∞. A desirable

powered flyby configuration would allow a small ∆V maneuver produce a larger

∆V∞. In other words, “buying” more gravity assist performance with a smaller ∆V

investment. The powered gravity assist dynamics can have a multiplying effect on

the overall outcome of the gravity assist. The location of the4V maneuver can be

anywhere along the trajectory between the incoming and exiting asymptotes, at the
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∞o
to the final V+

∞ due to the interior4V maneuver

intersection of the two hyperbolic trajectories. A major component of the powered

gravity assist’s effectiveness is derived from the well known Oberth effect, where a

∆V maneuver changing orbital energy is more efficient at higher velocities. For this

reason, many designed powered gravity assist have an optimum maneuver location

near periapse, where the orbital velocity is greatest.

If given a set of flyby conditions about a planet, a hyperbolic BVP can be

formulated. It is assumed that the flyby is coplanar, where the plane is defined by the

incoming and exiting asymptote vectors~V−∞ and~V+
∞ and the center of the encounter

planet. The fixed boundary conditions defining the BVP are incoming V−∞ , exiting

V+
∞magnitudes, and the angle Φr between the asymptotes (as defined from ~V−∞ and

~V+
∞). The desired solution of the powered flyby BVP is the minimum 4V and its

maneuver location, ν∆V or r∆V . In general there are two independent (free) variables

for the BVP optimization that define the incoming and exiting trajectories. The

independent variables could be any pair of hyperbolic orbit parameters (∆, e, rp, δ ,

ν∆V , r∆V , etc.) for each side of the flyby transfer trajectory shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Hyperbolic boundary value problem setup for powered flyby with in-
coming hyperbola on left and outgoing hyperbola on right

The hyperbolic asymptote offset distance ∆ or turning angle δ can be used

to define the trajectory leg, directly relating to the hyperbolic legs eccentricity e and

periapse radius rp with basic two body relationships provided in Chapter 2. As an

example of the complete powered flyby transfer, the diagram in Figure 4.4 shows

the asymptote offset distances ∆− and ∆+ used to fully define the transfer maneuver

location. Later in the chapter, a useful set of hyperbolic variables are the periapse rp

of one leg and the ∆V maneuver location r∆V of the other leg to define the optimal

powered gravity assist. The powered flyby diagrams show that a powered gravity
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assist is simply two different hyperbolic orbits spliced together at an intersection

point [52].
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Figure 4.4: General hyperbolic boundary value problem diagram for powered flyby

In a linked conic interplanetary trajectory design scheme, the gravity as-
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sist connects the two heliocentric legs at the encounter planet. The flyby BVP is

the bridge that completes this connection and provides a quantitative measure of

its efficiency, ∆V . When optimizing the entire interplanetary mission trajectory, a

powered flyby for every planetary encounter should be assumed. However, it is

sometimes the case that the ∆V maneuver for a powered flyby at a given planet may

be reduced to zero in the optimization, yielding an unpowered gravity assist.

4.2 Background on types of flyby BVPs
4.2.1 Typical powered gravity assist strategy (impulse at periapse)

Most preliminary gravity assist trajectory schemes account for a gravity as-

sist either by applying constraints on the ~V−∞ and ~V+
∞ conditions about each en-

counter planet or by determining the required 4V to complete the planetocentric

hyperbolic transfer. In practice, the former method is more useful for designing pre-

liminary mission trajectories because of the reduction in number of constraints and

the direct measurement of the gravity assist’s efficiency, the4V maneuver bridging

the connection. This is especially true when considering the trial and error approach

often used for honing mission/trajectory requirements.

In order to simplify the computational process, a gravity assist trajectory

is often determined by restricting the connection point of the incoming and out-

going hyperbolic legs to be at their common periapse, producing a tangential ∆V

maneuver along the direction of motion. An iterative procedure is performed to

find the required radius for the common periapse for the incoming and outgoing

trajectory legs. The discontinuity in the velocity at the converged coincident point

is the required 4~V impulse to complete the prescribed flyby. The left hand plot in
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Figure 4.5, shows two hyperbolic trajectory legs of the flyby intersecting at a non-

periapse point. The right hand plot shows the set of hyperbolic trajectory legs with

a converged common periapse. Here, a specialized algorithm has been tailored for

reliable optimization performance and fast convergence.

A popular numerical strategy in the literature is to determine the common

periapse radius is by iterative substitution [42, 31, 33]. The given flyby configura-

tion parameters µ , V−∞ , V+
∞ , and Φr are used to determine the half turning angle δ/2

for each leg of the powered gravity assist, summing to the overall effective turning

angle in Equation 4.1 as a function of rp. The equation can be reformulated into

a single expression presented by Horsewood [42], Equation 4.2. Each leg’s eccen-

tricity is defined by rp, seen from Equation 2.8. Given the required turning angle

Φr, an estimate for rp can be iteratively substituted into these equations until con-

verging upon the appropriate rp. Horsewood also provides a clever initial estimate

of rp shown in Equation 4.3, where the V 2
∞ term of a ballistic hyperbolic orbit is ap-

proximated by the product of the given excess velocities V−∞ V+
∞ . The approximate

rp can be used to initialize the iterative procedure.

Φg = δ−

2 + δ+

2 = arcsin
(

1
e−

)
+ arcsin

(
1

e+

)
= arcsin

(
µ

µ+rpV−2
∞

)
+ arcsin

(
µ

µ+rpV+2
∞

) (4.1)

cosΦg =

√
(e2
−−1)(e2

+−1)−1
e−e+

(4.2)

rp =
µ

V 2
∞

(√
2

1− cosΦr
−1

)
≈

µ

V−∞ V+
∞

(√
2

1− cosΦr
−1

)
(4.3)
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A more efficient and reliable root-finding algorithm is Newton’s method,

which uses the derivative information to improve the iterations, as presented by

Ceriotti [53]. In order to find the required rp for both hyperbolic legs to share a

common periapse, the function to be searched is formulated as the cosine differ-

ence in required turning angle Φr and the available turning angle Φg of the current

rpestimate, Equation 4.4. The function derivative with respect to rp is provided in

Equation 4.5, followed by the defined constant Cp.

f (rp) = cosΦg− cosΦr

=

√
(e2
−−1)(e2

+−1)−1
e−e+

− cosΦr

. (4.4)

d f
drp

=
[
r3

p
(
V−6

∞ V+2
∞ +V−2

∞ V+6
∞

)
+3µr2

pV−2
∞ V+2

∞

(
V−2

∞ +V+2
∞

)
+

2µ2rpV−4
∞ V+2

∞ (Cp +2)+µ3Cp
(
V−2

∞ +V+2
∞

)]
/
[
µ4Cpe2

−e2
+

]
CP =

√
r2

pV−2
∞ V+2

∞ (rpV−2
∞ +2µ)(rpV+2

∞ +2µ)/µ4

(4.5)

The root-finding algorithm updates an rp estimate using the function and

derivative information as seen below. The iterative method performs well when

initialized by the rp estimate above, Equation 4.3. The algorithm can easily be

modified to check and maintain the rmin and rSOI constraints. Although, it will

become obvious that when the rmin constraint is active only one of the hyperbolic

leg’s periapse can be held at rmin, while the other leg’s periapse can potentially fall

below rmin. A similar scenario can occur when the rSOI constraint is active.
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r(i+1)
p = r(i)p −

f
(

r(i)p

)
d f
drp

∣∣∣
r(i)p

(4.6)

Though the periapse impulse method for incorporating gravity assists is a

relatively easy algorithm to set up, the resulting 4V performance of the flyby is

quite sensitive to the heliocentric configuration changes when optimizing the en-

tire interplanetary trajectory. Consequently, the periapse impulse method requires

a good initial guess of the overall mission configuration for the trajectory to con-

verge on a desirable solution – one with minimal total4V and minimal (if not zero)

4V for each gravity assist. A better representation of the 4V performance for a

gravity assist can be found in the following sections, that does not restrict the im-

pulse to be only at periapse. The literature on powered gravity assists recognizes

that the best ∆V performance may occur at a maneuver location other than periapse.

The current methods in literature for determining the optimal non-periapse powered

flyby ∆V maneuvers are found to be computationally inefficient and cumbersome.

Also, some of the current methods found in literature do not span the entire flyby

solution space, resulting in sub-optimal local minimum ∆V maneuvers, while a

better global minimum ∆V maneuver exists elsewhere in the solution space. Yet,

some of the globally optimal powered gravity assist solutions in literature result in

non-realizable trajectories for spacecraft missions. The goal of the new powered

gravity assist algorithms developed in Section 4.3 is to provide an efficient and ro-

bust method for determining the global optimal powered flyby ∆V maneuver point,

while maintaining a mission feasible flyby trajectory.
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4.2.2 Literature review: optimal multiple impulse flyby problem

The powered flyby problem has been well studied in classic literature as

transfers between two hyperbolas or hyperbolic asymptotes. The prior research in

this area has focused on determining the globally optimum powered gravity assist

as an academic exercise, in which some optimal solutions are impossible to fly

on a realistic mission. In this section, it will be shown that many studies focus

on producing globally optimal (minimum total ∆V ) gravity assist trajectories with

characteristics that make them infeasible for a realistic spacecraft mission. These

mission infeasible characteristics include allowing the flyby periapse to fall below

the minimum allowable radius rmin (such as the radius of the planet), having mul-

tiple ∆V maneuvers during the relatively short hyperbolic encounter, and requiring

an excessive amount of time to complete the flyby. Also, allowing the flyby peri-

apse to be excessively far from the planet, beyond rSOI , is infeasible with respect

to the linked conics assumption, which will be discussed in detail later. It will then

be shown that formulating a consistent powered gravity assist method using only a

single ∆V maneuver provides an effective mission feasible strategy. This strategy

also allows for the development of a comprehensive powered gravity assist solution

algorithm.

In one study by Edelbaum, the overall optimum transfer between two hy-

perbolas has been solved generally for the case where the radius of the gravita-

tional body is assumed to be zero. Thus the impulses are performed at the center

of attraction [54], and are of negligible, infinitesimal ∆V magnitude. The result-

ing “optimal” powered flyby requires four infinitesimal impulses for a bi-parabolic

transfer solution. The flyby’s incoming leg performs the first impulse at the center
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of attraction and reduces the trajectory to parabolic energy. Then as the resulting

parabolic leg exits at an infinite distance, a second impulse closes the orbit, allow-

ing the trajectory to align for another encounter. Once the trajectory is aligned, an

impulse inserts into an incoming parabolic trajectory. The final impulse at the cen-

ter of attraction creates the required exiting hyperbolic trajectory [55]. Though this

bi-parabolic transfer is globally optimal, it requires infinite time and an unrealis-

tic point-mass gravitational body [54]. The next studies provide a finite minimum

radius rmin constraint to improve the realistic nature of the transfers.

Gobetz presents an initial study for powered gravity assists with a constraint

on the closest approach distance and numerical results of applying various methods

for the transfer [7]. Again, the flyby problem is defined as a hyperbolic BVP, where

the transfer trajectory is between two hyperbolic asymptotes, and the asymptote off-

set distances ∆± are free. The paper considers three different types of transfer so-

lutions: an optimum (unconstrained periapse) one-impulse flyby, a rmin constrained

optimum one-impulse flyby, and a four-impulse transfer. An iterative numerical

procedure was used to solve each type of transfer and compare the solutions for

the minimum ∆V . For the one-impulse solutions, the two independent optimiza-

tion variables used were the half turning-angles
(

ψ± = δ

2
±)

for each leg of the

flyby. The four-impulse solution is similar to Edelbaum’s bi-parabolic transfer pre-

viously described, although Gobetz assumes the entire transfer remains within the

SOI (sphere of influence) of the planet encountered, shown in Figure 4.6. The

∆V required for the four-impulse bi-parabolic transfer was fully determined by the

minimum periapse radius and is solved analytically [7].

It is this paper that first suggests a common characteristic in the optimal
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Figure 4.6: Four-impulse bi-parabolic transfer between hyperbolic asymptotes
[Source: Gobetz [7]]
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Figure 4.7: Diagram of resulting optimal solution cases under varying flyby condi-
tions with a minimum radius constraint [Source: Gobetz [7]]

single impulse solutions; if the optimal transfer ∆V maneuver occurs before the in-

coming leg reaches periapse, then the exiting leg will always begin before its own

periapse and traverse through it. The opposite is true; if the optimal transfer ∆V ma-

neuver occurs after the incoming leg has traversed its periapse, then the outgoing leg

will begin after its periapse. Additionally, the paper recognized that the flyby BVP

solutions are reversible. This insight allows the flybys to be categorized and the

solution process improved, as seen in the next papers and later in this dissertation

(Section 4.3). The paper assumes that the one-impulse iterative procedure initial-

izes with the ∆V maneuver at periapse (as an initial guess to the solution location).

Gobetz claims that the optimal single-impulse powered gravity assist maneuver lo-

cation is always close to periapse, but research presented later in this dissertation

proves otherwise for the general powered flyby BVP.
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Gobetz provides a helpful diagram of the optimal solution cases in Figure

4.7, showing that under certain conditions the four-impulse bi-parabolic transfer

gives the minimum required ∆V . The four-impulse transfer is seen to be optimal

when turning angles are relatively large or relatively small for very different incom-

ing and exiting V±∞ magnitudes
(

V∞2
V∞1
� 1

)
, as seen in the diagram. By definition,

the periapse of the minimum ∆V one-impulse solutions are found at some optimal

distance above the rmin constraint. When the flyby BVP conditions become more

extreme, the optimal one-impulse periapse drops below the rmin constraint, there-

fore requiring the constrained optimum one-impulse solution or the bi-parabolic

solution [7].

The optimal solution methods were later expanded by the works of Walton,

Marchal, and Culp to include a more definitive list of the global optimum impul-

sive powered gravity assist solution types for the general BVP minimizing total ∆V ,

[2, 3, 4]. The first stage of categorizing the solution types requires a reference flyby

trajectory related to the minimum radius constraint. The minimum radius rmin con-

straint directly limits the maximum turning angle able to be achieved by a ballistic

hyperbolic trajectory. This angle is defined as Φp. The maximum turning angle Φp

powered gravity assist is a periapse maneuver flyby with a minimum periapse ra-

dius rmin, as depicted in Figure 4.8. The incoming and outgoing hyperbolic legs are

met at their common rmin periapse, where each leg contributes half of its maximum

hyperbolic turning angle δ±, Equation 4.7. Since each leg meets at the common

periapse, the connecting ∆V maneuver is collinear along the velocity direction at

the common periapse.
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Φp =
δ−max

2 +
δ+

max
2

= arcsin
(

µ

µ+rminV−2
∞

)
+ arcsin

(
µ

µ+rminV+2
∞

) (4.7)

This study by Walton, Marchal, and Culp found that comparing possible

flyby BVP configurations to this reference trajectory, the problem is divided neatly

into two classes . The first class is defined by the required turning angle being

less than the natural maximum, Φr < Φp, wherein the flyby periapse is likely to be

unconstrained by the minimum radius and the unpowered ballistic flyby may exist.

The second class is then defined by Φr > Φp, where it is guaranteed that the flyby is

constrained by the minimum radius, therefore the periapse is fixed as rmin [2, 3, 4].

Example powered gravity assist trajectories of these two classes is shown in Figure

4.9.

The studies by Walton, Marchal, and Culp first focused on developing the
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Type Powered flyby transfer description
Type F Grazing4V at a finite distance above rmin

Type F∞ Type F flyby along with a4V at outgoing r∞ asymptote
Type RF Graze rmin at periapse, then ∆V at finite distance above rmin

Type RF∞ Type RF flyby along with a ∆V at outgoing r∞asymptote
Type PNP Bi-parabolic transfer with 2 ∆V at periapse and 2 ∆V at r±∞

Table 4.1: Optimal powered flyby BVP solutions for the case of Φr < Φp and
V−∞ >V+

∞ [2, 3, 4]

set of optimal solution types for the case where the required turning angle is less

than the maximum available ballistic turning angle Φr < Φp. These sets of gravity

assists were thought to be more likely implemented in a real spacecraft mission as

opposed to the set of flybys with the periapse constrained to be at the minimum

radius [2, 3, 4]. Though this suggestion might be true for more mature mission

trajectory designs, flyby BVP configurations producing both classes are frequently

encountered in the trajectory planning and optimization process before reaching the

final trajectory design.

The set of five solution types developed by Walton, Marchal, and Culp for

the Φr < Φp flyby configurations are shown in the following Table 4.1 for the case

of V−∞ > V+
∞ . The alternate case of V−∞ < V+

∞ have similar solution types simply

in reversed order, as identified earlier. Each of these flyby types, besides the bi-

parabolic (Type PNP), are adjusting the hyperbolic flyby trajectory with a finite ∆V

maneuver at a location within the vicinity (the sphere of influence) of the planet

and a possible ∆V maneuver at the exiting asymptote to adjust the ~V+
∞ directly. The

Gobetz study just considered the Type F case when just a single maneuver is used,

the Type RF case where the flyby periapse is constrained to be rmin and the single
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maneuver is executed after periapse somewhere along the exiting leg, and the Type

PNP bi-parabolic transfer. The additional maneuver cases determined by Walton,

Marchal, and Culp include impulses at r∞. The ∆V impulse applied directly to V+
∞

or V−∞ allows for a better placement of the periapse and is more effective at adjusting

the asymptote direction due to the lower velocity magnitude at r∞. The identifier

“F” in the flyby types indicates a maneuver at a “Finite” distance above rmin. The

identifier “R” in the flyby types indicates that the periapse is restricted to graze the

rmin sphere, therefore rp = rmin. Finally, the identifier “∞” indicates that a second

maneuver is located at r∞, applying the ∆V directly to the asymptote excess velocity

V∞.

Of all the potential solution types, the single impulse flybys accounted for

the majority of the solution space, followed by the bi-parabolic (type PNP) transfer

[2], which was identified previously by Gobetz [7]. The small transition areas be-

tween solution types contain the two-impulse cases. The solution space diagrams

can be found in the related papers [2, 3, 4]. The additional ∆V impulse at the r∞

asymptote typically provides a reduction in turning angle in order to match the

asymptote conditions, while a majority of the required velocity magnitude adjust-

ments were completed by the more energy efficient impulse closer to the body.

The remaining set of periapse constrained powered flyby classifications for

those cases where the required turning angle is greater than the maximum available

ballistic turning angle Φr >Φp were later developed in Walton’s dissertation [3] and

proceeding papers [4]. The periapse constrained powered flybys were categorized

into six different types, similar to the previous set, as seen in Table 4.2. The most

common type of solution in this set is the four-impulse bi-parabolic transfer (type
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Type Powered flyby transfer description
Type R∞ Graze rmin at periapse, then4V at outgoing r∞ asymptote

Type ∞R∞ Type R∞ flyby with additional4V at incoming r∞ asymptote
Type RF Graze rmin at periapse, then ∆V at finite distance above rmin

Type RF∞ Type RF flyby along with a ∆V at outgoing r∞asymptote
Type ∞RF Type RF flyby along with a ∆V at incoming r∞asymptote
Type PNP Bi-parabolic transfer with 2 ∆V at periapse and 2 ∆V at r±∞

Table 4.2: Optimal powered flyby BVP solutions for the case of Φr > Φp and
V−∞ <V+

∞ [3, 4]

PNP), which accommodates the most versatile turning angles between incoming

and outgoing asymptotes. The second most common transfer type is the single-

impulse flyby. There is an increased role of the two-impulse flybys. Since this set

of flyby transfers is defined by requiring excessive turning angles, there is a greater

need for additional trajectory torquing, which can frequently be more effective with

a ∆V impulse at the asymptote.

All of the preceding solutions were developed by Walton, Marchal, and

Culp through hodograph analysis and applying Lawden’s primer vector theory[56],

verifying the solutions types as primer optimal. Each flyby transfer type was deter-

mined analytically when possible or using a simple iterative procedure otherwise.

Though diagrams of the solution space were given in the literature depicting the

flyby configurations for each optimal flyby transfer type, there wasn’t a simple and

reliable method for selecting the appropriate solution at the onset of the problem.

Therefore, to ensure the overall optimum flyby transfer type is selected, all of the

potential types of the flyby set must be computed and compared for minimum ∆V .

This inefficiency is only one of many issues in implementing optimal powered grav-

ity assists in preliminary mission trajectory design. Though the bi-parabolic transfer
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was found to be one of the more common solutions, most missions implementing

gravity assist trajectories are interested in reducing the overall time of flight as well

as the total ∆V . The excessive transfer time of the bi-parabolic gravity assist not

only pushes against the mission goals, but also violates the foundational assumption

of linked-conics, which assumes a relatively short planetocentric transfer time.

The multiple impulse flybys are also of concern, because in a real mission

each engine burn would require post maneuver analysis to reevaluate the next en-

gine burn and potentially add clean-up maneuvers in between. The time required

to accomplish such tasks while within a planet’s sphere of influence is prohibitive.

More to the point, the additional maneuvers at the asymptotes are acting as DSMs to

correct an undesirable configuration of ~V−∞ and/or ~V+
∞ , which would likely be more

effectively altered by a heliocentric DSMs well before the planetary encounter, such

as a V∞ leveraging maneuver [26]. Therefore these second maneuvers at r∞should

be omitted from the flyby and a DSM included in the heliocentric trajectory. Many

times these DSMs will be driven to a negligible ∆V magnitude anyway [28, 27].

Considering these limitations an efficient and robust algorithm is needed to

fill the void in developing optimal powered gravity assist trajectories for preliminary

mission trajectory design. The next section details the development of such an

algorithm for producing single impulse powered gravity assists that extends and

clarifies the foundational research above.
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4.3 Optimal single impulse flyby BVP

The single impulse gravity assist configuration was selected as the basis for

creating a mission feasible optimal powered gravity assist solution method. By

limiting the number of ∆V maneuvers to just a single impulse during a flyby, the

resulting gravity assist trajectory will remain hyperbolic throughout the encounter.

This ensures that the planetocentric flyby encounter occurs in a relatively short

timeframe as required by the linked conics assumptions. Optimal multiple-impulse

flyby trajectories, as described in the prior section, can potentially fall below a hy-

perbolic energy during the flyby encounter and require an excessive planetocentric

flight time, breaking the linked conics assumptions. Even the case of using multi-

ple maneuvers during an entirely hyperbolic flyby encounter, such as the Type F∞,

Type RF∞, etc., are infeasible. This is because a realistic mission would not space

multiple maneuvers is such a short timeframe inherent of a flyby. Therefore only a

single impulse is allowed during each planetocentric encounter to maintain mission

feasibility.

4.3.1 Assumptions

The single-impulse powered flyby BVP is rigorously investigated in the fol-

lowing development, where an emphasis is placed on mission feasibility and com-

putational efficiency. The minimum radius rmin constraint is applied to both in-

coming and outgoing legs of the hyperbolic transfer. An explicit maximum radius

constraint is also placed on the flyby, where the impulsive maneuver is only con-

sidered within the sphere of influence of the planet, rSOI . Each leg of the flyby is

assumed to be in the hyperbolic energy regime, e > 1. This section combines ex-
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isting methods with new algorithms to develop a robust and efficient technique for

solving the optimal single impulse flyby BVP.

4.3.2 Optimal powered gravity assist ∆V maneuver solution neighborhoods

The first step in efficiently solving the optimal gravity assist problem is to

sort the potential solutions into specialized cases. This is accomplished using one of

the most important and useful conclusions found from the literature: “A general rule

holds for the less than optimal deviation turn angle transfers. An impulse before

periapse invariably increases velocity, while an impulse after periapse invariably

decreases velocity. The contrary is true for the greater than optimal deviation turn

angle transfers” [4]. This result means that the solution space can be split into two

categories based on whether the required turning angle Φr is greater or less than

the maximum available ballistic turning angle Φp (with a periapse at rmin). Then,

each category can be further split into sub-categories depending on whether the ∆V

occurs before or after passage of periapse (this sub-categorization could also be

made alternatively on the basis of comparison of the incoming V−∞ and outgoing

V+
∞ ), Equation 4.8. The flyby configurations with Φr < Φp pertain to the Type F

flyby, whose periapse is not necessarily constrained by rmin (the majority of cases

having periapse above rmin). The flyby configurations with Φr > Φp pertain to the

Type RF or Type FR flyby, whose periapse guaranteed to be constrained by the

minimum radius, therefore rp = rmin.
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Φr < Φp

{
Type F: V−∞ <V+

∞ ⇒ ∆V before rp
Type F: V−∞ >V+

∞ ⇒ ∆V after rp

Φr > Φp

{
Type RF: V−∞ <V+

∞ ⇒ ∆V after rp
Type FR: V−∞ >V+

∞ ⇒ ∆V before rp

(4.8)

The turning angle comparison Φr ≶ Φp identifies if the flyby BVP is a pe-

riapse constrained case (Type RF or FR) or a potentially unconstrained periapse

case (Type F). The Φr < Φp condition is considered to be a “potentially” uncon-

strained periapse case, because not all of the Φr < Φp optimal powered gravity

assist solutions result in an unconstrained flyby. Although much of the Φr < Φp

solution space results in Type F unconstrained periapse flybys, there exist special

cases where the periapse must be restricted by the rmin constraint or the rSOI con-

straint. These special cases are discussed in detail in the proceeding sections.

The excess velocity comparison V−∞ ≶V+
∞ identifies which leg will contain

the periapse and for constrained cases it distinguishes it as either Type RF or Type

FR. Examples of these potential trajectory solution configurations are seen in Fig-

ures 4.10 & 4.11. These results are hinted at in other literature as well [57][58]

[59], but were never well characterize nor fully expanded into the rigorous analysis

of powered gravity assist.

Subtypes of these groupings have been developed by the author and will

be found useful in later analysis. The subtypes are identified by the individual in-

coming and outgoing leg’s maximum hyperbolic turning angle (δ−max and δ+
max) as

compared with the required powered flyby turning angle Φr. The first sorting level

uses Φp, having contributions of δ−max/2 and δ+
max/2, but the portion of Φp from

each leg depends on the relative magnitudes of V±∞ . Both unconstrained periapse
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and constrained periapse groups have 3 subtypes hereafter known as Type 1, Type

2, and Type T (indicating the “Transition” between Type 1 and Type 2). The uncon-

strained periapse set is shown by Equation 4.9, while the constrained set is shown

by Equation 4.10.

V−∞ <V+
∞


Type 1 : (Φr < δ−max) and (Φr < δ+

max)

Type T : (Φr < δ−max) and (Φr = δ+
max)

Type 2 : (Φr < δ−max) and (Φr > δ+
max)

Φr < Φp :

V−∞ >V+
∞


Type 1 : (Φr < δ−max) and (Φr < δ+

max)

Type T : (Φr = δ−max) and (Φr < δ+
max)

Type 2 : (Φr > δ−max) and (Φr < δ+
max)

(4.9)

V−∞ <V+
∞


Type 1 : (Φr > δ−max) and (Φr > δ+

max)

Type T : (Φr = δ−max) and (Φr > δ+
max)

Type 2 : (Φr < δ−max) and (Φr > δ+
max)

Φr > Φp :

V−∞ >V+
∞


Type 1 : (Φr > δ−max) and (Φr > δ+

max)

Type T : (Φr > δ−max) and (Φr = δ+
max)

Type 2 : (Φr > δ−max) and (Φr < δ+
max)

(4.10)

The Type 1 flybys have both hyperbolic leg’s δ±max comparing similarly with

Φr, both > Φr or both < Φr. In contrast, Type 2 flybys have each δ±max comparing

differently with Φr, where one δ±max > Φr and the other δ∓max < Φr. The transition

between these cases is defined as Type T, where the limiting hyperbolic leg’s turning

angle is equal to the required turning angle, δ±max = Φr. The details and impact of

these flyby subtypes are inspected in later sections.
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4.3.3 Analytic solution for unconstrained periapse powered gravity assist

With the powered gravity assist BVP configuration types sorted, specialized

solution methods are developed to solve the single-impulse flyby for the optimal

minimum ∆V maneuver location. The location of the ∆V maneuver will be defined

either by its radius or true anomaly interchangeably. These variables are monotonic

under the reduced solution space (divided at periapse) provided by the flyby BVP

configuration sorting characteristics described above. The optimal powered grav-

ity assist cases unconstrained by rmin with rp > rmin is identified in the previous

section as Type F. The Type F flybys have an exact analytical solution developed

by Walton, Marchal, and Culp [2, 3, 4]. This analytic solution is adopted into the

optimal single-impulse powered gravity assist algorithm and reformulated, where

the primary focus is determining the ∆V magnitude of the maneuver and its loca-

tion as r∆V or ν∆V . The analytic Type F flyby BVP solution algorithm is a fast and

accurate method to determine the optimal powered gravity assist maneuver location

without any consideration for constraints on the flyby trajectory, including the flyby

periapse. This analytic algorithm is used as a tool to quickly compute the Type F

unconstrained periapse solutions and then check that solution to determine if its pe-

riapse breaches any constraints such as the rmin or rSOI constraints. Handling these

constraint conditions is discussed in the next sections.

The type F flyby algorithm was defined by the angles F and G as depicted in

the powered gravity assist diagram, Figure 4.12. The angles F and G measure the

angular position of the optimal ∆V maneuver from each respective asymptote, as

depicted in the diagram. The optimal maneuver location r∆V for the minimum ∆V

was found by variational analysis and constructing an optimal powered flyby hodo-
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Figure 4.12: Type F powered gravity assist formulation of transfer maneuver loca-
tion for analytic BVP solution [Source: Walton [2, 3, 4]]
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graph diagram. Details on Walton’s hodograph diagram and solution development

can be found in his dissertation [3]. To aid the analytic solution form, angles ∆ and

Σ are defined from the F and G angles in Equation 4.11 below.

F = Σ−∆, G = Σ+∆,

where, Σ = (π−Φr)/4, tan∆ = V−∞ −V+
∞

V−∞ +V+
∞

tanΣ

(4.11)

The ∆V maneuver magnitude is computed by Equation 4.12, as well as the

location r∆V of the minimum impulse. Additional relationships in the hodograph

and details of reaching this solution can be found in Walton’s dissertation and other

literature [2, 3, 4].

∆V = (V−∞ +V+
∞ )sin∆

r∆V = 2µ sin2 F
V+2

∞ cos2 ∆(2cos2 Σ−cos2 ∆)

(4.12)

4.3.4 Unconstrained periapse powered gravity assist solution analysis

The analysis of the unconstrained periapse case (Type F) for the single-

impulse powered gravity assist is presented in this section. The goal of this analysis

is to verify the solutions of the analytic algorithm for Type F powered gravity as-

sists, developed by Walton et al. [2, 3, 4]. Since this analytic solution to the Type

F powered gravity assist is to be adopted into the optimal single-impulse powered

gravity assist algorithm, it is necessary to determine the range of flyby configura-

tions for which the analytic algorithm computes the correct optimal powered gravity
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assist solution, while avoiding the rmin and rSOI restrictions. In addition, it is nec-

essary to find the conditions where the analytic unconstrained algorithm computes

infeasible powered gravity assist solutions with a flyby periapse below rmin or above

rSOI . It will be shown that the analytic solution determines the exact optimal uncon-

strained powered gravity assist solution, but in some cases this optimal trajectory

breaches one of the radius constraints. The cases where the analytic solution is in-

feasible are easily found by checking the periapse of the unconstrained solution to

see if it falls below rmin or if it exceeds rSOI . These infeasible cases of the analytic

Type F solutions are presented as special cases, where the feasible solutions are

determined iteratively with a constrained periapse single-impulse powered gravity

assist algorithm presented in the next major section.

In this and proceeding sections, the location of the powered gravity assist

∆V maneuver, connecting the two legs of the flyby, is defined as the transfer lo-

cation, transfer maneuver location, or simply the maneuver location. Similarly a

∆V maneuver performed at periapse is referenced as a periapse maneuver or a pe-

riapse transfer maneuver, while the periapse ∆V maneuver location is referenced as

the periapse transfer location or the periapse maneuver location. This nomencla-

ture is intended to clarify the different powered gravity assist maneuvers and their

locations.

4.3.4.1 Introductory solution space dynamics

The analytic solution to the unconstrained periapse case can be analyzed in

a variety of ways. The simplest method is to show an example solution space for a

single impulse powered flyby BVP configuration and demonstrate the optimality of
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the solution found from the algorithm. The ∆V solution space for an unconstrained

periapse powered flyby about Earth is displayed in Figure 4.13 and 4.14 by vary-

ing the assumed independent variables: the flyby periapse distance rp (in units of

Earth radii) and the location of the ∆V impulse maneuver along the trajectory as

true anomaly ν∆V . The solution space shows the ∆V maneuvers required for vari-

ous possible transfer maneuver locations ν∆V and associated values of the periapse

radius rp. The ∆V solution space was computed in two halves with respect to the

periapse maneuver case, where the transfer maneuver locations on the incoming leg

have negative ν∆V and the maneuver locations on the outgoing leg have positive

ν∆V . The overhead view of the solution space clearly shows the global minimum

∆V maneuver (yellow dot) located slightly away from the periapse. The minimum

∆V periapse maneuver is shown in the diagrams (cyan dot) to require slightly higher

∆V . The globally optimal powered gravity assist solution exactly matches that of

the analytic Type F algorithm.

These 3D surface plots use the different color gradients to also show the

relative ∆V magnitudes, where the solution space locations with colors in the red

spectrum are the higher ∆V magnitudes and the transfer maneuver locations with the

lowest ∆V magnitudes are shown with colors in the blue spectrum. These 3D solu-

tion space plots also show that the Type F optimal powered gravity assist maneuver

location is usually not far from the minimum periapse ∆V maneuver location. If

only considering Type F powered gravity assists, these findings support the results

from previous studies which state that the general optimal powered gravity assist

maneuver location always lies near periapse. However, when considering any ar-

bitrary flyby configuration, the optimal single-impulse powered gravity assist may
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imum periapse ∆V and overall minimum ∆V solutions. Only half of the potential
solution space is displayed here, focusing on the positive true anomalies where the
optimal maneuver location occurs

be periapse constrained but have global minimum ∆V maneuver locations very far

from periapse.

In some cases, the three dimensional view shows a slight discontinuity of

the solution space along the periapse maneuver line (ν∆V = 0◦) for varying periapse

distances. The discontinuity can be seen as a white empty space between the solu-

tion spaces along the periapse line. The discontinuity occurs because the periapse

location of the incoming hyperbolic leg with positive ν∆V maneuvers is different

from the periapse location of the exiting hyperbolic leg with negative ν∆V maneu-

vers. The discontinuity between the halves of the solution space increases for peri-
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apse transfer maneuvers farther away from the minimum. An alternate view of the

exact same solution space as described above is shown with only half of the solu-

tion space to clearly see the neighborhood around the minimum ∆V in Figure 4.15.

This different perspective gives a clear view of the periapse maneuver locations and

their corresponding ∆V magnitudes. The transition between solution space halves

is smooth and continuous at the minimum ∆V periapse solution location, where

the incoming and outgoing legs intersect at their common periapse. This smooth

and continuous solution space point is unique for flybys with V−∞ 6= V+
∞ . Flybys

with V−∞ =V+
∞ have continuous solution spaces at all periapse maneuver rp magni-

tudes (having the same periapse location), but is only smooth (having a continuous

gradient ~∇(∆V )) at the minimum ∆V periapse location. This smooth and contin-

uous periapse maneuver point on the V−∞ = V+
∞ solution space is also the ballistic

unpowered flyby conditions, which is discussed further below.

Further investigation can be done by varying the boundary parameters such

as V−∞ , V+
∞ , or Φr and analyzing the change in the optimal maneuver properties. It is

sufficient that following presented analysis only demonstrates flybys with V−∞ <V+
∞ ,

where the relationships and results found can also applied to the V−∞ >V+
∞ cases by

using the reversibility of the flyby problem. The incoming asymptote was fixed for

an Earth powered flyby at an arbitrary Φr, while the outgoing V+
∞ magnitude was

varied. The optimal solution and minimum periapse impulse solution were recorded

for each configuration in Figure 4.16. All cases investigated support what is pre-

sented in these diagrams, where the globally optimal minimum ∆V delivers greater

performance than the minimum ∆V periapse maneuver solution as V+
∞ magnitude

diverges from V−∞ .
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A limiting case is when the periapse impulse maneuver is also the optimal

maneuver location and therefore the global minimum ∆V solution, as shown in Fig-

ures 4.16 and 4.17. Note that the optimal ∆V impulse maneuver and the periapse

∆V impulse maneuver coincide when V−∞ = V+
∞ . Additional details about this lim-

iting case is covered later in the discussion. These optimal unconstrained periapse

maneuvers are driven to zero ∆V at periapse when V−∞ =V+
∞ , which is the ballistic

unpowered flyby condition. The periapse radius rp and the radius of the maneuver

location r∆V converge together between the two solution types, Figure 4.17. The di-

rection of the ∆V impulse with respect to the velocity vector before the maneuver,

is defined as the impulse angle Λ∆V . The Λ∆V for the optimal ∆V maneuver is also

shown to be driven to zero, while the common periapse solution inherently has a

collinear ∆V impulse of Λ∆V = 0 for all Type F flybys. The ∆V direction for a single

impulse maneuver is only tangent to the trajectory velocity direction (Λ∆V = 0) at

periapse, but this is also where the ∆V magnitude goes to zero. This identifies the

same conclusion Gobetz found that finite ∆V powered flyby maneuvers are gener-

ally non-tangential [7].

To better understand the solution space, we will now compare the optimal

unconstrained periapse (Type F) powered gravity assist with flybys using collinear

(i.e. tangential) ∆V maneuvers to accomplish the powered gravity assist. As an

example, the solution space for an Earth gravity assist is presented with a V−∞ =

10 km/s, a V+
∞ = 11 km/s, and a turning angle Φr = 35◦. The solution space is

highlighted with the locus of minimum ∆V maneuver locations (cyan) for each

value of rp alongside the locus of collinear ∆V maneuver locations (red), Figure

4.18. Essentially, if the flyby periapse were fixed at each specific rp magnitude,
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the most efficient minimum ∆V maneuver location ν∆V is shown by the cyan dot.

Similarly, the locus of collinear maneuver locations for each rpis represented by

the red line. The right hand figure shows a zoomed in look at the area around the

optimum maneuver point. The global minimum ∆V impulse and maneuver location

is shown by the yellow dot in the negative ν∆V region near periapse.

It is clear from the left hand graph that collinear maneuvers only exist for

a small range of rp values, while optimal maneuvers exist for a much wider range

of values of rp. The optimal maneuver location for the global minimum ∆V is only

collinear for finite ∆V impulse locations when at the maximum natural turning an-

gle condition previously identified (Figure 4.21). The collinear maneuver is always

sub-optimal compared to the actual minimum ∆V maneuver for the same rp. These

3D solution space plots show how the cyan locus of optimal ∆V maneuver loca-

tions for each rp magnitude can diverge from the collinear ∆V maneuver locations.

This demonstrates the potential for such stark differences in powered gravity as-

sist maneuver locations and ∆V magnitudes between the collinear and optimal ∆V

maneuvers.

4.3.4.2 Strict rmin constraint handling for transfer maneuvers near periapse

This section discusses the special occasions where the analytic Type F flyby

trajectory solution breaches the rmin constraint by producing a powered gravity as-

sist trajectory with a periapse below rmin. Though it is guaranteed that flyby config-

urations with excessive turning angles Φr > Φp always have a periapse constrained

at rmin, it cannot be guaranteed that flybys with Φr < Φp are always unconstrained.

A majority of the Φr < Φp flyby configurations have optimal single-impulse flyby
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solutions with a periapse above the rmin constraint. But there exist flyby config-

urations close that of the maximum turning angle Φp condition where the flyby

periapse falls below the rmin constraint.

The Type F flyby algorithm was designed by Walton et al. to determine the

unconstrained periapse optimal powered gravity assist maneuver location without

any consideration for the rmin constraint [3, 4]. The sorting procedure identifies

the obvious periapse constrained rp = rmin cases by checking if Φr > Φp. Yet, the

Φr < Φp cases are more difficult to know if they are constrained or unconstrained

without further computation.

Therefore, the procedure developed to handle the seemingly periapse un-

constrained Φr < Φp cases is to first compute the analytic Type F solution and then

check if the periapse is below rmin. For the unconstrained periapse sorted cases

of Φr < Φp as the required turning angle Φr increases towards Φp, the optimal

powered gravity assist has its periapse constrained by rmin just before reaching the

transition point of Φr = Φp, where any greater Φr and the flyby is guaranteed to be

periapse constrained as Φr > Φp. More details and analysis on the rmin constraint

handling can be found in Appendix A.

The rmin constrained case solutions utilize the methodology and algorithms

developed in the next major section to efficiently and reliably solve the optimal ma-

neuver location for a minimum ∆V , while maintaining the rmin restriction. The rmin

constrained optimal gravity algorithm is initialized using the infeasible ν∆V result

from the unconstrained periapse analytic algorithm. The analysis of the solution

space near the optimal periapse constrained flyby confirms that this initialization
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point is always close to the desired feasible solution, providing fast convergence.

4.3.4.3 Linked conics rSOI constraint handling

There exists a second set of special case solutions to the single-impulse

gravity assist problem where the required turning angle is less than the maximum

available turning angle (Φr < Φp). One of the major foundational assumptions of

linked conics is that the encountered gravitational body must have an effect the tra-

jectory. This is achieved by limiting the flyby periapse distance to a maximum at

the sphere of influence rSOI . Without such a restriction, extreme flyby configura-

tions might have a periapse that diverges to an unrealistically large distance. In

order to handle this situation, when the unconstrained periapse Type F flyby peri-

apse exceeds the maximum radius rSOI , it is reevaluated as a constrained flyby with

rp = rSOI and the optimal ∆V maneuver location is determined.

The maneuver location for this rSOI constrained periapse flyby can poten-

tially extend far out beyond the vicinity of the planet’s sphere of influence, so an

upper bound must be set on the maneuver location. The maximum transfer maneu-

ver radius is set to rmax = 2rSOI in this algorithm. These maximum flyby radius

constraint methods have been proven to work well in practice to drive the trajectory

optimization away from such extreme flyby conditions and toward more effective

gravity assist configurations. The group of rSOI constrained solutions occur at very

low flyby turning angles with respect to the asymptote excess velocities. More de-

tails and analysis on the rSOI and rmax constraint handling can be found in Appendix

B.

These are extreme cases where the flyby is to be minimally affected by the
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presence of the encounter planet. These flyby configuration conditions could be

judged by a mission planner to remove the gravity assist encounter from the tra-

jectory, although the intent of the mission planner could be to use this flyby con-

figuration as a guide to finding a more useful flyby configuration. The later intent

is assumed in the optimal single-impulse powered gravity assist algorithm devel-

oped here, so that the overall spacecraft mission trajectory optimization routine can

find the best possible trajectory with the selected gravity assist encounters. It is left

to the mission planner to manually remove the gravity assist encounter from the

spacecraft mission trajectory if judged necessary.

The set of candidate single-impulse gravity assist solutions for the Φr < Φp

flyby types are completely determined by the unconstrained periapse Type F pow-

ered flyby and the two special cases using constrained periapse powered flyby so-

lution methods. It can easily be seen that the neighborhood around the constrained

cases would benefit by the multiple impulse transfer solutions discussed in prior

sections: Type F∞, Type RF∞, and Type PNP. For the two-impulse transfers, the

total ∆V is reduced by using the impulse at infinity (or at least rSOI) to adjust the

periapse location for a more efficient impulse in the vicinity of the planet. The

same concept is true for the Type PNP transfers, but usually for more extreme cir-

cumstances. Because these multiple-impulse solution case have lower total ∆V

magnitudes compared to the constrained single-impulse powered flyby cases, the

single-impulse powered flyby problem was never characterized for these particular

conditions in the literature reviewed by the author. Therefore, the characterization

of these constrained periapse powered gravity assists of the type Φr < Φp and the

developed solution methods are considered new and part of the major contributions
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of the dissertation.

4.3.5 Constrained periapse powered gravity assist ∆V function and derivative
development

Many past methods require multiple optimization variables to find the op-

timal ∆V maneuver location and must constantly check to maintain the rmin con-

straint. These often rely on an iterative substitution approach or numerical deriva-

tives in the optimization process, which are less accurate and usually require more

computation than analytic derivatives. These iterative methods often use poor ini-

tial guess points to begin the iterative optimization process, leading to sub-optimal

local minima or boundary cases. Other simpler methods simply assume a periapse

maneuver for a preselected hyperbolic leg, where rp is fixed at rmin or rp is opti-

mized in order to maintain the rmin constraint for the entire flyby. Another common

issue with past algorithms is that though one leg’s periapse is restricted at the rmin

constraint, the other leg of the flyby may be allowed to fall below rmin.

In this major section, the optimal single impulse constrained periapse pow-

ered gravity assist BVP is presented and discussed in detail. Previous studies and

literature are reviewed to establish the state-of-the-art strategies for solving the con-

strained periapse powered gravity assist BVP prior to the current research. The pri-

mary shortcomings of these prior strategies are their lack of considering mission

feasible constraints for the powered gravity assist (such as the number of ∆V ma-

neuvers, constraints on transfer time, loose rmin constraint handling, etc.). Their

single-impulse constrained gravity assist solution methods are only applicable to

a small sub-set of the potential flyby configurations encountered in practice. This
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section develops new equations for the constrained periapse single-impulse grav-

ity assist, determining the ∆V maneuver as a function of the maneuver location

(r∆V or ν∆V ) and its derivative. The next major section analyzes the solution space

of the constrained periapse single-impulse gravity assist problem using the new

equations, resulting in an efficient and robust BVP solution algorithm for optimal

single-impulse constrained periapse gravity assists.

4.3.5.1 Development of the ∆V function and derivative

The development of the ∆V function and its derivatives is presented below

in the following order: the reduction of optimization variables, the derivation of

an effective ∆V magnitude equation and its derivative, an analysis of the problem’s

solution space, and finally, its implementation into a BVP solution algorithm.

Approaching the boundary value problem with a generalized algorithm for

all flyby configurations Φr ≷ Φp and V−∞ ≷ V+
∞ requires at least two independent

optimization variables as described in Section 4.1, analogous to Gobetz’s approach

with ψ1 and ψ2. The solution neighborhood sorting procedure derived in Section

4.3.2 enables the constrained periapse powered gravity assist algorithm to have only

one independent optimization variable to define the maneuver location, either the

radius, r∆V , or the true anomaly, ν∆V , of the maneuver. The flyby configuration

Φr > Φp implies that the flyby trajectory must be turned more than is available bal-

listically, and that a ∆V maneuver is needed. In this situation, the optimal gravity

assist must graze the rmin sphere, meaning that one leg of the hyperbolic transfer is

fully determined by the constrained periapse, rp = rmin. The remaining leg of the

flyby can have a transfer maneuver at any point along the determined leg trajectory
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from periapse out to the sphere of influence (rSOI or νSOI) and be able to achieve the

appropriate ~V∞ conditions, Figure 4.19. The goal is to find the unique hyperbolic

transfer trajectory that minimizes the required ∆V maneuver. This periapse con-

strained powered flyby diagram shows examples of candidate hyperbolic transfer

maneuver locations and the associated ∆V relative magnitudes, where the ∆V mag-

nitudes near periapse are clearly larger than those located farther out. The sorting

process removes any ambiguity associated with the use of radius or true anomaly as

the optimization search variable, since the solution is predetermined to graze rmin

on one leg and to have a ∆V maneuver on the other side of the conic, where r∆V ≥ rp

and ν∆V ≥ 0 (or ν∆V ≤ 0).

Figure 4.19: Example potential outgoing transfer maneuver locations and trajecto-
ries (blue) for V−∞ <V+

∞ and Φr > Φp of a constrained periapse flyby configuration,
showing the ∆V maneuver direction and relative scale (red)

An efficient and robust solution algorithm for the constrained periapse pow-
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ered gravity assist BVP requires a thoughtful choice of defining the ∆V equation to

be used in the iterative optimization process. Many deterministic optimization rou-

tines benefit from additional problem information in the form of the performance

metric derivative with respect to the optimization variables, in this case d∆V
dr or d∆V

dν
.

By defining the ∆V equation appropriately, its computational efficiency and that of

its analytic derivative d∆V
dr or d∆V

dν
can be improved. An efficient scalar formulation

was selected as a function of flight path angles γ± at the transfer maneuver loca-

tion, Equation 4.13. The velocity magnitudes at the maneuver location are known,

as well as the constrained leg’s flight path angle, from basic orbital relationships.

∆V =
√

V+2 +V−2−2V+V− cos(γ+− γ−)

where V± =
√

2µ

r +V±2
∞

(4.13)

Next, an efficient scalar derivation of the unconstrained leg’s γ as a function

of maneuver location r or ν is required, while satisfying the flyby terminal veloc-

ity conditions. A thorough search for alternative formulations of the hyperbolic

transfer BVPs in terms of γ failed to yield a viable method. All standard formu-

lae explored for γ includes some form of eccentricity e. For the present problem,

eccentricity can only be computed inefficiently using the ~e vector Equation 4.14,

requiring the terminal velocity vector Equation 2.14 or 2.13. Such a formulation

leads to exceedingly computationally inefficient derivatives d∆V
dr and d∆V

dν
. Finally,

the hodograph approach of Battin was investigated to derive an alternative scalar

formulation of γ [10].
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V 2~r
µ
−

(
~r ·~V

)
~V

µ
−~r

r
(4.14)

The foundation of Battin’s terminal velocity hodograph analysis is Lam-

bert’s problem introduced in Section 2.3.1. A common approach to Lambert’s or-

bital transfer problem is to define a chord between the initial and final positions

(C = ‖~r2−~r1‖) in order to derive the associated velocity vectors ~V1 and ~V2 at these

end points of the conic trajectory. Rather than employing a standard coordinate sys-

tem for ~V1 and ~V2 , an interesting and pivotal relation results from using a skewed

local basis of radial and chordal components, as shown in Figure 4.20. The surpris-

ing relationship is that chordal components ~V1C and ~V2C of the end points are not

only parallel but are also the same magnitude [10].
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Vr =
√

µ p
r cotγ =

√
µ

p esinν

Vθ =
√

µ p
r

~V =Vr r̂+Vθ θ̂

(4.15)

cosγ = Vθ

V

sinγ = Vr
V

(4.16)

For comparison, the common form of the spherical components Vr and Vθ

are given in Equation 4.15, being the typical parameters used to find flight path

angle, Equation 4.16. The radial and chordal components Vρ and VC are found

in Equation 4.17. Note the radial component of the skewed basis Vρ is not the

same as the radial component of the spherical system Vr. An additional noteworthy

relationship can be derived from the skewed components in Equation 4.18, where

the product VCVρ does not involve any orbital parameters, just the configuration of

the boundary value problem [10].

Vρ =
√

µ

p
1−cosθ

sinθ

VC =
C
√

µ p
r1r2 sinθ

~V1,2 =VθĈ±Vρ r̂

(4.17)

VCVρ =
µC

2r1r2
sec2 (θ/2) (4.18)

Extending the skewed coordinates of Lambert’s problem to the hyperbolic

terminal velocity problem is key in developing an effective equation for flight path
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angle γ . The powered gravity assist BVP is defined with the terminal velocity

transfer angle θ∞ for the incoming or outgoing transfer maneuver in Figure 4.21.

These powered flyby diagrams depict the hyperbolic transfer parameters (θ∞, r∆V ,

ν∆V , etc.) as related to a powered gravity assist problem. In these diagrams the pa-

rameter ν∞is the true anomaly angle at r∞, used to measure the asymptote direction

angle with respect to the rmin constrained periapse. The powered flyby transfer ma-

neuver was parameterized with a focus on the skewed radial and chordal velocity

components to derive a new form of γ . A diagram of the velocity and components

at the transfer maneuver location is provided in Figure 4.22, where the horizontal

velocity component Vθ and γ are easily related to the skewed velocity components.

Using the terminal velocity transfer angle θ∞ and the circumferential veloc-

ity Vθ in the form of chordal velocity VC, the flight path angle γ can be determined,

Equation 4.19. Despite the coupled nature of components of in a skewed basis, the

chordal velocity component retains direction of motion information with respect to

flight path angle.

Vθ =VC sinθ∞

cosγ = VC sinθ∞

V

(4.19)

Next, an efficient equation for the chordal velocity component VC is required

to determine the flight path angle γ . Understanding the hyperbolic terminal velocity

BVP as an extension of the Lambert problem, many of the features of the Lambert

problem correlate to the hyperbolic transfer as well. Specifically, the chordal ve-

locity component at the powered flyby maneuver location (as outlined in Figure

4.22 for the hyperbolic terminal velocity transfer BVP) is in the same direction as
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the leg’s ~V+
∞ asymptote. Recognizing this relationship and using the hyperbolic ter-

minal velocity algorithm derived by Battin [10] in Equation 4.20 below, the V̂+
∞

component term is also the chordal velocity component VC of the flyby hyper-

bolic velocity ~V+ at the transfer maneuver location r. Therefore the VC equation

is determined and shown in Equation 4.21. In order to verify this relationship, the

hyperbolic terminal velocity problem is analyzed in detail, including constructing

the velocity vector hodograph diagram for the hyperbolic transfer and deriving the

chordal velocity component equation. The analysis and derivation confirms the VC

equation presented below. The details of this analysis can be found in Appendix C.

~V+ =
(
D+ 1

2V+
∞

)
V̂+

∞ +
(
D− 1

2V+
∞

)
r̂

D =

√
µ

r(1+cosθ
+
∞ )

+ V+2
∞

4

(4.20)

VC =
√

µ

r(1+cosθ∞)
+ V 2

∞

4 + V∞

2 (4.21)

Finally, the flight path angle equation can be found as a function of the hy-

perbolic transfer maneuver parameters, Equation 4.22 below. When implementing

the equation, there is potential for cases to occur where γ− and γ+ should be of

different signs, which significantly impacts the ∆V equation. The constrained leg

is guaranteed to pass through periapse and have a known flight path angle (mag-

nitude and sign), although the unconstrained leg’s flight path angle is less easily

determined. If the constrained leg’s periapse is the only apsidal transit during a

flyby, then both γ− and γ+ will be of the same sign. In extreme flyby configuration

cases, the unconstrained leg may also pass through its own periapse, resulting in γ−
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and γ+ of different signs. Most forms of flight path angle only provide a positive

magnitude value and don’t accommodate the sign change. Additional analysis pro-

duced a robust formulation using already computed terms seen in Equation 4.23.

The term Sγ determines the sign of γ by using the radial velocity component infor-

mation found from the hyperbolic terminal velocity equation. The preceding sign

± of Sγ is chosen by flyby type: if Type RF then + and if Type FR then −.

cosγ =

(√
µ

r (1+ cosθ∞)
+

V 2
∞

4
+

V∞

2

)
sinθ∞

V
(4.22)

γ = Sγ arccos
((

Sθ

√
µ

r(1+cosθ∞)
+ V 2

∞

4 + V∞

2

)
sinθ∞

V

)

Sγ =±sign
[

Sθ (1+ cosθ∞)
√

µ

r(1+cosθ∞)
+ V 2

∞

4 +(cosθ∞−1)V∞

2

]
Sθ = sign(π−θ∞)

(4.23)

The last variable to be determined as a function of r or ν is the hyperbolic

transfer angle θ∞. The hyperbolic transfer angle θ∞ is defined between the ma-

neuver location radial r̂ and the hyperbolic V̂∞ asymptote, as displayed in Figure

4.21. Using the common vector definition θ+
∞ = arccos

(
r̂ ·V̂+

∞

)
would required de-

termining the~r vector, which dramatically increases the equation’s complexity and

computation requirements. A more efficient scalar form of θ∞ was derived using

known hyperbolic orbit data of both legs. The periapse of the constrained leg was

used as a reference direction for the following angles. The transfer angle ϕp is

the angle between the constrained leg’s periapse and the other leg’s V̂∞ asymptote
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direction, also shown in Figure 4.21. The transfer angle ϕp is found by the geome-

try of the flyby configuration, using the turning angle Φr and the constrained leg’s

asymptotic true anomaly ν∞, Equation 4.24. An alternative geometric relationship

for ϕp is derived from the flyby configuration by the constrained leg’s ∆V maneu-

ver location true anomaly ν∆V and the transfer angle θ∞, Equation 4.25. The θ∞

equation can be in terms of r∆V by substituting for ν∆V .

ϕp = Φr +π−ν∞

= ν∆V +θ∞

(4.24)

θ∞ = Φr−ν∞−ν∆V +π

= Φr−ν∞− arccos
(√

µ p
er∆V
− 1

e

)
+π

(4.25)

Collecting all the derived parameters and terms, the ∆V equation is fully

determined by the maneuver location, the flyby configuration, and the constrained

leg’s orbital parameters. The flyby type (either Type RF or Type FR) identifies

whether the corresponding + or − trajectory leg parameters are used. As a re-

minder, a Type RF flyby has its incoming leg constrained at rmin and a maneuver

after periapse passage, while Type FR has the outgoing leg constrained by rmin and

the maneuver located before periapse passage.
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∆V =
√

V+2 +V−2−2V+V− cos(γ+− γ−)

V± =
√

2µ

r +V±2
∞

γ± =±arccos
√

µ p±

rV±

γ = Sγ arccos
((

Sθ

√
µ

r(1+cosθ∞)
+ V 2

∞

4 + V∞

2

)
sinθ∞

V

)

θ∞ = Φr−ν±∞ − arccos
(√

µ p±

e±r∆V
− 1

e±

)
+π

(4.26)

Next, the analytic derivatives of ∆V with respect to the maneuver radius

and true anomaly were derived for d∆V
dr and d∆V

dν
in order to compare complexity

and computational advantage. It was found that d∆V
dr resulted in a more efficient

derivative form, seen in Equation 4.27. The alternate derivative d∆V
dν

could be found

if needed by chain rule, Equation 4.28. The signs ∓ in d∆V
dr again are chosen by

flyby type, − if Type RF and + if Type FR.

d∆V
dr = 1

2∆V

[
−4µ

r2 +(8µ2

r3 + 2µ(V−2
∞ +V+2

∞ )
r2 )cos(γ+−γ−)

V−V+

∓2V−V+ sin(γ+− γ−)

[{
−Sθ (

1
r +

p±c1 sinθ∞

µre± sinν
) c1 sinθ∞

V+
√

4c1+V+2
∞

∓ p± cosγ± cotθ∞

e±r2 sinν
+ µ cosγ±

r2v±2

}
1

sinγ± +
(rv±2

∞ +µ)cotγ±

r2V±2

]]
where,

c1 =
µ

r(1+cosθ∞)

(4.27)

d∆V
dν

=
d∆V
dr

dr
dν

=
d∆V
dr

re± sinν

1+ e± cosν
(4.28)

The derived ∆V function and its derivative are non-linear, and the behavior
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of these functions must be analyzed over the spectrum of potential boundary value

problems encountered. The next section investigates potential constrained periapse

powered flyby boundary value problem configurations and provides insight about

the solution space characteristics. The analysis concludes by presenting an effi-

cient and robust minimum ∆V optimization algorithm for the constrained periapse

powered gravity assist BVP.

4.3.6 Constrained periapse powered gravity assist solution analysis

Using the constrained periapse powered gravity assist ∆V maneuver equa-

tion and its derivative, the ∆V maneuver solution space of the powered gravity assist

problem can be investigated. It will be shown in this section that the constrained

periapse powered gravity assist problem can potentially be multimodal with respect

to the ∆V magnitude as a function of transfer maneuver location (ν∆V ), where there

can exist a maximum and a minimum stability point along the solution space. It will

also be shown that the ∆V solution space can be better modeled as a cubic function,

therefore quadratic optimization techniques can be replaced by cubic methods. A

key feature of the solution space dynamics is that the d∆V
dν

derivative at rSOI can

indicate if the optimal ∆V maneuver location occurs at the rSOI boundary or if the

optimal maneuver location exists at an interior point between rSOI and periapse. Fi-

nally, the rmin infeasible maneuver locations are shown to occur near periapse and

an efficient algorithm is developed to determine the infeasible region.

The main variable to for these studies is the maneuver location, which is

best represented graphically by true anomaly ν∆V . The initial investigations identify

local maneuver location dynamics for various fixed flyby configuration cases, where
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rp, V±∞ , and Φr are constant for a given planet encounter. The next level of analysis

utilizes three dimensional (3D) surface plots to portray the powered gravity assist

solution space for various flyby configurations. The 3D plots enable investigating

the effects of flyby configuration parameters on ∆V performance and maneuver

location ν∆V , where two parameters are varied and displayed with ∆V .

Similar to the unconstrained periapse analysis, it is sufficient that following

investigations were done for flybys with V−∞ <V+
∞ , where the relationships and re-

sults found can also be applied to the V−∞ > V+
∞ cases by using the reversibility of

the flyby problem. The solution space dynamics are relative to the flyby configura-

tion parameters, so similar trends and relationships can be found at low energy flyby

configurations (low V±∞ relative to Φr and rmin) as at high energy flyby configura-

tions (high V±∞ relative to Φr and rmin). Both energy regimes will be represented in

the analyses, initially showing lower energy solution spaces followed by the higher

energy solution spaces.

4.3.6.1 Introductory solution space dynamics

The following constrained periapse flyby analysis depicts all potential ma-

neuver locations occurring between the incoming asymptote at the ν
−
SOI and the

outgoing asymptote at ν
+
SOI . Each of the solution space plots are set at specific

flyby configurations in order to demonstrate specific solution space characteristics.

The flyby ∆V maneuver locations are split into two sets, negative and positive true

anomaly maneuver locations ν∆V . The positive ν∆V maneuver locations are for

Type RF flybys where the incoming leg is constrained at rmin, and the ∆V maneuver

occurs between periapse and ν
+
SOI . The negative ν∆V maneuver locations are for
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Figure 4.23: Example constrained periapse powered gravity assist with minimum
∆V maneuver near periapse

Type FR flybys where the outgoing leg is constrained at rmin, and the ∆V maneuver

occurs between periapse and ν
−
SOI .

An example case representative of what past literature considers a typical

constrained periapse powered flyby is shown in Figure 4.23, where the minimum

∆V maneuver occurs near the periapse. The solution space appears to be some-

what quadratic and unimodal, also commonly expected from literature. The opti-

mal maneuver location indeed lies on the positive true anomaly side of the incoming

leg, which confirms the expected Type RF configuration for a periapse constrained

V−∞ < V+
∞ flyby. If we increase the exiting V+

∞ magnitude while holding the V−∞

level fixed, the solution space shifts the minimum ∆V location away from periapse,

as seen in Figure 4.24. This plot also reveals a discontinuity at periapse between the

two sets of maneuver locations on either side of the periapse. This discontinuity is

always present in a periapse constrained Type RF or Type FR flyby, except for the
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Figure 4.24: Similar example constrained periapse powered gravity assist with min-
imum ∆V maneuver location receding from periapse

limiting case of a maximum natural turning angle Φp flyby with the maneuver at the

rmin periapse. The discontinuity exists because the constrained periapse location is

different between the Type RF and Type FR flybys, Figure 4.25. In the constrained

flyby diagram, the periapse vector rp along the apse line is clearly shown in sep-

arate locations for the cases of the outgoing leg being constrained by rmin or the

incoming leg being constrained by rmin. The only flyby configuration where either

constrained legs share a common periapse vector is at the Φp flyby configuration

case, which is the transition point between the rmin constrained solutions (Type RF

and FR) and the potentially unconstrained periapse solutions (Type F).
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Figure 4.25: Candidate flyby types for constrained powered gravity assist analysis
with periapse restriction either applied to the outgoing leg (left) or applied to the
incoming leg (right)
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4.3.6.2 Strict rmin constraint handling for periapse constrained powered fly-
bys

departure asymptote

arrival asymptote

∞V -

∞V +

apse line

ΔVrrmin

Breach rmin

Figure 4.26: Constrained gravity assist infeasible maneuver location of maneuver
that breaches rmin constraint

Focusing on flyby configurations with maneuver locations near periapse, it

was was found that all constrained periapse powered flyby maneuvers at and near

periapse will breach the rmin constraint, Figure 4.26. The only exception is again the

limiting case of the maximum natural turning angle Φp flyby configuration. Each of

these infeasible unconstrained periapse legs encounter their own periapse after the

maneuver, thus allowing the breach to occur. The range of the infeasible maneuver

locations about periapse varies by the flyby boundary value problem conditions.

Generally, the more extreme the constrained periapse powered flyby configuration,

the larger the infeasible maneuver neighborhood near periapse. The diagram in

Figure 4.27 demonstrates the infeasible and feasible maneuvers for each set of the

analysis.

There exists a minimum feasible maneuver location rFmin (or νFmin), where
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Figure 4.27: Constrained gravity assist depicting the minimum feasible maneuver
location near periapse of each flyby solution set
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Figure 4.28: Example constrained periapse powered gravity assist reduced solution
set with feasible maneuver locations (blue) and infeasible maneuver locations (red)
shown

the periapse of both legs is restricted to rmin. This is used as a lower bound for

the feasible candidate maneuver locations to accomplish the constrained periapse

powered flyby. It can be seen in Figure 4.27 that the minimum feasible maneuver

location defined by rFmin is a unique trajectory within both sets of analyzed pow-

ered flyby solutions, where any lower maneuver location of either set is infeasi-

ble. Therefore if exploring only feasible maneuver locations sequentially departing

along one constrained leg from the sphere of influence down towards periapse, the

minimum feasible maneuver location rFmin is the transition condition from one set

to the other.

The periapse constrained powered flyby solution spaces are modified to

clearly show the infeasible maneuver region near periapse. The infeasible maneu-

ver region is shown in 4.28 as a dotted red line, but in most future plots will simply
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be omitted, leaving just empty plot space. Since the minimum feasible maneuver

location rFmin is the same trajectory in both sets, the associated ∆V is the same at

this minimum feasible transition point of both sets. Even though the ∆V maneuver

solution plots show the infeasible gap along true anomaly near periapse, the ∆V

level will continue through the set transition without discontinuity. This can clearly

be seen in the current plot as the end point of the blue feasible line near periapse on

the negative ν∆V side is the same ∆V magnitude as the end point of the blue feasible

line on the positive side, picking up where the other left off. The diagram solution

space in Figure 4.28 also shows that by increasing the V+
∞ farther away from V−∞ the

∆V trough containing the minimum ∆V stability point is pushed out towards SOI,

far from periapse.

Predetermining the minimum feasible maneuver location rFmin for the par-

ticular flyby geometry required by the linked conic reduces the solution space range

and ensures that any candidate powered flyby investigated always maintains a fea-

sible trajectory above rmin. Both legs of the minimum feasible maneuver flyby

trajectory are restricted by rp = rmin, (i.e., the trajectory must stay at or above rmin

on both legs) and the only unknowns are the true anomaly angles of the maneuver

location with respect to each periapse, ν
−
Fmin and ν

+
Fmin. One of the true anomaly

angles was solved as a function of the other, reducing the problem to just a single

unknown, Equation 4.29.

rmin =
a−(1−e2

−)
1+e− cosν

−
Fmin

=
a+(1−e2

+)
1+e+ cosν

+
Fmin

ν
+
Fmin = arccos

(
a+(1−e2

+)
a−(1−e2

−)
(1+e− cosν

−
Fmin)

e+
− 1

e+

) (4.29)
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Φr +π−ν−∞ = ν
−
Fmin +ν

+
Fmin +ν+

∞

0 = ν−∞ +ν+
∞ −Φr−π +ν

−
Fmin + arccos

(
a+(1−e2

+)
a−(1−e2

−)
(1+e− cosν

−
Fmin)

e+
− 1

e+

)
(4.30)

The same periapse transfer angle relation (Equation 4.24) can be used to

account for the required flyby turning angle Φr along side ν
−
Fmin and ν

+
Fmin, Equa-

tion 4.30. Unfortunately when attempting to solve for the root, it was found to be

transcendental in ν
−
Fmin. An efficient and effective numerical root-finding proce-

dure was implemented. The second order Halley’s method [60] was chosen due to

its rapid cubic convergence rate and the relatively simple function and derivatives,

Equation 4.31. A good initial guess for ν
−
Fmin was found to be half of the angle

between the periapsides: ν
−
Fmin0

=
(
ν
−
Fmin +ν

+
Fmin

)
/2 = (Φr +π−ν−∞ −ν+

∞ )/2.

f
(
ν
−
Fmin

)
= ν−∞ +ν+

∞ −Φr−π +ν
−
Fmin + arccosK

d f
dν
−
Fmin

= 1+H e− sinν
−
Fmin√

1−K2

d2 f
dν
−2
Fmin

=

[
−K

(
d f

dν
−
Fmin
−1
)2

+He− cosν
−
Fmin

]
/
√

1−K2

where,

H =
a+(1−e2

+)
a−e+(1−e2

−)

K = H
(
1+ e− cosν

−
Fmin

)
− 1

e+

(4.31)
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4.3.6.3 Optimal transfer maneuvers near SOI boundary
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Figure 4.29: Example constrained periapse powered gravity assist with minimum
∆V maneuver near sphere of influence νSOI

The analysis is continued by focusing on powered gravity assist ∆V ma-

neuver solutions near the SOI boundary. The trough containing the minimum ∆V

can occur near the maximum allowable maneuver distance, the sphere of influence

νSOI . This occurs when the required turning angle Φr becomes larger. The trajec-

tory takes advantage of the fact that the velocity decreases as the radius increases

and turning a smaller velocity through a given angle is more efficient. An example

of this configuration is shown in Figure 4.29, where the minimum ∆V is reached just

before νSOI . This set of powered flybys for positive ν∆V transfer maneuvers are also

shown in Figure 4.30, where the scaled red ∆V maneuver vectors become smaller

out toward rSOI . This trend continues until the trough is beyond SOI, yielding a

local minimum ∆V at the νSOI boundary, seen in Figure 4.31 and 4.32.
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Figure 4.30: Example of candidate constrained periapse powered gravity assist
transfer solutions with minimum ∆V maneuver transfer location near sphere of in-
fluence νSOI
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Figure 4.31: Example constrained periapse powered gravity assist with minimum
∆V maneuver on the boundary at sphere of influence νSOI
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Figure 4.32: Example of candidate constrained periapse powered gravity assist
transfer solutions with minimum ∆V maneuver transfer location on the boundary
at sphere of influence νSOI

The analysis above leads to several observations about the constrained pe-

riapse powered gravity assist problems. First, the optimal ∆V maneuver for a con-

strained periapse powered gravity assist may potentially be located very far from

periapse, even beyond the planet’s SOI. This finding counters statements found in

much of literature on this subject, which state that optimal powered gravity assist

maneuvers are always located near periapse [7], [55], [61], etc. The incomplete

modeling of powered gravity assists has led to many powered gravity assist algo-

rithms to assume the impulsive maneuver location strictly at periapse [31], [53],

[62], etc. In some cases the periapse ∆V can be drastically larger than the optimal
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located farther away. The examples in Figures 4.29 and 4.31 show feasible ma-

neuvers near periapse with ∆V values around 70% and 80% larger than the optimal

maneuvers near SOI.

A second observation is that many iterative algorithms attempting to search

for the optimal powered gravity assist maneuver location use the periapse as the

initial guess for the maneuver location[7],[55], [42], etc. A few authors have hinted

at the potential benefit of a gravity assist with a maneuver at SOI or beyond [63,

58, 57], but none of these studies have reported a characterization of the powered

gravity assist cases that result in a ∆V maneuvers at or near SOI.

4.3.6.4 Multimodal solution space dynamics

In this section, the multimodal nature of the solution space is discussed fur-

ther and analyzed for many more cases by extruding the 2D plot types shown in the

prior section into 3D surface plots. The 3D surface plots show multiple different ∆V

maneuver solution lines for varying outgoing V+
∞ magnitudes as the extra dimen-

sion. The goal of this section is to characterize what types of flyby configurations do

the constrained periapse powered gravity assist solution space exhibit multimodal

traits. The analysis also identifies the general location of the optimal transfer ma-

neuver for each flyby configuration types. The different flyby configuration types

defined at the beginning of the chapter will be used heavily in this section in order

to characterize and clearly identify the solution types. As a reminder, the Type RF

flyby indicates a flyby with the incoming leg’s periapse constrained at rmin and a

∆V transfer maneuver occurring after the periapse. In a reverse manner, a Type FR

flyby indicates a flyby with the outgoing leg’s periapse constrained at rmin and a ∆V
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transfer maneuver occurring before reaching periapse. Also, the constrained flyby

Φr > Φp types are displayed again ow for reference below. Each of these types can

also be referred to with the Type RF or FR nomenclature, such as Type RF-1, Type

FR-2, Type RF-T, etc. The characteristics for each type will be described in detail

along with the corresponding 3D solution space plot depicting the locus of optimal

∆V maneuver locations for each of the varyingV+
∞ flyby configurations.

V−∞ <V+
∞


Type 1 : (Φr > δ−max) and (Φr > δ+

max)

Type T : (Φr = δ−max) and (Φr > δ+
max)

Type 2 : (Φr < δ−max) and (Φr > δ+
max)

Φr > Φp :

V−∞ >V+
∞


Type 1 : (Φr > δ−max) and (Φr > δ+

max)

Type T : (Φr > δ−max) and (Φr = δ+
max)

Type 2 : (Φr > δ−max) and (Φr < δ+
max)

(4.32)

A second important characteristic found from the analysis of optimal flyby

maneuvers near the SOI boundary is that the solution space near periapse can incur

a change in gradient direction due to the emergence of a local maximum. In other

words, conditions exist that produce a multimodal constrained periapse powered

gravity assist solution space, as shown in Figure 4.33. A multimodal solution space

can create ambiguity and uncertainty in the resulting flyby solution, depending on

the optimization procedure used. In particular, a gradient based algorithm such as

Newton’s method may be driven toward a local minimum/boundary solution, while

the global minimum solution occurs elsewhere. The following analysis shows that

the multimodal features maintain a consistent polynomial “direction” or “shape”,

where a local maximum stability point (d4V
dν

= 0) only arises near periapse when-

ever the global minimum exists further out toward SOI or beyond.
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Figure 4.33: Example constrained periapse powered gravity assist multimodal so-
lution space depicting both a maximum and minimum ∆V maneuver locations near
periapse and sphere of influence respectively

The breadth of the analysis is improved by inspecting an additional variable

with 3D surface plots. While holding a fixed flyby V−∞ and Φr, the maneuver lo-

cation ν∆V and V+
∞ are varied then visualized by the associated ∆V maneuver. A

family of constrained periapse powered flyby Type RF solutions with rmin = 1.5

radii about Earth is analyzed. The range of exiting V+
∞ is limited to only those as-

sociated with a constrained periapse gravity assist (Φr>Φp) while still greater than

V−∞ , isolating only the optimal maneuver location of positive ν∆V to be investigated.

The example solution family is shown first with the lower flyby configuration en-

ergy (lower V−∞ and V+
∞ ) maneuver location near periapse seen in the top two plots

of in Figure 4.34. The left side plots are overhead views and the right side plots are

3D perspective views of the surface plot. For the fixed V−∞ and Φr, the ∆V mag-

nitude and maneuver location increases with V+
∞ . Again, the color gradient of the
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Figure 4.34: Family of Type RF-2 constrained periapse powered gravity assists of
V−∞ = 1.1 km/s case (top) 1.5 km/s case (bottom) with optimal maneuver location
locus for each exiting V+

∞ shown along black line near periapse and outward (over-
head views on left and 3D view on right)
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surface plots displays higher ∆V magnitudes in the red spectrum regions and lower

relative ∆V magnitudes in the blue spectrum regions.

The diagram also verifies the predetermined optimal ∆V maneuver neigh-

borhood and constrained leg, which is the V−∞ hyperbolic leg (because V−∞ <V+
∞ for

the example cases investigated). The diagram displays the feasible solution space

with the colored surface plot, while the infeasible portion of the solution space sur-

rounding periapse is made transparent. The solution space and locus of optimal

maneuver locations bends farther from periapse as the V−∞ is increased. The set of

solutions that include maneuvers near periapse are Type 2 (specifically Type RF-2):

the constrained leg’s turning angle δ > Φr , while the unconstrained leg’s δ < Φr.

The constrained Type RF-2 maneuvers (Figure 4.34) for lower flyby configuration

energies (lower V−∞ and V+
∞ ) occur near periapse in order to reduce the over-turning

effect of the constrained leg’s larger δ−, while taking advantage of the more effi-

cient maneuvers at high velocities. In this and all other Type RF-2 flybys exhaus-

tively explored, only a single stability point exists (the global minimum) among the

candidate maneuver locations along the predetermined constrained incoming leg.

This trend of optimal maneuver locations occurring near periapse for lower

V+
∞ flybys and moving away from periapse for higher V+

∞ flyby configurations con-

tinues with increasing V−∞ until the associated δ− matches the required Φr, where

the solution space transitions from Type 2 periapse maneuvers to Type 1 (specifi-

cally Type RF-1) SOI maneuvers for the lower flyby configuration energies (lower

V−∞ and V+
∞ ). At this Type T transition condition, the optimal ∆V maneuver is per-

formed at a point between periapse and SOI, Figure 4.35, balancing benefits of

increased turning angle contribution at ν∆V farther out from periapse and maneuver
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Figure 4.35: Family of Type RF-T constrained periapse powered gravity assists
with optimal maneuver location locus shown at transition condition at V−∞ = 1.635
km/s, where flyby turning angle is nearly that of the constrained leg (overhead views
on left and 3D view on right)

efficiency closer to periapse. Past this transition condition are Type RF-1 flybys,

where the ∆V maneuver location for lower outgoing V+
∞ values becomes more effi-

cient when performed at SOI or beyond, transiting most of the incoming hyperbola,

Figure 4.36. In constrained Type 1 flybys, both hyperbolic legs δ± are insufficient

to complete the required Φr. Therefore the optimal powered gravity assists at lower

energy flyby configurations fully utilizes the maximum available hyperbola turning

angle and performs the ∆V maneuver at SOI or beyond. In this configuration, the

benefits of larger turning angle contribution for SOI maneuvers coupled with the

efficiency of changing direction at slower velocities outweighs the energy change

efficiency at higher velocities closer to periapse. It can be seen in the present exam-

ple (4.36) that only Type 1 flybys exhibit multiple stability points and in the same

configuration: a local maximum near periapse and the global minimum near SOI or
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beyond. Through exhaustive analysis it is found that not all Type 1 flybys have the

multimodal features, but all by definition have the global minimum ∆V maneuver

located farther from periapse, potentially near SOI or beyond.

Figure 4.36: Family of Type RF-1 constrained periapse powered gravity assists
of V−∞ = 1.7 km/s cases (top) and 1.9 km/s cases (bottom) with optimal maneuver
location locus shown from beyond SOI and inward as V+

∞ increases (overhead views
on left and 3D view on right)

The same span of constrained periapse powered gravity assist families is
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Figure 4.37: Each family of constrained periapse powered gravity assist’s locus
of optimal solutions asymptotically stagnates at ∆V maneuver location for increas-
ingly extreme flyby configurations, clockwise from bottom: Type RF-1, Type RF-2,
and Type RF-T
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extended to much larger V+
∞ values in Figure 4.37. The previous range of results

can still be identified at the lower end of the plots. The more extreme flyby con-

figurations reveals a less dynamic region of the solution space. The locus of op-

timal maneuvers is driven toward a maneuver location asymptote seen in Figure

4.37, where exceedingly high energy flyby configurations would have nearly the

same maneuver location. As the unconstrained leg’s V+
∞ increases for a given V−∞

and Φr, the higher energy exiting hyperbolas flatten out in shape, becoming more

and more like a straight line flyby. These high energy legs don’t contribute very

much turning angle to the overall flyby. The optimal maneuver location is a bal-

ance between the velocities at the maneuver location being more aligned at higher

maneuver distances and the efficiency of velocity change at lower distances. With

a fixed available turning angle δ− and limited δ+ to accomplish Φr, all the high

energy flyby configurations for each family converge upon the similarly balanced

maneuver locations. Despite the widely varying trends at lower flyby configuration

energies, each type of flyby has very similar high energy locus, where the maneu-

ver location asymptote is simply shifted to slightly higher ν∆V (toward νSOI) as V−∞

increases. This trend continues due to the decreasing available δ− until the locus

of all powered flyby maneuver locations are bounded by the SOI. The asymptotic

and consistent behavior of these maneuvers at higher flyby configuration energies

ensures that no additional analysis is necessary for higher and higher flyby config-

uration energies ad infinitum.
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4.3.6.5 General solution space dynamics

Collecting the results of prior sections, the solution space behavior can be

mapped to key characteristics and leveraged for an efficient and robust constrained

periapse powered gravity assist solution algorithm. The main results learned from

the previous sections are outlined in the following list for clarity before moving

forward in the analysis.

1. The powered gravity assist optimal transfer maneuver location may occur far

from periapse for the minimum ∆V solution and may be a bounded minimum

solution at the rSOI boundary constraint

2. The infeasible transfer maneuver locations always exist for constrained pow-

ered flybys and occur in the region about periapse, where the resulting flyby

trajectories breach the rmin constraint.

3. The ∆V solution space of the constrained powered gravity assist can be mul-

timodal, where a maximum ∆V stability point can occur near periapse while

a minimum ∆V stability point is location farther out towards rSOI or beyond

(if it exists at all)

Applying the linked conic methodology, the acceptable range of ∆V maneuver lo-

cations for a constrained periapse powered gravity assist is between periapse and

SOI. It has been shown that the minimum ∆V maneuver rarely occurs exactly at

periapse. This behavior allows the dynamics of the solution space to naturally help

enforce the periapse boundary constraint. In contrast, the SOI boundary is a much

more active constraint. The previous investigation identified the consistency of the
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solution space mode configuration; if a maximum exists it would always lie near

periapse, while the minimum exists as a stability point toward SOI or as a bounded

minimum at the SOI boundary. Furthermore, when an interior minimum solution

exists, the derivative d∆V
dν

or d∆V
dr at the SOI boundary has a predictable sign (+

for Type RF and − for Type FR), while the periapse location is less reliable. In

this manner the derivative at SOI is a key indicator if an interior minimum solution

exists.

In preliminary trajectory design and general numerical trajectory optimiza-

tion , it is likely that many iterates of the process may generate flyby configurations

for the Type 1 SOI boundary solutions. As depicted earlier, these Type RF-1 or

FR-1 SOI boundary solutions occur for more energetic flyby configurations, such

as large Φr and relatively high V±∞ , where δ± < Φr. An example of the derivative

d∆V
dν

at SOI is presented in Figure 4.38, where only the derivative’s ∆V component

is shown vertically to emphasize the scale and direction. A Type RF-2 trajectory

is displayed (top left) with all positive SOI derivatives and interior locus of opti-

mal solution locations as expected, while a higher energy Type RF-1 flyby with

higher V±∞ and Φr (top right) has all negative derivatives with SOI boundary solu-

tions also shown. An intermediate case with the same high V±∞ but lower Φr is also

provided (bottom left and right) where the lower energy flyby configurations have

SOI boundary solutions and the derivative smoothly transitions to positive as the

interior solutions appear. An alternate zoomed perspective view of the intermediate

case is displayed near the SOI boundary where the d∆V
dν

derivative direction switches

from negative (indicating an SOI boundary solution) to positive (indicating that the

optimal maneuver location for a minimum ∆V transfer occurs interior of the SOI
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Figure 4.38: Example Type RF reduced solution spaces with SOI derivative d∆V
dν

depicted vertically along ∆V direction with relative scale, displaying all interior
and all boundary solutions (top left and right), as well as a transitioning case from
boundary to interior solutions (center) with an additional focused perspective (bot-
tom).
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boundary). The term “interior” references a point inside the SOI boundary, as any

point between periapse and SOI.

If an interior solution is known to exist for a general constrained periapse

powered gravity assist, some factors that can impact a numerical optimization pro-

cedure are avoiding the infeasible region near periapse that break the rmin constraint,

as well as avoiding the suboptimal gradient-based search directions that can arise

near periapse due to the multimodal nature of the solution space. If drawn into this

periapse region of a multimodal solution space, the gradient will drive the numer-

ical solution to a local minimum bounded at periapse, while the global minimum

lies farther out towards SOI. In all of these solution space examples, the infeasible

region near periapse changes with V±∞ , Φr, and rmin for a selected encounter planet.

As the flyby configuration becomes more energetic by increasing its V±∞ and/or Φr,

etc. , the infeasible region also increases, pushing the minimum feasible maneuver

location farther away from periapse. Changes in the infeasible region are shown

in Figure 4.39 using higher V±∞ , representative of typical Earth flybys performed in

past interplanetary missions. The solution spaces in the figure have progressively

increased infeasible region (from left to right) when V±∞ is increased, because of the

reduced δ± turning angle capability. The top two solution spaces plots in the figure

show the V−∞ increased from 10 km/s to 15 km/s (top left to right), pushing the locus

of optimal maneuver locations out to the SOI boundary. Then the infeasible region

is also expanded by increasing the required encounter turning angle Φr from 30◦ to

42◦ (top right to bottom left).

Finally, a larger rmin forbidden sphere increases the infeasible region as well,

due to its effects on the available turning angle δ±, increasing rmin from 1.1 to
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Figure 4.39: Examples of increasing infeasible regions for Earth Type RF flybys
with varying flyby configurations (top left to right: increasing V−∞ , top right to
bottom left: increasing Φr, and bottom left to right: increasing rmin)
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Figure 4.40: Examples of increasing infeasible regions for Jupiter Type RF fly-
bys with varying flyby configurations (top left to right: increasing Φr, top right to
bottom left: increasing V−∞ , and bottom left to right: increasing rmin)
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5 Earth radii (bottom left to right). Similar relationships are demonstrated for a

Jupiter encounter at typical past mission V±∞ levels in Figure 4.40. For the Jupiter

encounters figure, the top plots increase the infeasibility region and move the locus

of optimal maneuver locations to the SOI boundary as Φr increases from 70◦ to

80◦ (top left to right). The infeasibility region is further increased by increasing

V−∞ from 11 km/s to 15 km/s (top right to bottom left). The bottom row shows

an even larger increase in the infeasibility region by increasing the encounter rmin

requirement from 10 to 20 Jupiter radii (bottom left to right). This also demonstrates

that these trends and characteristics can be translated to many other planetary flyby

scenarios, just with different relative flyby configurations.

The behavior of the infeasible region matches that of the optimal maneu-

ver location, where the minimum ∆V trough shifts away from periapse as the flyby

configuration becomes more energetic as described above. The same behavior oc-

curs with the maximum crest location, shifting according to the flyby configuration

parameters relative values. In effect, all modes transition with the solution space

toward SOI as the flyby configuration requirements become more difficult. These

relationships are displayed throughout these analyses and can be seen in the pro-

vided solution space examples.

A common presumption for impulsive transfers is that the most efficient

impulse direction is along the velocity vector, tangential with the direction of mo-

tion, or that such a condition/location is at least close to the optimal solution. A

few example analyses are provided to compare the collinear maneuver for a con-

strained periapse powered gravity assist and the global minimum ∆V maneuver.

The examples presented are typical mission flyby configurations for Earth flybys
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Figure 4.41: Constrained powered gravity assist solution space with minimum ∆V
maneuver locus (cyan) and collinear ∆V locus (red) for Earth encounters
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and Jupiter flybys due to their popular use in gravity assist missions. The exam-

ple flybys in Figure 4.41 show the locus of tangential maneuvers (red) alongside

the non-tangential optimal ∆V maneuver locus (cyan). Just as with the previous

3D solution space plots, the vertical axis displays the ∆V magnitude for each cor-

responding V+
∞ and transfer maneuver location ν∆V . Similar to the unconstrained

periapse cases, the collinear maneuvers are always sub-optimal compared to the

non-tangential minimum ∆V solutions. The collinear maneuvers of some flyby

configurations do offer a close estimate to the optimal ∆V and maneuver location.

Contrastingly, the second graph of the Earth encounters in Figure 4.41 show a vast

difference between the minimum ∆V and the collinear maneuver. A key difference

between the unconstrained and constrained tangential flyby maneuver solutions is

that the unconstrained periapse case has an extra degree of freedom (periapse ra-

dius rp) which potentially allows for multiple solutions for any particular flyby

boundary value problem configuration. Yet, the constrained flyby BVP only allows

for a single unique collinear ∆V maneuver solution, if one exists at all. The pe-

riapse constrained collinear maneuver solution locus tends to follow the behavior

of the optimal locus, starting near periapse and passing outward toward SOI for

Type 2 flybys. As the Type 2 flyby optimal maneuver locus shifts farther toward

SOI for varying flyby configurations, so too does collinear maneuver location, un-

til reaching the SOI boundary. It was found that the collinear maneuver location

consistently occurs farther from periapse than the optimal maneuver location, and

therefore reaches the SOI boundary first.

Once a collinear maneuver reaches the SOI boundary, any higher energy

flyby configuration would push the tangential maneuver location past the SOI fea-
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Figure 4.42: Constrained powered gravity assist solution space with minimum ∆V
maneuver locus (cyan) and collinear ∆V locus (red) for Jupiter encounters
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sible boundary or a collinear solution may not even exist. This transition can be seen

with the Jupiter encounter example in Figure 4.42. The Type RF-2 Jupiter powered

gravity assist has the collinear maneuver locus extended near the SOI boundary

in the first graph. The collinear solutions are pushed beyond the SOI boundary

in the second graph, leaving some flyby configurations without a collinear maneu-

ver option in the feasible region. Considering the potential inability to provide a

flyby maneuver solution, coupled with its suboptimal ∆V maneuvers, the collinear

powered gravity assists were not considered for further investigation. With this

and previous section’s studies on collinear maneuvers and optimal minimum ∆V

maneuvers during powered gravity assists, it is the authors intent to clarify their

occasional similarities and their stark differences.

4.3.7 Optimal periapse constrained powered gravity assist solution algorithm

4.3.7.1 Implementation of optimal periapse constrained powered gravity as-
sist method

The preceding analysis and results were used to develop an efficient and ro-

bust constrained periapse powered gravity assist algorithm to determine the optimal

maneuver location for the minimum ∆V maneuver. Although an analytic solution

is the most desirable, the complexity of the boundary value problem yields tran-

scendental ∆V and derivative functions with respect to maneuver location r∆V or

ν∆V , Equations 4.26 and 4.27. The functions are also of higher degree, leading to

multiple roots to be investigated and sorted through if attempting to solve in an an-

alytic manner. Therefore an iterative numerical optimization procedure is required

to determine the minimum ∆V magnitude and maneuver location. Similar to the

previous sections, the following analysis assumes a Type RF flyby (incoming flyby
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leg constrained by rmin and ∆V maneuver after periapse), but the results are easily

converted to Type FR (outgoing flyby leg constrained by rmin and ∆V maneuver

before periapse) by the problem’s reversibility.

Some of the most popular and efficient numerical optimization methods in-

corporate the function as well as its derivative/gradient in the procedure. The ad-

dition of slope information for a one dimensional optimization problem enhances

the search direction and step size toward the minimum [45]. Though the analytic

function derivative (d∆V
dr or d∆V

dν
) is known, it is worth considering if the numerical

derivative alternative is beneficial. Numerical derivatives in the form of forward or

central step have a degraded accuracy, while a complex step derivative is able to

provide similar precision as the analytic derivative. The accuracy of the derivative

has a direct impact on some numerical procedures, such as step size estimates, so

any benefit of the numerical derivative alternative must rely on function compu-

tational efficiency compared to the analytic derivative. Most numerical derivative

forms require two or more function evaluations to estimate the derivative, such as

forward differences, see Equation 4.33 [45]. Even complex step derivatives require

more computational time than a single real-valued function evaluation, because it

executes the function call with both real and complex set computations, Equation

4.34 [64].

d f
dx

≈
f (x+h)− f (x)

h
(4.33)

d f
dx

≈
ℑ [ f (x+ ih)]

h
(4.34)
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The analytic derivative consistently requires less time than an extra function

call, where the analytic derivative only requires about 75% to 90% of the computa-

tion time for a ∆V function calculation. This is primarily due to the efficient formu-

lation of the analytic derivative equation, in which most of the required terms and

inputs are already computed for the ∆V function. Therefore, the analytic derivative

method will remain the method of choice in the upcoming development.

Based on an overall understanding of the powered gravity assist solution

space, it is advantageous for the optimization procedure to first check the SOI

derivative. The sign of d∆V
dr or d∆V

dν
at SOI indicates if the minimum ∆V is an inte-

rior solution or is bounded there at the SOI boundary. If the derivative is negative

for Type RF flybys, then the SOI ∆V maneuver is the bounded minimum (which

is already known from the derivative computation) and the solution is complete,

where the optimal ∆V maneuver is located at the SOI boundary. For Type FR fly-

bys, the SOI derivative is positive for an optimal ∆V maneuver located at the SOI

boundary. Otherwise, an interior minimum ∆V solution must be found. Consid-

ering the difficulties and complexity of the interior solution space near periapse, a

numerical optimization algorithm for the powered gravity assist BVP is more effec-

tive and reliable if initialized at the SOI. This is convenient since the ∆V function

and derivative are already computed for this point. It will be shown in the next

section that the SOI boundary is often the global minimum solution, especially for

more extreme flyby configurations. Providing the initial SOI boundary minimum

check allows for quick solution recognition and exit strategy for many gravity assist

situations.

The next step in the numerical procedure depends on the chosen optimiza-
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tion method. A quasi-Newton method or similar is a common single variable opti-

mization routine, which assumes the function can be sufficiently approximated as

a quadratic or the initialization point is close enough to the minimum solution for

such. Unfortunately, in many cases, the solution space is of a higher order and a

quadratic model is not as good of a fit as a higher order model. In the multimodal

analysis, it was observed that at most only two modes occurred. Considering this

and the observed changes in the ∆V solution space curvature, the solution space is

more appropriately modeled as a cubic function. The large changes in curvature

seen throughout the solution space analysis may produce problems for a Newton-

like method, where a slope at these locations could lead the algorithm to greatly

overshoot the minimum, disrupting the search. A cubic function based optimiza-

tion is an alternative method for solving the problem and is adopted to robustly

handle the higher order solution space dynamics. The cubic interpolation method

typically enjoys quadratic rate of convergence, as compared to the superlinear rate

of quasi-Newton methods [46].

The selected optimization procedure is the cubic interpolation method, which

estimates the minimum of a function between two points. The algorithm assumes

a minimum stability point exists between the bracketing points (or at the bracket

boundaries). The algorithm inputs requires the function value at two points and their

associated derivatives. The chosen maneuver location parameter is true anomaly ν ,

since this formulation demonstrated faster and reliable convergence due to its nat-

urally contained scale: 0 < |ν |< π . The cubic interpolation algorithm in Equation

4.35 computes the current estimate of the minimum ∆V location ν∆Vmin as νi+1. The

f (ν) function represents the ∆V magnitude for the particular maneuver location ν
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(Equation 4.26). Similarly, the derivative function f ′ (ν) is the value of d∆V
dν

for the

respective ν bracket point (Equation 4.28). This particular formulation guarantees

the existence and uniqueness of the solution estimate despite all the potential com-

binations of function points and derivative directions, where less robust algorithms

fail [46].

νi+1 = νi− (νi−νi−1)
[

f ′(νi)+D2−D1
f ′(νi)− f ′(νi−1)+2D2

]
D1 = f ′ (νi−1)+ f ′ (νi)−3 f (νi−1)− f (νi)

νi−1−νi

D2 = sign(νi−νi−1)
√

D2
1− f ′ (νi−1) f ′ (νi)

(4.35)

To execute the cubic interpolation method, a second bracket point νi must

be selected in a standardized way to guarantee that this point and νSOI will bracket

the minimum for all rmin constrained flyby configurations. In order to ensure that

all interior points are feasible and that the minimum is bracketed, the minimum fea-

sible maneuver location νFmin is chosen as the second bracket point. Occasionally

νFmin occurs on periapse side of the maximum, where slope is directed away from

global minimum (toward periapse). Such an occurrence may lead some slope-based

search algorithms astray, yet the robust cubic interpolation method is inherently de-

signed to accommodate these scenarios. The pseudo-algorithm in Figure 4.43 dis-

plays the general procedure developed to solve the constrained periapse powered

flyby boundary value problem. An example solution space plot is also shown de-

picting the feasible ∆V maneuver locations in blue and infeasible solutions in red,

separated by the minimum feasible true anomaly maneuver location νFmin. After

the SOI derivative check, an interior solution is estimated using the ∆V and d∆V
dν
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Figure 4.43: Constrained periapse powered gravity assist pseudo-algorithm
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information at νFmin and νSOI bracket points. The ∆V function and derivative are

computed at the new ν3 point and the bracket is updated, replacing the point that

shrinks the span of the brackets the most. The iterative method continues where

new minimum points are estimated from the updated brackets until converging to

the solution point. Convergence is measured by the change in maneuver location

δν or the change in maneuver δ∆V falling below a predefined threshold tolerance.

The tolerances adopted are νtol = 1E− 6 radians and ∆Vtol = 1E− 6 km/s. Upon

convergence the final estimate ν3 and ∆V3 is accepted as the interior minimum so-

lution.

4.3.7.2 Performance analysis of optimal periapse constrained powered grav-
ity assist algorithm

In this section, the optimization performance of the constrained periapse

powered gravity assist algorithm is analyzed and verified for accuracy. The perfor-

mance investigation is performed at a variety of flyby configurations similar to those

of actual flown missions, such as Mariner 10, Voyager, Galileo, Cassini , Juno, New

Horizons, etc. The analysis is performed for the most common gravity assist plan-

ets: Earth, Venus, and Jupiter. This demonstrates the potential requirements and

benefits of a powered gravity assist within range of common flyby scenarios, while

also showing associated computational requirements. The analysis of many flyby

configurations is executed by varying the incoming and outgoing excess velocities

V±∞ while holding rmin, Φr, and encounter planet fixed. Again, only Type RF flybys

are considered, but the results are easily relatable to Type FR flybys. For ease of

interpretation, many of the graphical diagrams depict the outgoing V+
∞ in the form
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V+
∞

V−∞
, where Type RF flybys restrict the ratio V+

∞

V−∞
>1. The selected range of powered

gravity assists V±∞ are discretized into 50 equally spaced velocities each, yielding a

total of 2500 optimal minimum ∆V maneuver solutions.

For the first set of algorithm performance analyses, constrained powered

gravity assist solutions are determined for an Earth flyby. The specific range of

flyby configuration parameters is selected to represent a scenario similar to past

spacecraft mission Earth encounters. The flyby configurations are broadly catego-

rized as lower energy range and higher energy range, primarily references the flyby

excess velocity magnitudes V−∞ and V+
∞ (lower V±∞ magnitudes for lower energy and

higher V±∞ magnitudes for higher energy).

A common lower energy range of Earth gravity assists have V∞ h 9km/s,

similar to those seen in the Galileo and Juno missions [65, 66]. With rmin set at 1.1

Earth radii, a group of constrained periapse powered gravity assists are determined

for Φr = 49◦. The optimal ∆V magnitude and maneuver location ν∆V are shown

in Figure 4.44 for exiting V+
∞ up to 10% larger than V−∞ . As expected, the optimal

maneuver increases with increasing V−∞ and V+
∞ . The associated maneuver location

is generally pushed farther out with increasing V−∞ and V+
∞ until reaching the SOI

boundary, seen as the top plateau. The dichotomy between the interior and SOI

boundary solutions is seen plainly in Figure 4.45, which displays the span of po-

tential ∆V maneuver solutions for each flyby configuration, as well as the number

of optimization iterations required to converge upon the minimum interior solu-

tion. The bottom plain of zero iterations correlate with the SOI boundary solutions

because they are found without iteration.
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The ∆V -span is defined between the minimum solution and the largest can-

didate maneuver (usually the νSOI boundary or near the νFmin boundary), therefore

the SOI boundary solutions are shown as zero. It was found that in all of the flyby

configurations investigated below, the largest candidate maneuver location is usu-

ally near the νFmin boundary. Although, the largest candidate∆V maneuver location
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can switch among the flyby cases plotted, causing a cusp in the ∆V -span surface

plot. The ∆V -span parameter identifies how large the variability is in the potential

∆V maneuver solutions. Hence, a gravity assist problem with a large ∆V -span, there

is great ∆V savings to be had by determining the optimal maneuver location. Yet, a

gravity assist problem could have a small ∆V -span, which indicates that no matter

what maneuver location you choose, the resulting ∆V magnitude outcome is very

similar. In essence, the purpose of the ∆V -span parameter is to show the potential

impact the optimization procedure can have for a specific gravity assist configura-

tion. The ∆V -span graphic shows the range of ∆V candidate maneuvers navigated

by the iterative optimization procedure to find the minimum solution. For the group

presented, 84% of the interior solutions have a ∆V -span greater than 100 m/s. The

∆V -span cusp seen at the lower V−∞ and higher V+
∞

V−∞
corner region indicates the point

where the largest candidate ∆V maneuver location switches from being near the

νFmin boundary to being at the SOI boundary. This group of relatively benign in-

terior solutions only require 1-2 iterations to converge at the minimum. The SOI

boundary solutions also don’t require any optimization iterations, as shown in the

iterations plot, Figure 4.45. As the exiting V+
∞ grows beyond the levels presented,

the number of iterations required to converge increases, up to 4 iterations for a ma-

jority of extreme cases. By simply increasing the required Φr, the more extreme

flyby configuration results in larger and larger portions of the optimal ∆V maneuver

solved as SOI boundary minimum solutions.

Though intended as an iterative algorithm, it has been found that the first

cubic interpolation estimates the optimal ∆V maneuver close to the true minimum

∆V for most trials of various flyby configurations. This is seen by the probability
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V∞ range

density graph in Figure 4.46. Nearly all (98%) of gravity assist configurations in

this group requiring an interior solution estimated the optimal ∆V value to an accu-

racy of 1E-3 km/s or better on the first iteration. This accuracy, 1 m/s or better, is

assumed to be good enough to be used for rough trajectory and mission planning.

An alternative algorithm would be created to compute without iteration, taking ad-

vantage of this acceptable level of accuracy for a rough but fast powered gravity

assist boundary value problem solver.

The optimal powered gravity assist solutions were verified by comparing

with a reliable but inefficient single variable optimization MATLAB function over

a fixed interval, “fminbnd” [25]. The tolerances for these reference solutions were

decreased to νtol = 1E−8 radians and ∆Vtol = 1E−8 km/s. The optimal ∆V error

is measured as the difference between the reference “fminbnd” minimum ∆V and

the cubic algorithm minimum ∆V . The largest ∆V error for this set was on the order
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of 1E-8 km/s, while the average error is of the order 1E-10 km/s.

A common higher energy range of Earth gravity assists have V∞ h 16 km/s,

which is similar to that of the Cassini mission [67]. With rmin set at 1.1 Earth radii, a

group of constrained periapse powered gravity assists are determined for Φr = 21◦.

The results are shown in Figure 4.47. The SOI boundary solutions are a smaller por-

tion of the group shown in the ∆V maneuver locations plot (top right) as the plateau

region. The iterations plot (bottom right) show interior solutions that require be-

tween 1-3 iterations to converge and it depicts the SOI boundary solutions with the

flat zero iterations plane. The ∆V -span is also reduced to levels ranging from about

5 m/s to 200 m/s (bottom left), where only 22% of interior solutions had a span

above 100 m/s. For the smaller ∆V -span of candidate solutions, the improvement in

minimizing the ∆V maneuver has less impact, making the optimization procedure

less critical. Note the very large ∆V -span cusp indicating where the largest candi-

date ∆V maneuver location switches from being near the νFmin boundary (higher

V−∞ and lower V+
∞

V−∞
region ) to being at the SOI boundary (lower V−∞ and higher V+

∞

V−∞

region ). As seen in the diagrams, these solutions are only a small portion of the

potential flyby configurations and tend to occur near ballistic flyby solutions. The

accuracy of the solutions is confirmed to be maintained at the same levels with most

∆V errors between 1E-8 and 1E-10 km/s.

A typical lower energy range of Venus gravity assists have V∞ h 6 km/s and

are found in the Cassini and Galileo missions [67, 65]. With rmin set at 1.1 Venus

radii, a group of constrained periapse powered gravity assists are determined for

Φr = 71◦. The ∆V -span is of a similar range, where 92% of interior solution cases

had a span above 100 m/s. This indicates that the lower V∞ regimes tend to have
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Figure 4.47: Earth Type RF gravity assist optimal maneuver data for typical higher
V∞ range
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greater benefit from the optimization procedure. Also, 79% of the first iteration ∆V

estimates were within 1 m/s of the true minimum ∆V solution. The data is quite

similar to the Earth lower energy regime and therefore the plots are not presented.

A typical higher energy range of Venus gravity assists have V∞ h 8.5 km/s,

where similar maneuvers can be seen in the Cassini, Mariner 10, and MESSENGER

missions [67, 68, 9]. With rmin set at 1.1 Venus radii, a group of constrained periapse

powered gravity assists are determined for Φr = 48◦. This set of Venus flybys has

conditions commonly seen in missions seeking to reduce their orbital energy for

exploring difficult to reach inner planets, such as Mercury [68, 9]. A noteworthy

characteristic of this data set is that the first iteration ∆V estimates have an error

of only 0.09 m/s, an order of magnitude better accuracy than previous cases. This

reaffirms the ability of an non-iterative powered gravity assist algorithm alternative

to be used for rough estimates of the optimal ∆V maneuver. Much of the rest of

the data and plots have only minor deviations from those of the lower energy range

Earth and Venus cases and therefore the plots are not presented.

Jupiter has long been utilized for gravity assists in spacecraft missions due

to its enormous gravitational potential and relative proximity to earth compared to

other outer planets. It is worth noting that though Jupiter has the largest gravita-

tional potential and gravity assist potential of all the planets in the solar system,

it also has an extreme radiation environment at lower altitudes. This harsh radia-

tion environment prevents many spacecraft missions from utilizing very low flyby

altitude encounters with Jupiter.

The following sets of Jupiter powered gravity assist investigations is com-
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prised of flyby configurations that are similar to many past missions, spanning a

large range of V∞ levels. At the lower end of the encounter energy range are gravity

assists similar to the Voyager 2 mission with V∞ h 8.5 km/s [69]. With rmin set at 10

Jupiter radii, a group of constrained periapse powered gravity assists are determined

for Φr = 95◦. Though the minimum ∆V solution graph in Figure 4.48 is similar to

the other planetary encounters investigated, the effect of such a large gravitational

body is evident in the large ∆V -span of the solution space, nearly 1 km/s. This

shows the increased sensitivity of a close Jupiter encounter, where a misplaced or

delayed hyperbolic transfer maneuver can drastically decrease the performance of

a powered gravity assist. The heightened sensitivity is also seen in the slightly de-

creased accuracy of the first iteration ∆V estimate at 6 m/s. Another trend seen

here is that the lower V∞ powered gravity assists have a larger portion of the opti-

mal transfer maneuver solutions at the SOI boundary, where the impulse is more

effective at changing the V∞ asymptote direction. The SOI boundary solutions are

consistently seen for flyby configurations with very similar asymptote velocities

V±∞ , but with moderate turning angles (a few degrees larger than the ballistic turn-

ing angles δ±), where the ∆V impulse is required to contribute more to the overall

flyby turning angle with minimal changes in the asymptote velocity. These SOI

maneuver solutions always appear as a wedge shape in the solution spaces inves-

tigated, where the lower wedge vertex begins along the V−∞ = V+
∞ line. The SOI

maneuver solution wedge expands out with wider V+
∞

V−∞
coverage for the fixed Φr and

rmin parameters as V−∞ increases.
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Figure 4.48: Jupiter Type RF gravity assist optimal maneuver data for typical lower
V∞ range similar to Voyager mission
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The Ulysses mission provides an interesting example of higher encounter

energy range for gravity assists with V∞ h 14 km/s [70]. The overall goal of

Ulysses’s Jupiter gravity assist was primarily to provide a significant plane change,

establishing the spacecraft in a near polar heliocentric orbit. With rmin set at 6.5

Jupiter radii, a group of constrained periapse powered gravity assists are determined

for Φr = 72◦. There are many similar features in Figure 4.49 set of gravity assist

data plots as compared to the lower Jupiter V∞ encounters. There is clear reduc-

tion in the required optimization iterations of interior solutions, where only a few

require 3 iterations and most have 2 iterations. Also, the first iteration ∆V estimate

shows slight improvement, having an accuracy of 3 m/s or better.

Finally, an example of a very high energy Jupiter encounter is the New Hori-

zons mission with a Jupiter gravity assist of V∞ h 19 km/s [8]. The New Horizons

spacecraft was launched with a very high velocity (the fastest launch velocity to

date), producing an approach trajectory to Jupiter that creates such a high relative

velocity V∞. This is partially due to the higher heliocentric spacecraft velocity, but

mainly due to the large angle between the heliocentric velocities of Jupiter and the

spacecraft, at nearly 70◦. The Jupiter gravity assist provides a large energy boost

for New Horizons spacecraft to reach Pluto on a fast 9.5 year trajectory. The rmin

is set at 30 Jupiter radii to simulate New Horizons’ minimal radiation dose con-

straints. The group of constrained periapse powered gravity assists are determined

for Φr = 17◦. The larger rmin distance and higher V∞ range reduced the span of the

solution space as seen by the ∆V -span graph in Figure 4.50. These very high energy

Jupiter powered gravity assists have an enhanced first iteration ∆V accuracy of 0.04

m/s, similar to the higher energy Venus encounters. Note the very large ∆V -span
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Figure 4.49: Jupiter Type RF gravity assist optimal maneuver data for typical higher
V∞ range similar to Ulysses mission
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Figure 4.50: Jupiter Type RF gravity assist optimal maneuver data for very high V∞

range similar to New Horizons mission
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cusp indicating where the largest candidate ∆V maneuver location switches from

being near the νFmin boundary (higher V−∞ and lower V+
∞

V−∞
region ) to being at the SOI

boundary (lower V−∞ and higher V+
∞

V−∞
region ).

Throughout the entire optimal powered gravity assist algorithm analysis it

was extremely rare to encounter a boundary value problem configuration that re-

quired more than 4 iterations of the cubic interpolation procedure. A majority of

cases require only 2 iterations or no iterations at all. In mission trajectory sce-

narios where extreme powered gravity assists occur, the ∆VSOI check often avoids

requiring any iterations at all. As a comparison of computational execution time,

the typical worst case optimal powered gravity assists requiring 3 or 4 iterations

is compared to a standard Lambert targeting algorithm. Assumed as an industry

standard, the robust Lambert targeting algorithm employed is Gooding’s method

[24] that provides improvements to the Lancaster and Blanchard algorithm struc-

ture [71]. The particular Lambert algorithm is coded by Oldenhuis [22] for speed

and reliability in MATLAB. The optimal powered gravity assist convergence toler-

ance is maintained at νtol = 1E− 6 (radians) and ∆Vtol = 1E− 6 km/s. A variety

of cases were investigated for both algorithms, demonstrating that the optimal pow-

ered gravity assist trials require at most, 3 or 4 iterations. Both algorithms provide

a consistent execution time over randomized 10000 trials per analysis run and for

multiple runs, focused at different regions of the boundary value problem. The

Lambert targeter algorithm consistently required approximately 1.7E-4 seconds,

while the optimal powered gravity assist required approximately 7.8E-5 seconds.

This puts the general executing time of the optimal powered gravity assist algo-

rithm at about 45% of the Lambert targeter. The favorable comparison of the worst
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case timing reflects the efficiently tailored cubic optimization scheme and robust

bracket initialization procedure. The actual execution time of any arbitrary flyby

configuration would usually be significantly faster, requiring fewer iterations or if

any at all.
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Chapter 5

Flyby Constraints Utilizing Penalty4V at Asymptote

5.1 Typical ballistic flyby constraint handling

The prior chapter began by describing how most gravity assists maneuvers

are assumed in trajectory optimization routines as either a set of ballistic flyby con-

straints or as a ∆V maneuver at periapse. The typical constraints used to define

a ballistic gravity assist are an equality constraint on the magnitudes of the V±∞

asymptotes and an inequality constraint dictating the required turning angle Φr be

less than some measure of the current available turning angle, Φav, as referenced

below in Equation 5.1. The available turning angle is usually measured as the pre-

viously defined maximum natural turning angle, Φp [72] or as the maximum of the

hyperbolic leg’s turning angles, δ±max [73]. Depending on the optimization routine

being implemented, using constraints to handle gravity assists not only adds more

constraint parameters, but increases the difficulty and “struggle” between minimiz-

ing the ∆V performance index and satisfying the constraints when far from the

optimal solution. The best performance of the constraint method is found when in

the neighborhood of the optimal solution, where the optimization tends to converge

quickly. Also, some constrained optimization routines have a separate nonlinear

constraint function, which usually requires much of the trajectory data to be re-

computed in order to check and maintain the nonlinear constraints. Considering
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these reasons, a preliminary trajectory design investigation may be more efficient

and effective by avoiding many complex nonlinear constraints, especially for rough

trajectory plans.

|V−∞ | = |V+
∞ |

Φr ≤Φav

(5.1)

Alternatively, the general optimization performance can be discussed for

the commonly used periapse maneuver powered gravity asst method. The periapse

maneuver method instead completes the gravity assist by computing the ∆V cost

of the maneuver without adding any nonlinear constraints to the primary optimiza-

tion routine. By adding the periapse maneuver powered gravity assist ∆V to the

optimization performance index, the flyby ∆V maneuver acts as a penalty for an

inefficient gravity assist. In some cases the optimization scheme is able to reduce

the gravity assist ∆V to zero and aligns the trajectory for a ballistic flyby. Although,

as previously described, there are cases where the periapse maneuver gravity assist

enables a reduction in the ∆V cost of other maneuvers in the trajectory and improves

the overall trajectory performance. If it is desired to have ballistic gravity assists,

the energy efficiency of the periapse impulse works against one’s interests for those

cases.

5.2 Asymptote corrected ballistic gravity assist algorithm devel-
opment

An efficient algorithm for unpowered ballistic gravity assists is developed

in this section. The goal of the algorithm is to drive a trajectory optimization rou-
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tine to produce ballistic flyby configurations in a similar manner as if applying the

ballistic flyby constraints, but without having to add any nonlinear constraints to

the primary optimization routine. The strategy of the alternative ballistic gravity

assist algorithm is to handle any non-ballistic flyby configurations by using a ∆V

maneuver located at one of the flyby’s asymptote excess velocity vectors (~V−∞ or

~V+
∞ ) to complete the flyby transfer. Essentially, the algorithm chooses one of the

flyby leg’s trajectories to coast ballistically from one asymptote of the flyby con-

figuration to the other asymptote. The available ballistic trajectory excess velocity

vector ~V∞−av is the resulting asymptote velocity after completing the hyperbolic

orbit. Any misalignment of the resulting ~V∞−av vector compared to the required

asymptote excess velocity vector ~V∞−req is corrected with a ∆V maneuver at that

particular misaligned asymptote (~V−∞−req or ~V+
∞−req). As an example, the flyby dia-

gram in Figure 5.1 shows a flyby configuration with V+
∞ >V−∞ , where the incoming

hyperbolic trajectory is allowed to coast all the way through its encounter to the ex-

iting asymptote. The incoming hyperbolic trajectory periapse is such that the result-

ing excess velocity available ~V+
∞−av at the end of the coasting trajectory is aligned

collinear with the required exiting vector ~V+
∞−req. Note that the magnitude of the

resulting excess velocity available at the exiting asymptote is equal to the incom-

ing magnitude, V+
∞−av = V−∞ , as shown in the diagram. Other flyby configurations

may result in a non-tangential misalignment of the available excess velocity vectors

~V∞−av and required ~V∞−req, which will be described later in the discussion below.

Since this correction maneuver is assumed to be restricted to act only on

the excess velocity vectors, then we can reference this asymptote maneuver as the

change in excess velocity vector ∆V∞ =
∥∥∥~V∞−req−~V∞−av

∥∥∥. Even though this algo-
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rithm performs a ∆V maneuver and could be considered a powered gravity assist

(with the ∆V maneuver restricted to the flyby asymptotes), the intent of the algo-

rithm is to lead an interplanetary trajectory optimization routine toward a ballistic

gravity assist flyby configuration. Effectively, the ∆V∞ maneuver acts as a DSM

positioned immediately after or before the flyby to adjust the asymptotes for a bal-

listic flyby. A similar strategy is seen often in multiple gravity assist trajectory

optimization tools, where a DSM is automatically placed in heliocentric space at

an estimated location after each flyby (assumed ballistic) [74]. Then each DSM

[X Y Z] location must be optimized in order to reduce the DSM ∆V magnitude to

zero. The algorithm presented here models the ballistic flyby accompanied by an

asymptote DSM (∆V∞), but the DSM location does not have to be optimized since

it is assumed to occur at an asymptote of the flyby. The discussion below details

the justification for the maneuver location restricted to either asymptote.

The reasoning for the asymptote corrected ballistic flyby strategy utilizes the

understanding gained about powered gravity assist solution space behavior from the

previous chapter. The analysis of the powered gravity assist BVP has displayed con-

sistent behavior among varying flyby configurations, from near ballistic trajectories

to even extreme flyby configuration cases that require large ∆V maneuvers. The

optimal unconstrained periapse (Type F) powered gravity assists that are unencum-

bered by the rmin constraints tend to have the optimal maneuver location relatively

near periapse. Difficult flyby configurations for the unconstrained periapse pow-

ered gravity assist can occur that require too small of a turning angle Φr for the V±∞

magnitudes, thus determining higher and higher periapse radii, until hitting the rSOI

constraint.
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The optimal constrained periapse powered gravity assists also tend to have

maneuver locations relatively close to periapse for near ballistic configurations. As

the difference in asymptote velocities and/or Φr increases, the maneuver location

is also driven out toward the rSOI boundary. The dynamics that influence the opti-

mal maneuver location is a trade between greater energy change efficiency closer

to periapse and greater impulse directional efficiency (rotating the velocity vector

direction with a ∆V maneuver) farther from periapse. Also influencing the opti-

mal flyby ∆V maneuver location is the natural velocity rotation of the hyperbolic

trajectory and the decreasing orbital velocity for locations farther out along the hy-

perbola. This sensitivity of the ∆V performance to maneuver location is leveraged

in the asymptote corrected flyby algorithm for handling the ballistic gravity assist

constraints.

By restricting the ∆V maneuver far from periapse, the energy efficiency

aspect of the maneuver is mitigated. Applying the maneuver at the asymptote com-

pletely removes the energy efficient feature and greatly reduces the computation to

a simple algorithm, presented later in the section. Also, any change in the flyby

configuration V±∞ asymptotes would then have a direct and proportional affect on

the ∆V∞ maneuver. The ∆V∞ maneuver at the appropriate V±∞ asymptote provides

effective convergence characteristics. If at a region of the solution space with more

extreme flyby configurations, the optimal powered gravity assist maneuver location

is likely close to the asymptote solution as well. This leads the overall optimiza-

tion of the asymptote corrected flyby algorithm along a similar solution path as

the optimal powered gravity assist algorithm, especially when starting from rough

trajectory initialization. When the interplanetary trajectory provides the a flyby
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configuration close to that of a ballistic flyby, the asymptote maneuver acts more

as a penalty for an unaligned flyby configuration. In a similar near ballistic flyby

configuration, the periapse powered flyby and optimal powered flyby algorithms

would produce much lower ∆V costs for the flyby. This affect gives the optimiza-

tion routine less incentive to quickly drive the flyby ∆V to zero and potentially

prevents a zero ∆V for the flyby altogether. Therefore, the penalty asymptote ∆V∞

is able to have faster and more consistent convergence near a ballistic flyby solu-

tion compared to periapse powered gravity assist or optimal powered gravity assist

methods. These general optimization performance characteristics are supported by

the interplanetary mission trajectory analysis performed at the end of the chapter.

The required ∆V∞ maneuver is simply the difference in available excess ve-

locity ~V±∞−av of the transited hyperbola and the required ~V∓∞−req at the same end

point. Conveniently, the magnitude of asymptotic velocities V−∞ and V+
∞ are pro-

vided as inputs to the boundary value problem, but their angular offset at the ∆V∞

asymptote maneuver end point must be determined. Selecting the transit hyperbola

and determining the ∆V maneuver is similar to the optimal solution neighborhood

sorting technique. The maximum turning angle δ±max for each hyperbola is com-

pared and the hyperbola with the largest available turning angle (labeled as Φmax) is

selected to be transited. The selection can also be made by choosing the minimum

excess velocity (V−∞ or V+
∞ ). A collinear asymptote maneuver solution is possible

when the transited hyperbola’s turning angle δ is able to match the required Φr,

taking advantage of the periapse degree of freedom, Figure 5.1. This condition oc-

curs when Φmax > Φr. Otherwise, when Φmax < Φr the maneuver is not collinear

and the offset angle between the endpoint excess velocity vectors is the difference
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in available and required turning angles, as displayed in Figure 5.2. The algorithm

is shown below in Equation 5.2.

An exception must be made to account for those collinear cases that require

periapse values outside the sphere of influence, eliminating the planet’s influence

and violating the rules of linked conics. Therefore a minimum turning angle Φmin

associated with a periapse at rSOI must be included in the algorithm. The minimum

turning angles δ
±
min of each hyperbola for rp = rSOI are compared, where the smaller

of the turning angles (δ−min or δ
+
min) is defined as Φmin. More directly, the maximum

excess velocity (V−∞ or V+
∞ ) can be used to define Φmin. By constraining the peri-

apse at rSOI or below, the flyby for this rp = rSOI condition incurs a non-tangential

asymptote maneuver ∆V∞ that is larger than the collinear ∆V∞ of the infeasible flyby

that has a periapse beyond SOI. Thus, the larger ∆V∞ acts as a penalty for the infea-

sible flyby configuration, which drives the interplanetary optimization routine away

from this condition and toward a ballistic flyby configuration.

Φmax > Φr

{
Φmin < Φr⇒ ∆V = |V−∞ −V+

∞ |
Φmin > Φr⇒ ∆V =

√
V−2

∞ +V+2
∞ −2V−∞ V+

∞ cos(Φr−Φmin)

Φmax < Φr ⇒ ∆V =
√

V−2
∞ +V+2

∞ −2V−∞ V+
∞ cos(Φr−Φmax)

where Φmax = 2arcsin
(

µ

µ+rmin V 2
∞|min

)

Φmin = 2arcsin
(

µ

µ+rSOI V 2
∞|max

)
(5.2)
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5.3 Asymptote corrected ballistic gravity assist algorithm anal-
ysis

As Φr varies from above Φmax to below Φmin, the asymptote ∆V maneuver

type changes as does the maneuver location. The sequence of diagrams in Figure

5.3 depicts the range of potential ∆V∞ maneuvers assuming V−∞ <V+
∞ . The maneu-

ver occurs at the black dot in each example case and the ∆V∞ maneuver vector is

indicated in red. Staring with the flyby case at right side of the diagram, the asymp-

tote ∆V∞ maneuver is non-tangential for the Φmax < Φr case and is located at the

end point of the smaller V−∞ hyperbola intersecting the larger V+
∞ asymptote. When

the required turning angle is just below Φmax, the maneuver is collinear and remains

at the V+
∞ asymptote. As Φr decreases farther below Φmax, it is reduced below the

turning angle δ+
max, therefore allowing the collinear maneuver to be placed at either

asymptote for the same resulting ∆V∞ magnitude. This trend continues until Φr falls

below δ
−
min, where the maneuver is still collinear but must occur at the opposite V−∞

asymptote. Finally, once Φrdrops below Φmin, a collinear maneuver is no longer

achievable, requiring an angled ∆V∞ between the excess velocity vectors ~V+
∞−av and

~V−∞−req, while remaining at V−∞ asymptote.

Though this complete form of ballistic gravity assist constraint handling for

linked conics was developed organically as a result of the optimal powered grav-

ity assist analyses, a similar partially-completed form was later found in one other

study; a dissertation by Russell [73]. Russell’s form handled the ballistic grav-

ity assist constraints by utilizing the collinear or offset angle ∆V maneuver con-

ditions, but did not regard the minimum turning angle condition. This potentially

allows for ballistic gravity assist solutions at unrealistic periapse distances in the
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Figure 5.3: Varying asymptote ∆V maneuver locations and ∆V directions (collinear
or non-tangential) for decreasing Φr assuming V−∞ <V+

∞
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encounter planet frame. This essentially assumes that the heliocentric trajectory

can pass through the vicinity of a planet unperturbed. The result can be useful as

an indicator for a mission designer to consider avoiding the particular planetary

encounter. However, this yields inconsistencies when allowed within an trajectory

optimization procedure, since the large distance would actually require a different

heliocentric trajectory and therefore change the encounter ~V±∞ . In order to avoid

these inconsistencies that violate the linked conic assumptions, the SOI boundary

constraint must be implemented on the periapse radius in addition to the rmin con-

straint, rmin ≤ rp ≤ rSOI . Other similar formulations of a ballistic gravity assist

methodology may exist as informal unpublished algorithms, but are lacking a com-

plete formal characterization and development as presented in the current research.

When implementing the asymptote corrected ballistic gravity assist algo-

rithm in an interplanetary trajectory optimization scheme, not only is the execution

time per iteration reduced compared to using flyby constraints or a periapse ma-

neuver, but the number of iterations required for convergence are also reduced for a

majority of trials. However, there are trajectory examples (usually including multi-

ple consecutive gravity assists) where this algorithm alone cannot deliver a ballistic

trajectory solution. Some of these difficult multiple gravity assist trajectory cases

can be better solved by combining the advantages of the asymptote maneuver al-

gorithm and the nonlinear flyby constraints together. Implementing both methods

at the same time provides a stronger incentive to guide the optimization toward

ballistic gravity assists. The asymptote maneuver contributes a penalty ∆V to the

performance index, which for some optimization routines (those that separate the

performance function and the constraint functions, e.g. MATLAB’s fmincon [25])
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can better align the efforts of the ∆V minimization and constraint handling. These

performance characteristics are demonstrated in the mission trajectory examples

presented in the next section.

5.4 Spacecraft mission trajectory examples with ballistic grav-
ity assists

In this section the ballistic gravity assist trajectory examples are simulated

and analyzed for the recent Juno mission and the past Galileo mission, both to

Jupiter. Each interplanetary spacecraft mission is simulated in TRACT with the

variety of gravity assist algorithms developed in this dissertation, as well as a va-

riety of popular MATLAB optimization algorithms. The TRACT gravity assist

algorithms modeled are the optimal powered gravity assist, the periapse powered

gravity assist, the asymptote corrected ballistic gravity assist, and the traditional

ballistic gravity assist nonlinear constraints. To demonstrate the convergence capa-

bility of the differing gravity assist algorithms towards the desired ballistic gravity

assist trajectory goal, only the directed optimization schemes fminunc, fminsearch,

and fmincon are included. These commonly used unconstrained periapse and con-

strained optimization schemes use gradient and gradient-free methods to provide

alternative search characteristics useful for varying optimization strategies.

5.4.1 Juno mission trajectory with accurate initial parameter values

The Juno mission to Jupiter is a relatively simple gravity assist trajectory

shown in Figure 5.4. Launched in August 2011, the Juno spacecraft departed Earth

with only enough energy to reach out to an aphelion of about 2.25 AU, a little past
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the orbit of Mars and less than half the distance to Jupiter at over 5 AU [75]. The

efficient energy saving strategy of the Juno trajectory is to perform two DSMs near

aphelion as a V∞-leveraging maneuver for the ensuing ballistic Earth gravity assist.

This allows the Juno spacecraft to gain enough energy from the single Earth grav-

ity assist to reach Jupiter for orbit insertion into a capture orbit. In the following

simulations, the launch is assumed to have a C3 = 31.1 km2/s2 available at an in-

clination of 28.5◦; the two close consecutive DSMs are modeled as a single DSM

for simplicity; the minimum Earth flyby altitude is 500 km; and the Jupiter polar

capture parking orbit is assumed with rp = 1.06 Jupiter radii, a period of 107 days,

a 90◦ inclination, and a periapse insertion maneuver [75, 66]. The optimization

algorithms use a ∆V function tolerance of 1E−6 km/s, a normalized optimization

variable tolerance of 1E − 8, and a normalized constraint tolerance of 1E − 8 (if

applicable).

The first batch of simulations for the Juno mission used optimization param-

eters initialized close to the actual mission trajectory with a Launch date of August

5, 2011, TOFs of
[

393.5 402.5 1000
]

days, and DSM [X Y Z] location of[
−1.8 1.4 0

]
AU [76, 66, 75]. The Juno trajectories in Table 5.1 show the un-

constrained solutions using fminunc’s quasi-Newton optimization algorithm. The

initial trajectory performance values at the initial guess conditions (not optimized

yet) are shown in the “Initial” column. The “Optimal”, “Periapse”, and “Asymp-

tote” columns refer to cases using the optimal powered gravity assist model, the

periapse powered gravity assist model, and the asymptote corrected gravity assist

model respectively. The actual Juno mission DSMs combined to approximately

∆V =730 m/s and the capture orbit insertion maneuver at Jupiter is estimated at
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Initial Optimal Periapse Asymptote Actual
MJD0 (days) 55778.2 55778.06 55776.94 55777.92 55778.2

TOFTOT (days) 1796.0 1785.59 1792.03 1782.56 1796.0
4V1−Launch( km

s ) 0 0 0.01241 0 0
4V2−DSM( km

s ) 0.77780 0.68283 0.69652 0.68136 0.730
4V3−Earth( km

s ) 0.34133 0.00058 4.87E-08 4.33E-09 0
4V4−Jupiter( km

s ) 0.42634 0.42656 0.42629 0.42677 0.480
4VTOT ( km

s ) 1.5455 1.1099 1.1352 1.1081 1.210
Func Evals 1 448 240 608 -
Iterations 0 18 5 22 -

Run Time (sec) 0.014 1.716 1.05 2.152 -

Table 5.1: Juno mission trajectory simulation example cases using unconstrained
fminunc quasi-Newton algorithm

about 480 m/s [75] and are shown in the “Actual” column. Each of the simulations

found very similar ∆V results to the actual mission. The simulated DSM ∆V re-

sults are slightly better due to the actual mission imposing additional operational

constraints on the DSMs. With the initial guess parameters already close to their

optimal values, the implemented gravity assist models each found a nearly ballistic

Earth flyby, some better than others. The asymptote corrected gravity assist model

outperformed the others for both minimum total ∆V and a ballistic Earth gravity

assist, while requiring slightly more iterations than the optimal powered gravity as-

sist. Confirming the earlier discussion on the general search pattern comparisons of

the asymptote transfer and the optimal powered gravity assist models, the asymp-

tote corrected gravity assist model and the optimal powered gravity assist model

found very similar solutions, but the asymptote corrected trajectory was able to

better drive the Earth flyby to an approximately zero ∆V ballistic gravity assist.

The Juno trajectory solutions using the more explorative fminsearch sim-
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Initial Optimal Periapse Asymptote Actual
MJD0 (days) 55778.2 55777.46 55778.51 55778.31 55778.2

TOFTOT (days) 1796.0 1758.66 1715.94 1721.23 1796.0
4V1−Launch( km

s ) 0 0 0 0 0
4V2−DSM( km

s ) 0.77780 0.66790 0.65988 0.66390 0.730
4V3−Earth( km

s ) 0.34133 5.74E-12 2.82E-13 1.63E-07 0
4V4−Jupiter( km

s ) 0.42634 0.42930 0.43766 0.43634 0.480
4VTOT ( km

s ) 1.5455 1.0972 1.0975 1.1002 1.210
FuncEval 1 1244 2239 1022 -

Iters 0 758 1450 583 -
RunTime 0.014 5.086 8.625 3.958 -

Table 5.2: Juno mission trajectory simulation example cases using gradient-free
fminsearch simplex algorithm

plex optimization algorithm are shown in Table 5.2. As common with the sim-

plex method, more function evaluations were required for convergence. Each of

the gravity assist models found very similar ballistic gravity assist solutions, all of

which are slightly lower ∆V trajectories than from the fminunc optimization runs.

Interestingly, the optimal and periapse powered gravity assist trajectories had much

lower gravity assist ∆V than the asymptote corrected model, although all of these

small ∆V values are of negligible magnitudes for preliminary trajectory design.

The batch of simulations shown in Table 5.3 use fmincon’s interior-point al-

gorithm and include the traditional ballistic gravity assist constraints model (shown

in the “Constr” column), as well as applying the asymptote corrected model to-

gether with the traditional constraints at the same time (shown in the “Asy & Con”

column). The actual Juno trajectory values are omitted from these tables to manage

the table width, but these values can be seen in the prior tables. Each of these Earth

flybys were driven to negligible ∆V levels and can be approximated as ballistic. The
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Optimal Periapse Asymp Constr Asy & Con
MJD0 (days) 55775.85 55775.31 55775.21 55778.54 55776.32

TOFTOT (days) 1735.63 1716.30 1720.94 1717.89 1695.94
4V1−Launch( km

s ) 0 0 0 0 0
4V2−DSM( km

s ) 0.65600 0.64694 0.64945 0.70823 0.65784
4V3−Earth( km

s ) 5.94E-05 8.06E-08 2.02E-07 1.90E-11 4.12E-09
4V4−Jupiter( km

s ) 0.43357 0.43843 0.43721 0.43823 0.44482
4VTOT ( km

s ) 1.0896 1.0854 1.0867 1.146 1.103
FuncEval 361 373 687 604 266

Iters 30 33 62 53 24
RunTime 1.861 1.861 2.877 4.297 2.183

Table 5.3: Juno mission trajectory simulation example cases using constrained
fmincon interior-point algorithm

case using only traditional nonlinear ballistic gravity assist constraints had the most

ballistic gravity assist trajectory, but at a sacrifice of higher total ∆V . The traditional

constraints method has much longer run time at only 141 function evaluations per

sec compared to the other models, while the asymptote corrected model runs at a

brisk 239 function evaluations and the optimal powered gravity assist at 194 evalu-

ations. Adding the asymptote correction model to the traditional constraints drove

the search to find a lower total ∆V trajectory solution, while maintaining a satis-

factorily ballistic gravity assist. Though the traditional gravity assist constraints

model does not compute an associated ∆V value during the optimization process,

the post-optimization procedure computes this model’s resulting gravity assist tra-

jectory solution as a periapse powered gravity assist in order to compare with the

other models.

Another powerful fmincon algorithm is the SQP (sequential quadratic pro-

gramming) scheme. The fmincon simulations are executed again with the SQP
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Optimal Periapse Asymp Constr Asy & Con
MJD0 (days) 55774.22 55774.94 55774.04 55775.12 55775.27

TOFTOT (days) 1705.24 1703.51 1704.53 1700.26 1696.31
4V1−Launch( km

s ) 0 0 0 1.50E-08 0
4V2−DSM( km

s ) 0.64480 0.64183 0.64537 0.64053 0.63942
4V3−Earth( km

s ) 5.82E-05 1.19E-05 4.41E-05 1.05E-07 3.28E-07
4V4−Jupiter( km

s ) 0.44211 0.44243 0.44240 0.44346 0.44478
4VTOT ( km

s ) 1.0870 1.0843 1.0878 1.0840 1.0841
FuncEval 429 425 633 729 399

Iters 31 31 51 61 28
RunTime 2.014 1.771 2.383 4.751 2.833

Table 5.4: Juno mission trajectory simulation example cases using constrained
fmincon SQP algorithm

algorithm, shown in Table 5.4. The SQP algorithm is known for its excellent con-

vergence characteristics when in the neighborhood of a minimum, which is demon-

strated with each of the gravity assist models resulting in very similar solutions

[46, 47]. In this batch of simulations, the traditional constraints results were slightly

better than the rest by having the lowest total ∆V and the best estimate of a ballis-

tic gravity assist. Although, by combining the asymptote correction model with

the traditional constraints, a nearly identical trajectory solution was achieved with

substantially less run time and computation. This confirms the earlier discussion

of melding benefits of both gravity assist models for a better outcome when used

together. It is an interesting result that the optimal and periapse powered gravity

assists converged upon similar solutions in slightly faster time than the asymptote

corrected model, due to a nearly double number of iterations required.

All of the trajectory solutions were roughly similar and all converged upon

DSM locations close to
[
−1.7 1.5 0.0

]
AU. Most of the launch date and TOFs
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converged close to their initial estimates: the average launch date of August 2,

2011 with a 1-σ of 1.4 days, TOF1 = 387 days with 1-σ = 9.4 days, TOF2 = 405

days with 1-σ = 8.9 days, and TOF3 = 934 days with 1-σ = 33.4 days. Of all the

Juno mission trajectory simulations using initial guess trajectory values close to the

optimal values (using the actual trajectory estimates), the fmincon SQP algorithm

produced the most consistently good results throughout all the gravity assist mod-

els. The best performance combination was the fmincon SQP algorithm using the

combined traditional ballistic gravity assist constraints along with the asymptote

corrected model. The combined gravity assist models utilized in the SQP algorithm

has greater enforcement of the ballistic gravity assist conditions and drives to the

solution faster with dramatically less iterations, therefore with much less run time.

5.4.2 Juno mission trajectory with rough initial parameter values

Another set of simulations for the Juno mission is performed with rough

optimization parameters values initialized far from the actual mission trajectory.

These simulations demonstrate the optimization performance of a typical rough

preliminary trajectory design investigation in the process of maturing. If a mission

designer were to estimate these values on their own, the guiding strategy would

be in aligning the V∞-leveraging maneuver with proceeding Earth gravity assist.

Using multiples of Earth orbital periods as baseline, the timeline from Launch to

Earth flyby should be about 2 years. Splitting this in half, each leg of the trajectory

before and after the DSM is estimated with a 365 day TOF. The Earth to Jupiter

leg would likely be estimated with the round 1000 day value, input as as TOF =[
365 365 1000

]
days. The DSM [X Y Z] location of

[
−1.5 1.5 0

]
AU is
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also a very course estimate relatively far from the optimal location.

The launch date is a very sensitive parameter which affects the timing of

all other mission events. Commonly in preliminary trajectory design investigations

using other tools, many separate runs of the trajectory optimization process are

performed where the launch date is incrementally adjusted through a range of pre-

selected dates. The launch dates increments are on the order of a few days to a

fraction of a month to ensure that one of the trajectory optimization runs are initial-

ized close to an optimal solution. Using such a fine resolution for these increments

is indicative of the small convergence region of these other trajectory optimization

methods. The following Juno example demonstrates TRACTs ability to converge

to an optimal trajectory solution with a launch date initial guess very far from the

optimal. The launch date will be initialized for May 1, 2011, over 3 months away

from the actual launch date. The unoptimized Juno trajectory at these initial condi-

tions is shown in Figure 5.5. The associated initial trajectory ∆V maneuver values

are shown in Table 5.5 with extremely high ∆V values from the rough trajectory

initial guess parameters, with a total ∆V of over 27 km/s. The initialized gravity

assist ∆V magnitudes (measured as an asymptote transfer) are very large due to the

unaligned flyby conditions.

In this Juno trajectory demonstration, the fmincon SQP optimization scheme

consistently out performed the others. The trajectory results using the fmincon SQP

optimization scheme and best performing gravity assist models are shown in Table

5.5. Despite the larger deviation from the actual mission values, the optimal pow-

ered gravity assist and asymptote corrected gravity assist models converged upon

similar trajectory solutions as the actual Juno mission. The asymptote corrected
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Figure 5.5: Juno mission trajectory using rough initialized guess parameters:
Launch from Earth, DSM near aphelion, Earth gravity assist, and capture into park-
ing orbit at Jupiter

Initial Optimal Periapse Asymptote Actual
MJD0 (days) 55682.0 55774.02 55794.36 55775.40 55778.2

TOFTOT (days) 1730.0 1710.76 1686.09 1704.34 1796.0
4V1−Launch( km

s ) 7.46182 6.87E-05 0 0 0
4V2−DSM( km

s ) 8.64404 0.64954 0.64720 0.64209 0.730
4V3−Earth( km

s ) 10.29254 5.15E-04 5.42E-06 1.98E-06 0
4V4−Jupiter( km

s ) 0.82778 0.44044 0.44181 0.44201 0.480
4VTOT ( km

s ) 27.226 1.091 1.089 1.084 1.210
Func Evals 1 863 809 974 -
Iterations 0 75 75 87 -

Run Time (sec) 0.014 4.037 3.613 4.103 -

Table 5.5: Rough initialization Juno mission trajectory simulation example cases
using fmincon SQP optimization scheme
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flyby model yielded the lowest total ∆V value. The resulting optimal trajectory

solutions converged to launch dates very close to the actual Juno mission (with an

offset of only a few days). The total flight time is similar to the actual mission, but is

nearly identical to the converged flight time found in the previous Juno simulations

with accurate initialized trajectory parameters. The TRACT also produced good

ballistic gravity assist estimates, reducing the initial 10 km/s unaligned powered

gravity assist down to a sufficiently aligned flyby with negligible ∆V . The result-

ing optimal DSM ∆V magnitude and locations are also similar to the actual Juno

mission. The resulting DSM location is
[
−1.65 1.55 0

]
AU, which is very

close to the previous simulation’s DSM location of
[
−1.7 1.5 0

]
AU. The plot

of the optimized Juno trajectory from rough initialized parameters is nearly indis-

tinguishable from the trajectory plot of the previous study with accurate initialized

parameters, Figure 5.4.

Considering the convergence region of TRACT’s optimization capability,

the same sort of incremental trajectory optimization investigation could be per-

formed with much larger steps in launch date. Instead of increments of just a few

days, TRACT enables step sizes on the order of months. This allows a range of

launch dates to be analyzed much faster with much less number of steps and trajec-

tory optimization runs.

5.4.3 Galileo mission trajectory with accurate initial parameter values

The Galileo mission to Jupiter utilized an efficient multiple ballistic gravity

assist trajectory of Venus and Earth flybys to reduce the required launch energy

and still reach Jupiter, Figure 5.6. The Galileo spacecraft launched on October 18,
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Figure 5.7: Galileo mission inner planet trajectory: Launch from Earth, Venus-
Earth-Earth gravity assist

1989 with an available launch energy of only C3 = 17 km2/s2 [65]. The spacecraft

then completes a circuitous flyby combination of Venus-Earth-Earth gravity assists

known as a VEEGA trajectory shown more clearly in Figure 5.7. After the final

Earth gravity assist, the Galileo spacecraft has acquired enough orbital energy to

reach Jupiter, where it inserts into a large highly eccentric capture orbit. In the

following simulations, the launch is assumed at an inclination of 28.5◦; each Venus

and Earth gravity assists have a typical minimum flyby altitude set at 300 km; and

the Jupiter capture orbit has a periapse at 4 Jupiter radii and apoapse at 300 radii

with a near equatorial orbit inclination equal to the arrival ~V−∞ declination of a few

degrees [65]. The trajectory leg between the first Earth flyby and the second is

barely longer than 1 full revolution about the Sun (but about two years in length),
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so the multi-revolution Lambert parameter is set to 1 and positive for a right branch

trajectory. The optimization algorithms use a ∆V function tolerance of 1E−6 km/s,

a normalized optimization variable tolerance of 1E−8, and a normalized constraint

tolerance of 1E−8 (if applicable).

The first simulations for the Galileo mission used optimization parameters

initialized close to the actual mission trajectory with a Launch date of October 18,

1989 and TOFs of
[

115 301 731 1095
]

days [65]. The Galileo trajectories

in Table 5.6 show the results for the best performing optimization algorithm and

gravity assist model combination compared to the actual Galileo mission. The ini-

tial trajectory performance values at the initial guess conditions (not optimized yet)

are shown in the “Initial” column. The columns of the table represent each tra-

jectory run using various gravity assist models: asymptote corrected gravity assist

model (“Asymp”), the ballistic gravity assist constraints (“Constr”), and the com-

bination of ballistic constraints and the asymptote corrected flyby model (Asy &

Con). The actual Galileo mission had ballistic gravity assists and the capture orbit

insertion maneuver at Jupiter was about 630 m/s [65], as identified in the “Actual”

column. The fminunc and fminsearch Galileo trajectory simulations had difficulty

progressing past the initial search direction after the first iteration. This is due to

the initialized trajectory having a multiple revolution trajectory leg so close to the

transition between a single revolution and less than single revolution case.

The traditional ballistic flyby constraints case and the combined asymptote

transfer case provide ballistic gravity assist trajectories and the minimum orbit in-

sertion ∆V , close to the actual orbit insertion value of 630 m/s. The combined

asymptote transfer and traditional constraints strategy provided similar trajectory
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Initial Asymp Constr Asy & Con Actual
MJD0 (days) 47817.0 47840.38 47815.94 47828.01 47817.0

TOFTOT (days) 2242.0 2354.32 2316.41 2331.15 2242.0
4V1−Launch( km

s ) 0 0 0 0 0
4V2−Venus( km

s ) 0.22127 0.01608 2.73E-11 2.02E-11 0
4V3−Earth1( km

s ) 3.90102 0.00470 3.91E-09 1.86E-08 0
4V4−Earth2( km

s ) 3.88953 0.00059 3.61E-09 2.44E-08 0
4V5−Jupiter( km

s ) 0.72489 0.77855 0.74644 0.75894 0.630
4VTOT ( km

s ) 8.737 0.800 0.746 0.759 0.630
FuncEval 1 288 754 217 -
Iterations 0 16 72 19 -

Run Time (sec) 0.014 2.210 7.444 2.797 -

Table 5.6: Galileo mission trajectory simulation example cases using fmincon SQP
algorithm

results but in less than half the run time. The asymptote corrected flyby model also

resulted in nearly ballistic gravity assists and a total ∆V only about 50 m/s off from

the best performing mission simulation, but with the least run time effort. The best

case trajectory simulation resulted in a launch date only 2 days off from the actual

launch date. The converged trajectory’s total flight time is about 74 days off from

the actual mission flight time, amounting to an error of only 3% of the over 6 year

long Galileo mission trajectory.

5.4.4 Galileo mission trajectory with rough initial parameter values

The Galileo mission trajectory is simulated again, but with rough optimiza-

tion parameters values initialized far from the actual mission trajectory. These sim-

ulations demonstrate the optimization performance of a typical rough preliminary

trajectory design investigation. The circuitous nature of the Galileo mission trajec-

tory makes it much more sensitive to poor launch date initial estimates. As dis-
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cussed earlier, other typical trajectory design tools require initial launch dates for

complex trajectories to be accurate within a few days or a fraction of a month in

order to converge upon a nearby optimal solution. These simulations will use two

different initial launch dates of September 1, 1989 and November 19, 1989, more

than a month offset on either side of the actual launch date October 18, 1989. If a

mission designer were to estimate the TOF values, the guiding strategy would be

in handling the Earth synchronous trajectory leg between the first and second Earth

flyby. It was seen in the previous Galileo mission simulation study that this Earth

synchronous trajectory leg is very sensitive to changes in its TOF, especially when

modeling it with a multiple revolution Lambert trajectory segment. To reduce this

sensitivity and allow for a more robust optimization convergence, the trajectory leg

between the Earth flybys is split up by introducing a DSM in the middle.

In order to further demonstrate TRACT’s effectiveness at converging poor

initial guess trajectories, the midcourse maneuver guess generator option is used to

automatically provide an estimate for the DSM location. The midcourse maneuver

guess generator is intended to give good DSM location estimates for direct trajec-

tory legs between different planets. But it provides relatively poor DSM location

estimates when the surrounding trajectory legs begin and end at the same planet.

As seen in the September launch initial guess trajectory plot, Figure 5.8, the an-

gular position of the DSM is a reasonable estimate, but the radial location of the

DSM at that angle is very poorly estimated. A different DSM location estimate is

also generated automatically for the November launch, shown in Figure 5.9. Using

multiples of Earth orbital periods as reference, each leg is estimated by one year

for a total of two years between the Earth flybys. The other trajectory leg TOFs
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are estimated at rounded values to simulate the rough guesses by a mission planner,

input as TOF =
[

100 300 365 365 1000
]

days. With each launch date, the

Galileo trajectory optimization will use the same TOFs initial guess values.

The focus of these simulations was to use the fast and efficient asymptote

corrected gravity assist model with the rough initial guess trajectory parameters.

The fmincon interior-point optimization scheme performed the best for the rough

initial guess values of the complex trajectory, shown in Table 5.7. The Septem-

ber launch date initial trajectory parameters are shown in the “Initial-Sep” column,

while the resulting optimized trajectory values are shown beside, labeled “Asym-

Sep.” The November launch date initial trajectory parameters are shown in the

“Initial-Nov” column, while the resulting optimized trajectory values are shown

beside, labeled “Asym-Nov.” Again, the actual Galileo trajectory values are shown

for reference in the “Actual” column. The extremely large total ∆V values for each

rough initial trajectory are indicative of just how far from the optimal solutions

these initial trajectory parameters were. Despite the poor starting points, TRACT

was able to converge the trajectory to very similar solutions as those found with

accurate initial guess values, which is also close to the actual mission values. Both

of the different launch date cases converged upon good ballistic gravity assist es-

timates while also driving the DSM ∆V to a negligible value. The optimized tra-

jectory launch dates are just a few days from the actual mission, demonstrating the

TRACT bi-level optimization capability of large and accurate optimization steps to-

ward the optimal solution. The final optimized trajectory simulation plots for both

cases are indistinguishable from the prior Galileo trajectory plots using accurate

initial guesses. This successful trajectory simulation also demonstrates the use of
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Init-Sep Asym-Sep Init-Nov Asym-Nov Actual
MJD0 (days) 47769.0 47812.29 47849.0 47811.23 47817.0

TOFTOT (days) 2130.0 2324.19 2130.0 2328.46 2242.0
4V1−Launch( km

s ) 4.09825 0 0 0 0
4V2−Venus( km

s ) 4.28198 6.19E-06 1.02279 4.26E-07 0
4V3−Earth1( km

s ) 22.88700 5.71E-07 18.12020 3.66E-07 0
4V4−DSM( km

s ) 24.64652 4.52E-04 25.51214 8.25E-04 -
4V5−Earth2( km

s ) 5.33476 8.40E-07 12.07847 3.10E-06 0
4V6−Jupiter( km

s ) 0.85425 0.74839 0.72463 0.74981 0.630
4VTOT ( km

s ) 62.103 0.749 57.458 0.751 0.630
FuncEval 1 2022 1 1871 -
Iterations 0 176 0 158 -

Run Time (sec) 0.014 12.628 0.014 12.203 s -

Table 5.7: Galileo mission trajectory simulation rough initial guess cases using
fmincon interior-point algorithm

including DSMs in a trajectory as a method of desensitizing certain optimization

or trajectory dynamics and allowing a more stable convergence toward an optimal

desired trajectory solution.

5.5 Extension of asymptote ∆V for other constraint handling

An unexpected outcome from the powered gravity assist analysis is the de-

velopment of a fast algorithm for handling unpowered ballistic gravity assists. By

always using the asymptote ∆V∞ correction maneuver as a penalty included in the

performance index and assuming an asymptote maneuver powered gravity assist,

the algorithm automatically handles the unpowered ballistic gravity assist condi-

tions. The algorithm drives the interplanetary trajectory optimization to find ballis-

tic flyby configurations, where the asymptote ∆V maneuver reduces to zero. The

following extensions of this research are preliminary studies and not fully devel-
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oped, but are intended for future work. Even so, some general characterizations

and comparisons can be made based on the completed research without necessarily

having the current extension topic fully realized.

The periapse impulse problem can be modified to enforce the rmin constraint

while still maintaining a collinear periapse maneuver by applying a correction ∆V∞

maneuver at one asymptote. Even though this configuration has two maneuvers

during the flyby encounter, the intent of the algorithm is for the interplanetary tra-

jectory optimization routine to find flyby configurations that drive this second ma-

neuver at the asymptote to zero (or even drive both maneuvers to zero). Such an

algorithm would only come into affect when the original periapse impulse solution

falls below the rmin constraint. There are a variety of methods to determine the

collinear periapse ∆V magnitude: using the infeasible ∆V computed at the begin-

ning of the algorithm, using a new estimate determined from heuristics or optimal

control theory, or even simply using a predetermined ∆V magnitude. Despite the

method of determining the adjusted magnitude of the periapse maneuver, the result-

ing hyperbolic transfer leg inherently cannot meet the required ~V±∞ boundary con-

ditions without applying a second ∆V maneuver somewhere along the trajectory.

Assuming the second maneuver occurs at the asymptote provides the advantages

seen in the ballistic gravity assist algorithm in the previous section. In this manner,

the gravity assist configurations that breach the rmin constraint are penalized with

a greater total ∆V . Also, the asymptote ∆V∞ correction maneuver has a sensitivity

proportional to the ~V±∞ configuration, which persuades an optimization scheme to

reduce this penalty ∆V , as seen in the ballistic gravity assist algorithm.

The periapse maneuver magnitude can also be monitored to have less than,
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greater than, or equal to a predetermined value, and using the same methodology

of applying the predetermined ∆V tangentially, determining an appropriate rp, and

applying a correction ∆V∞ at an asymptote to complete the gravity assist, shown in

Figure 5.10. This would effectively handle inequality and equality constraints on

various parameters of the powered gravity assist problem.

Considering the optimal gravity assist problem, implementing similar ∆V

constraints has more degrees of freedom when applying the predetermined ∆V ma-

neuver magnitude with a specified direction and trajectory location, Figure 5.11.

Though further investigation would likely produce a more efficient strategy, a direct

method would be to apply the predetermined ∆V in the same direction and maneu-

ver location as the optimal solution that was later determined to be infeasible. Then

the flyby is completed with the necessary asymptote ∆V∞.

Another extension of constraint handling with an asymptote maneuver is to

allow only discrete ∆V levels, simulating solid rocket motor options. These ∆V

levels model the performance levels of various solid rocket motors available to a

spacecraft mission. The powered gravity assist would be executed in a similar man-

ner as above for either the periapse maneuver flyby method or the optimal powered

flyby method. Then the original ∆V maneuver is replaced by the closest prede-

termined ∆V level available. The associated maneuver parameters (such as the

maneuver direction) would be determined by previous estimates or other methods,

then the remaining hyperbolic trajectory would be completed by the asymptote ∆V∞

correction maneuver.
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5.6 Chapter conclusions

The major benefits of the asymptote maneuver for constraint handling is the

potential computational efficiency compared with alternative methods, as well as its

tangible measurement of multiple trajectory constraints. This performance benefit

was demonstrated in the Juno and Galileo trajectory examples using the asymptote

corrected ballistic gravity assist model. Since the asymptote ∆V penalty/correction

maneuver applies directly to the performance index function, it can easily be trans-

ferred to most other optimization techniques, such as unconstrained optimization

routines, simplex methods, genetic algorithms, etc. The asymptote maneuver mod-

els can also be applied concurrently with nonlinear constraints for a more reliable

and effective constraint strategy, while improving the computational efficiency and

run time compared to implementing just the nonlinear constraints. This powerful

strategy was demonstrated multiple times with in the Juno and Galileo trajectory

examples, especially when utilizing fmincon’s SQP optimization algorithm.

Also, the reduction of optimization parameters can aid in the efficiency and

effectiveness of most optimization methods chosen. By using a consistent and re-

latable ∆V metric for the constraint penalty, multiple complex trajectory constraints

and maneuvers can be directly compared. These methods potentially make mission

planning easier and managing trajectory requirements less cumbersome. At min-

imum, these algorithms and methods provide a useful alternative with a different

perspective for trajectory design.
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Chapter 6

Interplanetary Spacecraft Mission Case Studies

6.1 Recent Interplanetary Spacecraft Missions
6.1.1 New Horizons mission example

Figure 6.1: New Horizons mission trajectory: Launch from Earth, Jupiter gravity
assist, and Pluto flyby [Source: Guo and Farquhar [8]]

The New Horizons mission to the Pluto system and the Kuiper belt beyond

launched from Earth on January 19, 2006 with the highest Earth departure velocity

to date, attaining a C3 = 158 km2/s2. The fast trajectory was aided by a Jupiter

gravity assist, shortening the lengthy trip to Pluto to only 9.5 years, Figure 6.1 .

The spacecraft will encounter the Pluto system with a heliocentric velocity reduced

to about 14.5 km/s, as shown in Figure 6.2. After the Pluto system flyby, the New
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Horizons spacecraft will continue into the Kuiper belt to study other small bodies

as shown in Figure 6.3 [8].

Figure 6.2: New Horizons mission heliocentric velocity plot throughout interplan-
etary trajectory [Source: Guo and Farquhar [8]]

Figure 6.3: New Horizons mission trajectory to Kuiper belt post Pluto system flyby
[Source: Guo and Farquhar [8]]
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The New Horizons mission was simulated using optimization parameters

initialized close to the actual mission trajectory with a launch date of January 19,

2006 and TOFs of
[

405 3058
]

days. In the following simulations, the launch is

assumed to have a C3 = 158 km2/s2 available at an inclination of 28.5◦; the min-

imum Jupiter flyby radius is maintained at 30 Jupiter radii for radiation concerns;

and the Pluto flyby is modeled by hyperbolic arrival conditions with a maximum

C3 = 15 km2/s2 and a declination equal to that of the arrival ~V−∞ vector. The simu-

lation results that best matched the true interplanetary trajectory are shown in Table

6.1, where all of the presented trajectory solutions have negligible gravity assist ∆V

for a ballistic Jupiter flyby.

Initial Simplex Int-Pt Int-Pt SQP
Flyby Model Asym Asym Constr Asym-Con Asym
MJD0 (days) 53754.79 53754.89 53751.45 53757.71 53756.06

TOFTOT (years) 9.48 9.55 9.66 9.55 9.63
4V1−Launch( km

s ) 0.01085 0 0 0 0
4V2−Jupiter( km

s ) 0.01005 1.16E-09 1.85E-12 9.46E-12 1.70E-07
4VTOT ( km

s ) 0.021 1.16E-09 1.85E-12 9.46E-12 1.70E-07
Pluto V∞ (km/s) 13.77 13.65 13.47 13.64 13.51
Jupiter rp (radii) 32.599 33.071 33.575 33.216 33.677

Func Evals 1 151 107 133 150
Iterations 0 76 12 16 15

Run Time (sec) 0.014 0.720 1.239 1.408 1.215

Table 6.1: New Horizons mission trajectory simulation cases with best results

The table columns represent a different trajectory optimization case with

the identified optimization scheme and flyby model. The optimization schemes

included are fminsearch (“Simplex”), fmincon with Interior-Point algorithm (“Int-

Pt”), and fmincon with SQP algorithm (“SQP”). The flyby models implemented
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are the asymptote corrected gravity assist (Asym), the nonlinear ballistic flyby con-

straints, (Constr), and the combination of both asymptote corrected flyby model and

the nonlinear constraints (Asym-Con). The actual trajectory performance values are

omitted from the table to manage table width on the page. The actual MJD0 and

total TOF are the same as in the “Initial” column and all of the actual ∆V values are

zero since each flyby was performed ballistically. The actual Jupiter flyby periapse

radius was rp = 32.25 Jupiter radii and the actual Pluto encounter excess velocity

was V∞ = 13.78 km/s .

Since the emphasis of this mission trajectory is to reach the Pluto system in

a short amount of time, the best matched trajectories are considered the fminsearch

with the asymptote transfer model and the fmincon interior-point scheme using the

combined asymptote transfer and traditional gravity assist constraints. It is interest-

ing to note that the fminsearch algorithm achieved such a good solution close to the

initial guess in the fastest run time of only 0.72 seconds. All of these simulations

produced nearly identical trajectories, but the fmincon interior-point case using the

asymptote transfer model and gravity assist constraints solution trajectory is shown

in Figure 6.4. All of the presented solution launch dates are very close to the actual,

varying only up to about 3 days.

The ballistic gravity assist trajectory of New Horizons successfully modeled

by TRACT is used as a baseline comparison for the next part of the mission example

analysis. In order to demonstrate the capability of a powered gravity assist and its

effect on a realistic mission trajectory, an alternate scenario is formed for the New

Horizons mission. In this demonstration it is assumed that after the launch from

Earth and approaching the Jupiter flyby, the mission planning and operations team
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Figure 6.4: New Horizons mission TRACT simulation trajectory

have decided to implement a powered gravity assist at Jupiter to further reduce the

flight time to the Pluto system. The need for this flight time reduction could be

from a variety of causes, such as a failing subsystem onboard the spacecraft, newly

discovered activity in the Pluto system that might be time sensitive, or unexpected

mission funding problems, etc. The fmincon optimization scheme will be utilized

along with the powered gravity assist models to achieve the reduced flight time. The

New Horizons spacecraft has allocated the onboard propellant for a total navigation

maneuver ∆V = 242 m/s, which assumes a portion of the propellant reserved for

attitude control. If all of the onboard propellant were used for a single maneuver

the maximum is ∆V = 272 m/s [77]. These maneuver values will be used as a

maximum ∆V for the powered gravity assist maneuver.
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Baseline Allocated Nav Max ∆V 1 Year Saved
Flyby Model Asym-Con Opt Flyby Opt Flyby Opt Flyby

TOFTOT (years) 9.55 9.29 9.26 8.55
TOFsaved (months) - 3.12 3.44 12
4V2( km

s ) 9.46E-12 0.242 0.272 1.130
ν∆V (deg) - -0.85 -0.95 -3.83

Jupiter rp (radii) 33.216 31.639 31.476 27.091
Jupiter V−∞ ( km

s ) 18.420 18.443 18.443 18.443
Jupiter V+

∞ ( km
s ) 18.420 18.722 18.756 19.760

Pluto V∞( km
s ) 13.64 14.131 14.183 15.712

Func Evals 133 77 89 88
Iterations 16 9 12 12

Run Time (sec) 1.408 0.745 0.799 0.780

Table 6.2: New Horizons mission trajectory simulation cases for reduced flight time
using powered gravity assist

The fmincon SQP optimization scheme was used along with the optimal

powered gravity assist model (“Opt Flyby”) to quickly converge upon the con-

strained trajectory solution. To accommodate the scenario described, the baseline

launch date was fixed with an equality constraint and the total flight time had an

upper bound applied. The trajectory optimization routine was executed multiple

times with manual changes to the total flight time upper bound, until the required

powered gravity assist ∆V was reduced to the prescribed levels. The results are

shown in Table 6.2, comparing the baseline trajectory with the varying levels of ∆V

allowable. The smaller allowable maneuver was the ∆V = 242m/s using only the

allocated navigation propellant and when used in an optimal powered gravity assist

about Jupiter, reduced the flight time to Pluto by over 3 months. This also increased

the Pluto encounter V∞ slightly. If the maximum available ∆V = 272m/s was used in

the Jupiter powered gravity assist, the flight time was reduced by over 3.4 months.
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These slight flight time savings may be useful to the overall mission design sce-

nario, but are restricted due to the limited onboard propellant. If the trajectory were

to save 1 year off the flight time, the required powered gravity assist maneuver is

∆V = 1.13km/s. This level of ∆V is typically available on large spacecraft mis-

sions and therefore might be a feasible option for such missions. The interplanetary

trajectories with flight time savings of about 3 months are nearly indistinguishable

from the baseline, therefore the interplanetary trajectory for the 1 year reduction

case is provided in Figure 6.5 for comparison.
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Figure 6.5: New Horizons mission trajectory comparison of 8.55 year flight time
case (blue) with 9.55 year baseline trajectory (red)
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6.1.2 MESSENGER mission example

The MESSENGER mission to the inner most planet Mercury was launched

on August 3, 2004 and recently concluded the mission with the spacecraft impact

on the surface of Mercury. A Mercury orbiter mission is extremely difficult due to

the incredible amount of energy change required to reach Mercury with sufficiently

low velocity to be able to insert into a parking orbit. The MESSENGER mission

strategy was to utilize multiple gravity assists of Earth, Venus, and Mercury along

with V∞-leveraging maneuvers to efficiently reduces its heliocentric orbital energy.

The circuitous 6.6 year trajectory completes many revolutions (15.3) about the Sun

as the spacecraft’s orbital period is reduced with each gravity assist [9]. Simulating

MESSENGER’s spacecraft trajectory to Mercury demonstrates TRACT’s capabil-

ity to handle difficult trajectories and its adaptability with using multiple optimiza-

tion schemes to progressively converge upon a near ballistic trajectory solution.

To display the MESSENGER mission trajectory, it is helpful to breakup

the trajectory into 3 sections and view them using the excellent diagram excerpts

from “MESSENGER Mission Design and Navigation” [9]. The MESSENGER

spacecraft was launched with a C3 = 16.38km2/s2into a 1-year Earth synchronous

trajectory, where the first Earth gravity assist is executed at the next encounter.

The Earth gravity assist reduced the perihelion below Venus’s orbit, where the first

DSM takes place ∆VDSM1 = 315.6m/s, Figure 6.6. Next two consecutive Venus

gravity assists occur, followed by DSM 2 of ∆VDSM2 = 223.7m/s and a Mercury

gravity assist, Figure 6.7. From this point on in the spacecraft trajectory, ev-

ery Mercury encounter is preceded by a V∞-leveraging DSM, as seen in Figure

6.8. Two more DSMs and Mercury gravity assist combinations take place, where
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Figure 6.6: MESSENGER mission trajectory first section: Launch from Earth,
Earth flyby after 1 year, DSM 1 near perihelion, and first Venus flyby [Source:
McAdams et al. [9]]

∆VDSM3 = 73.4m/s and ∆VDSM4 = 241.8m/s. Then a final DSM of ∆VDSM5 =

177.5m/s directs the MESSENGER spacecraft for Mercury orbital insertion (MOI)

with ∆VMOI = 862m/s. The high propellant requirement for the MESSENGER mis-

sion totals ∆Vtot = 2.229km/s, whereof 1.032km/s is allocated to DSMs, 0.115km/s

to launch corrections, 0.946km/s to MOI + orbit-corrections, and 0.136km/s for

contingency.
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Figure 6.7: MESSENGER mission trajectory second section: After first Venus
flyby, second Venus flyby after full Venus orbit (synchronous), DSM 2 performed
just before completing a full solar orbit, followed by first Mercury flyby [Source:
McAdams et al. [9]]
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Figure 6.8: MESSENGER mission trajectory last section: After first Mercury flyby,
DSM 3 occurs, then Mercury flyby 2 after about 1.5 solar orbits. DSM 4 is per-
formed about 2.5 solar orbits before Mercury flyby 3, followed by DSM 5 and a 4.5
solar orbit waiting period before MOI. [Source: McAdams et al. [9]]
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The MESSENGER trajectory is initialized in TRACT with the actual trajec-

tory dates with a launch date of August 3, 2004 and the TOFs shown below in days.

The launch is assumed to have C3 = 16.4 km2/s2at a declination of 45◦ The MOI

is assumed to occur at periapse into a 12 hour Mercury parking orbit with periapse

altitude of 200 km and 80◦ inclination. The planetary flybys are assumed to have a

minimum periapse radius of 1.05 radii of the encounter planet. The following initial

DSM locations are estimated from the trajectory diagrams.

TOF =
[

364 132 316 224.697 134 89 63 203 61 297 61 474
]

(6.1)

DSM1 =
[
−0.27 0.56 −0.007

]
AU

DSM2 =
[
−0.65 −0.15 0.049

]
AU

DSM3 =
[
−0.53 −0.43 0.016

]
AU

DSM4 =
[
−0.33 −0.53 −0.013

]
AU

DSM5 =
[
−0.14 −0.545 −0.03

]
AU

(6.2)

The Lambert multiple revolutions input vector associated with the TOFs tra-

jectory segments is
[

0 0 1 0 0 0 0 −1 0 −2 0 −4
]
, showing the

right and left branch choices by positive and negative revolution integers respec-

tively. The fmincon optimization scheme is used with the interior-point and SQP

algorithms. The optimization was performed in two stages, where one optimization

scheme and gravity assist model would be used until converged, then another would

be implemented on where the first left off. It was found that the optimal powered

gravity assist model quickly reduced the initial guess trajectory to nearly ballis-

tic gravity assists for the entire trajectory by using the fmincon interior-point (I-P)
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Initial Stage-1 Stage-2 Actual
Optimization - I-P I-P -
Flyby Model Peri Opt Con -
MJD0 (days) 53220.50 53218.40 53220.06 53220.50

TOFTOT (days) 2418.70 2418.84 2417.80 2418.70
4V1−Launch( km

s ) 0.71944 0.01012 0.03311 0
4V2−Earth1( km

s ) 3.96464 0.01744 1.37E-08 0
4V3−DSM1( km

s ) 0.20063 0.16309 1.95E-04 0.3156
4V4−Venus1( km

s ) 1.89412 0.00097 1.96E-07 0
4V5−Venus2( km

s ) 3.04882 0.26861 1.39E-07 0
4V6−DSM2( km

s ) 0.91151 0.38555 0.76581 0.2237
4V7−Mercury1( km

s ) 0.30568 0.05097 4.77E-08 0
4V8−DSM3( km

s ) 0.14305 0.06279 0.05663 0.0734
4V9−Mercury2( km

s ) 0.24691 0.03911 1.40E-07 0
4V10−DSM4( km

s ) 0.27007 0.23212 0.23905 0.2418
4V11−Mercury3( km

s ) 0.69804 0.01628 3.99E-08 0
4V12−DSM5( km

s ) 2.58777 0.23768 0.17910 0.1775
4V13−MOI( km

s ) 1.05807 0.84595 0.83217 0.862
4VTOT ( km

s ) 16.049 2.331 2.106 1.894
FuncEval 1 2180 5365 -
Iterations 0 48 167 -

Run Time (sec) 0.015 21.167 55.389 -

Table 6.3: MESSENGER mission trajectory simulation stages
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scheme, shown in Table 6.3.. The initial trajectory is shown with gravity assists

modeled by a periapse maneuver. The major difficulty with optimizing this trajec-

tory are the many multiple revolution Lambert trajectory solutions, where too large

of a step in a trajectory leg’s TOF may result in the multiple revolution trajectory

unachievable for the desired number of revolutions. When this occurs the Lambert

targeter fails to generate a trajectory solution and the leg must be recomputed with

an adjusted number of revolutions. This action can disrupt the normally smooth op-

timization performance. The traditional ballistic gravity assist constraints method

and the asymptote transfer model were especially affected by this at the initializa-

tion point. Although the optimal powered gravity assist seemed to be much less

affected by these initial Lambert disruptions.

The results from the optimal powered gravity assist model were the starting

values for the next optimization trial using the traditional gravity assist constraints

with fmincon and the interior-point algorithm. This easily converged the results

leftover from the optimal powered gravity assist model. An interesting feature in

the final trajectory solution is that the first DSM maneuver is essentially removed

from the trajectory, while DSM 2 grows to compensate. The other DSM maneu-

vers and MOI are in reasonable agreement with the actual MESSENGER trajectory

values. Although there are notable differences in the dynamics of the actual MES-

SENGER trajectory from the two-body linked conics used here, a similar ballistic

gravity assist trajectory solution was found using TRACT and a variety of gravity

assist models. The final total ∆V from the TRACT optimization process was about

2.1 km/s while the actual mission required about 1.9 km/s, giving only a 10% error

in the estimate. The resulting 2.1 km/s ∆V is still within the allocated mission ∆V
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Figure 6.9: MESSENGER mission trajectory simulation first section, similar to the
actual trajectory except the shift in the first leg: Launch from Earth, Earth flyby
after 1 year, DSM 1 near perihelion, and first Venus flyby

budget of over 2.2 km/s. The initial guess trajectory started the optimization process

with a very large 16 km/s total ∆V . Even with relatively accurate MESSENGER

initial guess trajectory data, the slight misalignments in the trajectory resulted in

very large ∆V values for many of the DSM and gravity assist maneuvers. Con-

sidering the starting trajectory performance value, the converged trajectory results

reduced the total ∆V by a factor of nearly 8. This demonstrates the robust and

efficient optimization capability of TRACT.

The only major visible difference in the trajectory simulation compared to

the actual MESSENGER trajectory is seen in Figure 6.9, where the Earth depar-
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Figure 6.10: MESSENGER mission trajectory simulation second section, very sim-
ilar to the actual trajectory: After first Venus flyby, second Venus flyby after full
Venus orbit (synchronous), DSM 2 performed just before completing a full solar
orbit, followed by first Mercury flyby

ture leg after launch travels interior to Earth’s orbit and crosses outside later before

returning to encounter Earth’s gravity assist. The actual trajectory departs from

launch exterior to Earth’s orbit and crosses inside later before the Earth flyby. With

some minor manual reformulation this leg can be adjusted to match that of MES-

SENGER and likely converge to a better solution. But the goal of this demonstra-

tion is to see where the optimization procedures naturally drive the trajectory from

the initial conditions. The remaining legs of the trajectory seen in Figures 6.10 and

6.11 appear to be very similar to the actual MESSENGER mission, which correlates

with the very similar resulting total ∆V values.
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Figure 6.11: MESSENGER mission trajectory simulation last section, very similar
to the actual trajectory: After first Mercury flyby, DSM 3 occurs, then Mercury
flyby 2 after about 1.5 solar orbits. DSM 4 is performed about 2.5 solar orbits
before Mercury flyby 3, followed by DSM 5 and a 4.5 solar orbit waiting period
before MOI
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6.1.3 Cassini mission example

The Cassini mission to Saturn was launched on October 15, 1997 and per-

formed a series of gravity assists of a Venus, Earth, and Jupiter to efficiently reach

Saturn while also reducing the launch vehicle energy requirements. The Cassini

mission trajectory launched from Earth, performing a gravity assist of Venus just

after perihelion to gaining energy to raise the aphelion to about 1.5 Au, shown in

Figure 6.12. At aphelion the DSM V∞-leveraging maneuver of ∆VDSM = 450 km/s

is executed to lower the perihelion, enabling a more effective Venus gravity assist.

Shortly after the second Venus encounter, an Earth gravity assist sends Cassini to-

wards its last boost from a Jupiter gravity assist. Upon reaching Saturn, Cassini

performs a Saturn orbital insertion (SOI) maneuver of ∆VSOI = 626 km/s. In the

following simulations, the launch is assumed to have a C3 = 16.6 km2/s2 available

at an inclination of 28.5◦. The minimum Venus and Earth flyby altitudes are 280

and 800 km respectively, while the minimum Jupiter flyby radius is set at 30 Jupiter

radii. The Saturn capture parking orbit is assumed with rp = 1.3 Saturn radii, a

period of about 116 days, and a low inclination equal to the declination of the in-

coming V−∞ . It is also assume that the SOI maneuver occurs at periapse. [78, 67].

The Cassini mission trajectory simulations was performed using fmincon’s

SQP algorithm and the asymptote corrected gravity assist model. The actual Cassini

mission values are use for the initial trajectory guess parameters, with a launch date

of October 15, 1997, the flight times of TOF =
[

193 220 203 54 500 1279
]

days, and a DSM location of
[
−0.12 1.57 0.02

]
AU [78, 67]. The optimized

trajectory results are provided in Table 6.4, showing the initial guess trajectory val-

ues in the “Initial” column. The first Cassini simulation was executed with the typ-
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Figure 6.12: Cassini mission trajectory: Launch from Earth, followed by a Venus
flyby, then a DSM maneuver at aphelion, a second Venus flyby, with an Earth flyby
shortly after, and a Jupiter flyby before reaching Saturn for insertion into a highly
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Initial Normalized Fine-Tune Actual
MJD0 (days) 50736.36 50736.39 50737.54 50736.36

TOFTOT (years) 6.71 11.66 6.72 6.71
4V1−Launch( km

s ) 0 0 0 0
4V2−Venus1( km

s ) 0.02835 3.81E-04 5.47E-05 0
4V3−DSM( km

s ) 0.44956 0.37032 0.43740 0.450
4V4−Venus2( km

s ) 0.06310 1.78E-08 2.50E-05 0
4V5−Earth( km

s ) 0.18629 2.33E-03 1.18E-06 0
4V6−Jupiter( km

s ) 0.17501 2.54E-03 3.27E-05 0
4V7−Saturn( km

s ) 0.60122 0.41326 0.60485 0.626
4VTOT ( km

s ) 1.504 0.789 1.042 1.076
FuncEval 1 1759 597 -
Iterations 0 117 36 -

Run Time (sec) 0.014 12.842 4.566 -

Table 6.4: Cassini mission trajectory simulation cases using fmincon SQP algo-
rithm and the asymptote correction gravity assist model

ical normalized optimization parameter scheme, where each parameter is normal-

ized by its initial guess values, as identified by the “Normalized” column. Without

any constraints on flight times or dates, the optimization routine found a very inter-

esting Cassini trajectory that actually saves about 290 m/s in total ∆V compared to

the actual Cassini mission. Although, this lower total ∆V comes at a cost of dra-

matically higher total flight time of 11.7 years, compared to the actual 6.7 years.

It is seen in Figure 6.13 that the inner-planet trajectory is nearly identical to the

actual Cassini trajectory, but the major deviation occurs after the Jupiter flyby. In

the actual Cassini mission the Jupiter flyby has a periapse at about 150 Jupiter radii,

while this optimized trajectory converged upon a Jupiter encounter periapse of 48

Jupiter radii. This Jupiter gravity assist adjustment enabled a reduced ∆V at Saturn

orbital insertion.
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Figure 6.13: Cassini trajectory simulation depicting an 11.7 year flight time mini-
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The the trajectory simulation was run again from the initial trajectory val-

ues but with a finer tuned scaling on the optimization parameters. This is done in

order to converge upon a trajectory very similar to the actual Cassini mission and

the results are shown in the “Fine-Tune” column for comparison. With the finer res-

olution, TRACT quickly converged upon the local minimum ∆V solution near the

initial guess values. These results demonstrate TRACT’s capability for finding an

minimum total ∆V trajectory solution. This deviation away from the actual Cassini

mission values towards a lower ∆V solution is enabled by TRACT’s bi-level opti-

mization architecture, which allows the primary heliocentric optimization process

to take large steps.

6.2 Student designed interplanetary missions
6.2.1 Orbiter mission to Jupiter’s moon Europa

A student spacecraft mission design team developed an ambitious mission

to orbit Jupiter’s moon Europa. The mission required an efficient trajectory to reach

Jupiter for insertion into a highly elliptical Jupiter capture orbit. TRACT was used

to design the interplanetary trajectory by utilizing a similar strategy as the Juno

mission with a V∞-leveraging DSM and Earth gravity assist to reach Jupiter quickly

and efficiently, Figure 6.14. The optimized TRACT trajectory provides the mission

with realistic launch dates, TOFs, and reasonably accurate estimates for the required

∆V maneuver values. The student design team also utilized TRACT to develop a

launch window analysis for the mission, showing the required C3 versus launch date

to complete the mission. Including such an analysis greatly improves the maturity

of the mission design. It also enables the students to make trade studies based on
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Figure 6.14: Student design team mission trajectory to Jupiter similar to Juno mis-
sion trajectory: Earth launch (1) followed by V∞-leveraging DSM (2) and Earth
gravity assist (3) to transfer to Jupiter for insertion into capture orbit (4)
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Figure 6.15: Example orbital lowering from capture orbit about Jupiter using
Ganymede gravity assists shown above, followed by a DSM (5) and orbit inser-
tion about Europa (6) shown below
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simulation data and contend with realistic mission constraints.

The short learning curve for TRACT coupled with the ease of configuring

a new trajectory allowed the student design team to quickly develop the interplane-

tary trajectory and requirements, allowing more time to enhance other facets of the

mission design. This team was able to put additional effort into designing a Europa

capture strategy using multiple consecutive Ganymede gravity assists followed by

a transfer DSM and Europa orbit insertion maneuver, shown in Figure 6.15.

6.2.2 Flyby mission to dwarf planet Eris

Another student mission design team developed a flyby mission to the dwarf

planet Eris. Since Eris orbits very far out in the Kuiper belt, the mission trajectory

had a focus on reducing the flight time, which is very similar to the New Horizons

mission to Pluto. Although the New Horizons mission reached Pluto at about 30

AU in only 9.5 years, the Eris mission needs to reach the dwarf planet at nearly 100

AU in a reasonable time frame. The primary limitation of the mission flight time

was the selected ASRG (Advanced Stirling Radioisotope Generator) power supply

component with a guaranteed lifetime of only 17 years.

Fortunately, the many TRACT optimization options provided a robust way

to constrain the total flight time and find an efficient ballistic gravity assist trajectory

that would quickly reach Eris, while maintaining a realistic launch energy. The rea-

sonable upper limit launch energy was determined to be C3 = 166 km2/s2 adopted

from the New Horizons mission, which was a heavy influence on their mission

and spacecraft design. The final interplanetary trajectory design is shown in Figure

6.16, with ballistic gravity assists of Jupiter and Neptune, resulting in a minimum
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Figure 6.16: Student design team mission to dwarf planet Eris (overhead view
above and out-of-plane view below): Launch from Earth followed by a Jupiter and
Neptune gravity assist combination before reaching Eris in only 18 years
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possible flight time of 18 years. The student design team formed a trade study anal-

ysis which resulted in the decision to postulate the development of a new version

of the ASRG in development by NASA that with a longer lifespan to cover the 18

year mission and beyond. This enabling technology helps to satisfy the mission

constraints, but the students had to downgrade the technology readiness level of the

power system.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Conclusions

The research presented in this dissertation was motivated by the need for

preliminary trajectory design tools and algorithms for interplanetary missions. The

TRAjectory Configuration Tool (TRACT) was developed to meet the needs of novice

and expert mission planners for quickly generating optimal complex preliminary

interplanetary trajectories. TRACT is able to model many different mission ma-

neuvers including various departure/arrival parking orbit options, deep space ma-

neuvers (DSMs), launch vehicle transfers, and ballistic and powered gravity assists,

etc. TRACT also includes preconfigured Excel data output and MATLAB trajec-

tory simulations that are helpful in interpreting and presenting the mission trajectory

solution.

TRACT was developed with a new bi-level trajectory optimization architec-

ture that employs boundary value problem (BVP) algorithms to solve each heliocen-

tric and planetocentric trajectory segments independently. The BVP methodology

is the backbone of TRACT’s modular architecture and is largely responsible for its

success as an user friendly trajectory design tool. The bi-level architecture has been

demonstrated to enable accurate large optimization steps. This feature provides a

large convergence region and allows TRACT to better converge poor trajectory ini-
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tial guesses to a feasible and lower ∆V trajectory solution. TRACT utilizes a stan-

dardized parameterization of the interplanetary trajectory. This standard trajectory

structure allows many optimization algorithms to be used in TRACT (specifically

all of MATLAB’s applicable optimization routines), including global optimization

routines. TRACT is proven useful as an adaptable testbed for new trajectory BVP

algorithms or optimization methods.

In order to provide TRACT with the most efficient trajectory options, the

powered gravity assist problem was thoroughly researched. The literature reviewed

did not present an effective optimal powered gravity assist solution method that

could be realistically used in a spacecraft mission. Therefore a single-impulse pow-

ered gravity assist was developed to provide performance gains and to guarantee

a mission feasible solution on every iterate. The solution space behavior for the

single-impulse powered gravity assist was characterized. The performance of the

new powered gravity assist algorithm was tested and verified with various flyby

configuration conditions, proving its reliability and effectiveness.

The powered flyby research was also extended to developing an efficient

algorithm to be used in trajectory optimization for producing ballistic gravity as-

sists. The resulting algorithm is modeled as a powered gravity assist with the ∆V

maneuver restricted to occurring at one asymptote of the flyby at r∞. This asymp-

tote correction maneuver only adjusts the asymptote ~V∞ to align the flyby. This

asymptote maneuver acts as a penalty ∆V for non-ballistic flybys, and drives the

heliocentric trajectory optimization towards ballistic flyby configurations. This al-

gorithm was proven to be an effective alternative to using the traditional nonlinear

constraints for producing ballistic flybys.
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The optimal powered gravity assist algorithm and the asymptote corrected

gravity assist algorithm were integrated into TRACT. Extensive testing of these al-

gorithms performance were done using heritage interplanetary mission trajectories.

The asymptote correction flyby algorithm was successful in driving TRACT’s tra-

jectory optimization to converge on trajectories very similar to the actual missions.

First, terminal convergence (how accurate the two-body model is compared to the

actual mission) was tested using accurate trajectory initial guesses. Then, the ef-

fectiveness of TRACT as a preliminary mission planning tool was evaluated for the

Galileo and Juno missions by starting with very poor initial guesses and observing

the convergence. Convergence to values near those of the actual mission was found

in both cases.

The optimal powered gravity assist algorithm also was proven as a use-

ful tool for producing ballistic gravity assists. It was demonstrated as an effective

trajectory maneuver option, providing the minimum ∆V cost for a powered gravity

assist mission trajectory. The use of DSMs as V∞-leveraging maneuvers was shown,

as well as using DSMs as a method of desensitizing complex trajectory dynamics

for a more stable optimization convergence to the desired trajectory solution.

The accessibility of these powered gravity assist algorithms and research as

incorporated into TRACT, provides a powerful suite of trajectory design tools. A

mission planner or trajectory designer using TRACT is able to effectively model a

mission trajectory or make adjustments to an existing trajectory quickly. TRACT’s

adaptable user interface, many trajectory visualization options, and data availability

facilitates an enhanced user interaction with the trajectory design process.
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7.2 Contributions

The major contributions of this research to the areas of preliminary trajec-

tory design and fundamental astrodynamics are listed below.

1. An interplanetary trajectory design tool (TRACT) has been designed, devel-

oped, and documented, using a new bi-level optimization formulation of two-

body trajectory boundary value problems. The bi-level architecture provides

efficient and robust trajectory optimization solutions with a reduced set of op-

timization parameters. TRACT offers enhanced accessibility and a short user

learning curve, as well as providing an adaptable open source architecture in

MATLAB for specialized user modifications.

2. A complete and rigorous characterization of the optimal single-impulse pow-

ered gravity assist problem is presented. The transfer maneuver solution types

were organized into a convenient categorization scheme and key solution so-

lution space features were identified for each category.

3. A new single-impulse powered gravity assist boundary value problem is for-

mulated. The boundary value problem is then solved with an efficient and ro-

bust cubic interpolation optimization algorithm. The solution algorithm fea-

tures strict enforcement of minimum and maximum flyby radius constraints.

4. The new powered assist algorithms have been integrated into the TRACT

design tool.

5. The TRACT tool has been tested and verified by using it to re-create prelimi-

nary mission design trajectories for the Galileo, Cassini, Juno, New Horizons,
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and MESSENGER missions. The resulting preliminary mission design tra-

jectories successfully converge to trajectories that closely match the actual

trajectory timelines, maneuvers, and propulsion requirements.

In addition, the research presents an alternative ballistic gravity assist constraint

methodology and algorithm is developed by using penalty ∆V maneuvers. The

algorithm is also implemented in TRACT and analyzed with heritage mission tra-

jectories, showing potential improvements in optimization performance.

7.3 Recommendations for Further Study

The research presented in this dissertation can be further extended with the

following future work on powered gravity assist algorithms and trajectory design

tools.

7.3.1 Powered gravity assist algorithms

• Modify the periapse powered gravity assist BVP algorithm with strict rmin

constraints using the asymptote penalty ∆V correction maneuver strategy

• Research the different strategies for handling the powered gravity assist ∆V

magnitude constraints using the asymptote penalty ∆V correction maneuver

strategy

• Develop an efficient collinear powered gravity assist BVP algorithm utilizing

hodograph analysis and relationships when applicable
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• Research and characterize various interplanetary trajectory types that are en-

abled only by the use of powered gravity assists

7.3.2 TRACT modifications and improvements

• Develop a graphical user interface as an alternative to the mission driver script

interface

• Formulate the analytic gradients for improved optimization accuracy and ef-

ficiency

• Formulate nπ Lambert transfer options with predefined plane preferences or

automated plane optimization

• Incorporate additional optimization functions, such as SNOPT, differential

evolution routines, etc.

• Incorporate a database of minor celestial body ephemerides, including aster-

oids, comets, etc.

• Incorporate additional DSM location initial guess generator options, such as

for V∞ leveraging maneuvers.

• Develop an outer-loop trajectory sequence optimization routine using TRACT

as the inner-loop to determine each candidate trajectories performance
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Appendix A

Strict rmin constraint handling analysis for Type F
flybys

The following analysis demonstrates the special occasions where the ana-

lytic Type F algorithm fails to meet the rmin constraint by producing a powered

gravity assist trajectory with a periapse below rmin. This failure occurs when the

flyby configuration is close to that of the maximum turning angle condition, where

each leg of the powered gravity assist meets at their common periapse at rmin. This

makes sense because these conditions have the periapse so close to the rmin thresh-

old. The algorithm falters under these conditions because it is designed to deter-

mine the unconstrained periapse optimal powered gravity assist maneuver location

without any consideration for the rmin constraint. The sorting procedure catches

the obvious periapse constrained rp = rmin cases by checking if Φr > Φp. Yet, de-

termining if the Φr < Φp cases are constrained is more difficult to know without

further computation. Therefore, the chosen procedure for the seemingly periapse

unconstrained Φr < Φp cases is to first compute the analytic Type F algorithm so-

lution and then check if the periapse is below rmin. For the unconstrained periapse

sorted cases of Φr < Φp as the required turning angle Φr increases towards Φp,

the optimal powered gravity assist has its periapse constrained by rmin just before

reaching the transition point of Φr = Φp, where any greater Φr and the flyby is
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guaranteed to be periapse constrained as Φr > Φp.

The reference flyby conditions of a maximum turning angle powered flyby

as defined in literature [2, 3, 4] has a turning angle Φp for a common periapse ma-

neuver at rmin and is used to demonstrate the conditions when a Type F Φr < Φp

flyby case has its periapse breach the rmin constraint. The same investigation as

above was performed for an Earth encounter but with the turning angle Φr set as

Φp for the case of V+
∞ = 2.5km/s, where Φr = ΦP = 144.1941◦ assuming rmin = 1

Earth radii. The plots in Figures A.1 and A.3 reveal that the unconstrained periapse

single impulse solution may breach the rmin constraint when approaching the opti-

mum powered flyby condition of a periapse maneuver at rmin. Though the required

turning angle condition Φr < Φp suggests the flyby periapse may be unconstrained

for these points (except the final point where Φr = Φp was defined), the actual re-

sults show that the unconstrained periapse (Type F) solution would fall below rmin if

not constrained. The periapse constrained powered gravity assist algorithm devel-

oped in the dissertation is implemented in the following analysis to accommodate

the special cases of Φr < Φp sorted flybys requiring their periapse to be restricted

at rmin.

While the periapse is unconstrained, the optimal ∆V solutions always have

a lower magnitude than the periapse maneuver solutions and they grow farther apart

as V+
∞ increases farther from V−∞ , but the constrained periapse cases generate quite

different relationships. A focused view of these periapse constrained cases is pro-

vided in Figures A.2 and A.4. For the constrained cases, the optimal impulse is

driven back toward the periapse impulse magnitude as V+
∞ approaches the value de-

fined for the Φp condition. During this phase, the impulse angle Λ∆V also goes back
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Figure A.1: Optimal feasible flyby solution ∆V is shown to increase and slowly
diverge away from periapse maneuver solutions as V+

∞ increases away from V−∞
magnitude for unconstrained rp flyby cases, then the optimal feasible maneuver ∆V
converges back to periapse maneuver solution line as flyby rp is restricted by rmin
(left). The associated effect on impulse angle Λ∆V is shown where unconstrained
flyby maneuvers were growing away from velocity alignment (collinear) as V+

∞ in-
creases away from V−∞ , then the impulse angle Λ∆V quickly drops back to collinear
aligned maneuvers for rp constrained flybys approaching the maximum turning an-
gle Φp conditions (right).
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Figure A.2: Zoomed in view of optimal feasible flyby solution ∆V converges to pe-
riapse maneuver solution line as flyby rp is restricted by rmin (left). The associated
effect on impulse angle Λ∆V is shown to drastically change its trend of increasing
away from collinear aligned maneuvers to quickly dropping back towards collinear
alignment for rp constrained flyby cases as the flyby configuration approaches the
maximum turning angle Φp conditions (right).

to zero as the optimum powered flyby condition approaches. Though the periapse

radius rp is restricted to rmin for all the constrained flybys shown in Figure A.4, the

maneuver location r∆V continues a monotonic trend with a change in slope/shape

(due to the switch to constrained solution dynamics). These findings agree with

Edelbaum’s conclusions that a nonzero ∆V impulse at a finite distance from the

flyby body will only be tangent to the direction of motion (collinear ∆V ) if it oc-

curs at the minimum allowable periapse radius, rmin. Essentially, the necessary and

sufficient condition that an optimal finite ∆V maneuver will be collinear is the case

of a periapse powered gravity assist with the common periapse at rmin. Therefore,

the only case where the minimum ∆V maneuver occurs at rmin is when the impulse

is collinear with the motion and it is at periapse. These findings reinforce the con-

cept that generally an optimal powered gravity assist maneuver is non-tangential,
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Figure A.3: Optimal flyby maneuver periapse radius is shown transitioning from an
unconstrained periapse flyby to a periapse constrained flyby (left) and the associated
optimal ∆V maneuver radius transitioning to coincide with the periapse maneuver
location for constrained flyby cases (right) for Φp turning angle case

utilizing a portion of the ∆V impulse to aid in torquing the trajectory for additional

change in the overall flyby turning angle.

The rmin constrained case solutions determined in Figures A.3 and A.4 uti-

lize the methodology and algorithms developed in the dissertation to efficiently and

reliably solve the optimal maneuver location for a minimum ∆V , while maintaining

the rmin restriction. The rmin constrained optimal gravity algorithm is initialized

using the infeasible ν∆V result from the unconstrained periapse analytic algorithm.

The analysis of the solution space near the optimal periapse constrained flyby con-

firms that this initialization point is always close to the desired feasible solution,

providing fast convergence.
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Figure A.4: Optimal maneuver periapse radius meeting rminconstraint (left) and the
associated optimal ∆V maneuver radius transitioning to periapse for constrained
flyby cases (right): zoomed-in view
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Appendix B

Strict rSOI constraint handling analysis for Type F
flybys

There exists a second set of special case solutions to the single-impulse

gravity assist problem where the required turning angle is less than the maximum

available turning angle (Φr < Φp). One of the major foundational assumptions of

linked conics is that the encountered gravitational body must have an effect the

trajectory. This is achieved by limiting the flyby periapse distance to a maximum

at the sphere of influence rSOI . Without such a restriction, extreme flyby config-

urations would have a periapse that diverge to unrealistic distances approaching

infinity. When the unconstrained periapse Type F flyby periapse exceeds the max-

imum radius rSOI , it is reevaluated as a constrained flyby with rp = rSOI and the

optimal ∆V maneuver location is determined. Next, a constraint is set for the max-

imum transfer maneuver location distance at an arbitrary radius above rSOI . In the

following analysis, the maximum transfer maneuver radius is set to rmax = 2rSOI .

The group of rSOI constrained solutions occur at very low flyby turning angles with

respect to the asymptote excess velocities.

These are extreme cases where the flyby is to be minimally affected by the

presence of the encounter planet. These flyby configuration conditions could be

judged by a mission planner to remove the gravity assist encounter from the tra-
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jectory, although the intent of the mission planner could be to use this flyby con-

figuration as a guide to finding a more useful flyby configuration. The later intent

is assumed in the optimal single-impulse powered gravity assist algorithm devel-

oped here, so that the overall spacecraft mission trajectory optimization routine can

find the best possible trajectory with the selected gravity assist encounters. It is left

to the mission planner to manually remove the gravity assist encounter from the

spacecraft mission trajectory if judged necessary.

An example case is analyzed to illustrate the discussion above. In the fol-

lowing analysis, the outgoing V+
∞ magnitude is varied while holding the incoming

V−∞ = 1 km/s and low turning angle of Φr = 20◦ for an Earth encounter, shown in

Figures B.1 - B.3. With such a low turning angle of only 20◦ for the selected V−∞

and V+
∞ combinations, the optimal flyby periapse radius rp increases until restricted

at rSOI as the outgoing V+
∞ decreases towards V−∞ . The Earth rSOI is at a distance

of about 145 Earth radii, as shown by the plateau in the periapse rp plot. The de-

creasing V+
∞ magnitude results in an increasing maximum available turning angle

Φp, therefore requiring larger and larger associated rp to achieve such a low Φr.

The optimal flyby radius plot in Figure B.2 also reflects the transition from uncon-

strained periapse solutions to rp = rSOI constrained solutions as the slope changes

shape near V+
∞ ≈ 1.55 km/s. Then the flyby maneuver radius continues to increase

as the outgoing V+
∞ decreases towards V−∞ , until it is restricted by the chosen maxi-

mum flyby radius rmax, where rmax for this analysis is about 290 Earth radii, as seen

in Figure B.2. The maximum transfer maneuver radius is chosen by the user to en-

sure that the ∆V maneuver remains within the vicinity of the planet’s gravitational

influence. The cases with both periapse and transfer maneuver distance restrictions
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Figure B.1: Optimal feasible solution ∆V is shown to be restricted from reducing to
zero as V+

∞ approaches V−∞ for rSOI and rmax upper bound constrained cases (left).
The associated effects on the impulse angle Λ∆V is shown, as V+

∞ approaches V−∞
the unconstrained case impulse was becoming more aligned with the velocity, but
abruptly begins increasing away from collinear conditions for constrained cases
(right)

continue to relegate the impulse maneuver at rmax as the outgoing V+
∞ decreases

towards V−∞ . It is worth noting that the trough seen in the ∆V solutions example

in Figure B.1 occurs due to these restrictions. If the restrictions were lifted, such

that the flyby periapse and maneuver location were free to grow, the ∆V solutions

plot for the same low turning angle flyby would always be driven to zero with V+
∞

decreasing to V−∞ , as described in prior unconstrained periapse analysis.

Due to the concave nature of the rSOI and rmax constrained flyby solution

space, a fully restricted flyby will have the minimum ∆V solution at either bound-

ary, periapse or rmax, displayed in Figure B.3. All low Φr optimal flyby maneuver

locations are first constrained at rmax as V+
∞ decreases toward V−∞ , but often as V+

∞

approaches even closer to V−∞ the optimal maneuver location abruptly switches to
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Figure B.2: Optimal feasible solution periapse is shown to increase as V+
∞ ap-

proaches V−∞ , until restricted at rSOI (left). The ∆V maneuver radius has slow
near-linear increase as V+

∞ approaches V−∞ for unconstrained rp flyby cases, then
it shows a nonlinear increase for constrained rp flybys until the maneuver radius is
restricted at rmax (right)
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Figure B.3: Optimal feasible solution space example for rSOI and rmax upper bound
constrained cases, displaying the concave solution space characteristic of these spe-
cial types of flyby configurations. The optimal maneuver location is always found
at rmax boundary or at periapse, where rp = rSOI
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a periapse maneuver at rSOI . With V−∞ and V+
∞ closing in, the ∆V magnitude at the

periapse maneuver boundary decreases to and below the ∆V value at rmax boundary,

switching the optimal location from the rmax boundary to the rSOI periapse bound-

ary, shown in Figures B.4, B.5, and B.6. The optimal ∆V plot is continuous through

the switching of maneuver locations, though there may be a change in slope due to

the difference in constrained dynamics, Figure B.4. With any further decrease of

V+
∞ approaching V−∞ , the optimal maneuver location remains at periapse. Other fully

restricted flyby solution cases have the maneuver remain at rmax and never switch

to the periapse boundary. The example solution space shown in Figure B.6 also

demonstrates multiple local minima at the boundary cases, periapse and rmax, even

though the particular periapse ∆V solution was the overall minimum. When imple-

menting an algorithm for this particular special case solution, it is recommended to

check the boundary solutions in addition to the result of any chosen gradient or non-

gradient based interior solution method to ensure that the global minimum solution

is found for the boundary value problem.

The set of candidate single-impulse gravity assist solutions for the Φr < Φp

flyby types are completely determined with the unconstrained periapse Type F pow-

ered flyby and the two special cases using constrained periapse powered flyby so-

lution methods. It can easily be seen that the neighborhood around the constrained

cases would benefit by the multiple impulse transfer solutions: Type F∞, Type RF∞,

and Type PNP. For the two-impulse transfers, the total ∆V is reduced by using the

impulse at infinity (or at least rSOI) to adjust the periapse location for a more effi-

cient impulse in the vicinity of the planet. The same concept is true for the Type

PNP transfers, but usually for more extreme circumstances. Because these multiple-
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Figure B.4: Optimal feasible solution ∆V for rSOI and rmax upper bound constrained
cases, showing the change in the ∆V solution line dynamics as the maneuver loca-
tion switches from the rmax boundary to periapse at the lower V+

∞ region presented
(left). The associated effects on the impulse angle Λ∆V is displayed with impercep-
tible changes during the maneuver location switch (right)
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Figure B.5: Optimal solution periapse radius is shown to be maintained at rSOI for
all flyby configurations presented (left). The optimal ∆V maneuver location radius
is clearly shown to transition from the rmax boundary to periapse at rSOI as V+

∞

approaches V−∞ for these extreme flyby conditions (right).
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Figure B.6: Optimal maneuver location true anomaly ν is clearly shown to tran-
sition from the rmax boundary to periapse as V+

∞ approaches V−∞ for these extreme
flyby conditions (left). The associated concave solution space example shows the
periapse boundary with lower ∆V magnitudes and therefore the optimal maneuver
location (right).

impulse solution case have lower total ∆V magnitudes compared to the constrained

single-impulse powered flyby cases, the single-impulse powered flyby problem was

never characterized for these particular conditions in the literature reviewed by the

author. Therefore, the characterization of these constrained periapse powered grav-

ity assists of the type Φr < Φp and the developed solution methods are considered

new and part of the major contributions of the dissertation.
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Appendix C

Hyperbolic terminal velocity BVP hodograph analysis

The general hyperbolic terminal velocity problem as presented by Battin

determines the two endpoint velocities ~V1 and ~V2 required for a hyperbolic conic

transfer between known fixed locations ~r1 and ~r2, similar to the Lambert prob-

lem. The solution is achieved with orbital relations developed through hodograph

analysis using a velocity vector diagram. The diagram excerpt from Battin [10] is

provided in Figure C.1. The relative velocity magnitude and angle relationships

are referenced by the chord axis defined along the horizontal. Some of the key re-

lationships involved in building the hodograph diagram are presented in Equation

C.1. Although not identified in Battin’s problem description, a key feature found

of the hodograph velocity diagram is that the common chordal velocity magnitude

and direction at the endpoints is depicted by segment BA along the chord axis. In

the diagram Further detail of this particular problem’s derivation can be found in

Battin [10].
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Figure C.1: General hyperbolic terminal velocity vector hodograph diagram
[Source: Battin [10]]

R′R =V∞/2

RA′ =
√

µ/(r1 + r2 +C)

RB′ =
√

µ/(r1 + r2−C)

B′R′ = BR′

BA =VC

(C.1)

When the endpoint~r2 is pushed to infinity r2→∞, the result is the boundary

case of the hyperbolic terminal velocity problem described in Section 2.3.2 and

utilized in the constrained periapse powered gravity assist BVP. In addition, the

chord direction ~C and endpoint radial direction ~r2 are driven to be along the ~V∞

asymptote direction. The hodograph velocity vector diagram was constructed to this

V∞ asymptote condition for further analysis, Figure C.2. The goal of the analysis is

to derive the chordal component VC of the transfer velocity in terms of the maneuver
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Figure C.2: Hyperbolic terminal velocity vector hodograph diagram for transfer to
V∞ asymptote

location, r or ν . In the limit r2→ ∞, the chord length is also driven to infinity C→

∞, and the relative velocity relationships were adjusted to support the V∞ endpoint

conditions. To aid in the derivation, the semiperimeter S of the transfer geometry is

defined as S = (r1 + r2 +C)/2. The semiperimeter has a useful relationship with r2

in the limit, where lim S/r2 = 1. The equation for line segment RB′ above must be

adjusted to accommodate the diverging r2 and C, Equation C.2.

RB′ =
√

µ/(r1 + r2−C)

=
√

2µS
(r1+r2−C)(r1+r2+C)

=
√

µS
r1r2(1+cosθ∞)

(C.2)

where the chord length can be defined as

C2 = r2
1 + r2

2−2r1r2 cosθ∞.

Then substituting the limit S/r2 = 1, the equation for RB′ in terms of the V∞
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asymptote is found in Equation C.3. Also, line segments R′D, R′A, and R′R are all

driven equal to V∞/2. Knowing line segments RB′ and R′R, the triangular relation

yields B′R′, which then determines the chordal velocity component Equation C.4.

R′R =V∞/2

R′D = R′A =V∞/2

RB′ =
√

µ

r (1+ cosθ∞)

B′R′ = BR′

BA =VC

(C.3)

B′R′ =
√

µ

r(1+cosθ∞)
+ V 2

∞

4

VC =
√

µ

r(1+cosθ∞)
+ V 2

∞

4 + V∞

2

(C.4)
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Appendix D

GTOC 7 Contribution

The international Global Trajectory Optimization Competition (GTOC) has

recently been held on a roughly annual basis, where a spacecraft mission problem

is presented and students, academics, professionals, and other optimization enthusi-

asts engage the optimization challenge to find the best solution. The GTOC 7 com-

petition comprised of a mothership and three probe spacecraft launching from Earth

towards the asteroid belt. The mothership is allotted a limited supply of impulsive

propulsion, while each of the probes have a limited supply of low thrust propulsion.

The optimization challenge is to rendezvous with the most asteroids while meeting

the required minimum stay time of 30 days at each asteroid. The mothership’s ini-

tial mass is 18000 kg of which 12000 kg is propellant with an efficient chemical

engine Isp = 900s. Each probe’s initial mass is 2000 kg of which 1200 kg is pro-

pellant with an efficient low thrust electric propulsion engine of Isp = 3000s. Then

each probe must rendezvous with the mothership. As a member of the University of

Texas at Austin team for GTOC 7, the author utilized TRACT to aid in achieving a

final optimal trajectory solution. The capabilities of TRACT were perfectly suited

to contribute to this problem for optimizing and constraining the mothership trajec-

tory to link up with the probe trajectories [44]. The final mothership trajectory is

shown in Figure D.1.
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The trajectory is a launch from Earth, followed by a DSM before reaching

the first asteroid to drop off Probe 1. Then probe 2 and probe 3 are released in

succession. After all the probes are released the second DSM is performed to reach

the first probe rendezvous and pickup. The second probe is returns and rendezvous

and finally the third probe is picked up by the mothership. There were many timing

constraints applied in order to exactly match up the low thrust probe trajectories

with the impulsive mothership trajectory. Also, there was a great need in reducing

the required ∆V as much as possible, hence the necessary inclusion of the DSMs.

The trajectory required 3 DSMs primarily to accommodate plane changes between

the probe rendezvous. With this mothership trajectory, the probes were able to

reach 35 asteroids with a final combined probe mass of 2493 kg (93kg of remaining

propellant), earning the University of Texas at Austin team a 3rd place ranking

for GTOC 7. The 1st place trajectory solution only achieved one more asteroid

rendezvous at 36 asteroids and a final combined probe mass of 2450 kg [44].
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Figure D.1: GTOC 7 mothership trajectory formulated and optimized with TRACT
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Appendix E

TRACT optimization schemes

The current MATLAB optimization functions easily integrated with TRACT

are available in two packages: the Optimization Toolbox and the Global Optimiza-

tion Toolbox. The Optimization Toolbox is typically included in most MATLAB

offerings, while the Global Optimization Toolbox is usually not included, but it can

be purchased separately for less than $30. These optimization functions and their

capabilities are outlined below according to their toolbox.

Optimization Toolbox:

fminunc: Unconstrained optimization routine using gradient based quasi-Newton

or trust-region algorithms. The routine requires an initial guess for the opti-

mization parameter values.

fsolve: Unconstrained nonlinear systems of equations solver employed to reduce

each node’s ∆V to zero with gradient based trust-region or levenberg- mar-

quardt algorithms. The routine requires an initial guess for the optimization

parameter values.

fminsearch: Unconstrained optimization routine using the derivative-free Nelder-

Mead simplex algorithm. The routine requires an initial guess for the opti-

mization parameter values.
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fmincon: Constrained optimization routine using interior-point, trust-region, se-

quential quadratic programming (SQP), or active-set, algorithms. The routine

handles linear inequality and equality constraints directly on the optimization

variables, as well as handling nonlinear inequality and equality constraints in

a separate function. The routine requires an initial guess for the optimization

parameter values.

lsqnonlin: Constrained nonlinear least-squares optimization routine using trust-

region and levenberg-marquardt algorithms. The routine handles lower and

upper bound constraints on the optimization variables. The routine requires

an initial guess for the optimization parameter values.

Global optimization Toolbox:

patternsearch: Constrained global optimization routine using derivative-free au-

tomated pattern search algorithms. The routine handles linear inequality and

equality constraints directly on the optimization variables, as well as handling

nonlinear inequality and equality constraints in a separate function. The rou-

tine requires an initial guess for the optimization parameter values.

simulannealbnd: Constrained global optimization routine using a stochastic an-

nealing algorithm. The routine handles lower and upper bound constraints

on the optimization variables. The routine requires an initial guess for the

optimization parameter values.

ga: Constrained global optimization routine using a stochastic genetic algorithm.

The routine handles linear inequality and equality constraints directly on the
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optimization variables, as well as handling nonlinear inequality and equal-

ity constraints in a separate function. Integer value constraints can also be

employed to require any specified optimization variables to take integer val-

ues. The routine does not require an initial guess values for the optimization

parameters.

particleswarm: Constrained global optimization routine using a stochastic particle

swarm algorithm. The routine handles lower and upper bound constraints on

the optimization variables. The routine does not require an initial guess values

for the optimization parameters.

The traditional optimization function choices are found in the Optimization Toolbox

and are easily executed by the user. The user can also adjust a variety common op-

timization settings for these algorithms without difficulty understanding them and

their impact. While the optimization functions found in the Global Optimization

Toolbox are quite powerful and can easily be run by the user, the many optimiza-

tion options for adjusting and tuning the algorithms require a slight learning curve.

With some time spent accessing MATLAB’s detailed online documentation, even

these more complex global optimization functions can be executed with confidence.

Many of these MATLAB optimization functions offer automated parallel comput-

ing options to aid the computation speed.

The gradient based functions offer strong convergence characteristics and

constraint handling (when available). The constraints can be set to strict or loose

management during the optimization process, either strictly avoiding infeasible so-

lutions or allowing access to better feasible regions by passing through infeasi-
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ble regions. The Nealder-Mead simplex method of fminsearch provides a directed

derivative-free search, that offers more explorative search characteristics while driv-

ing toward a minimum in general region about the initialized guess point.

The global optimization functions are by default derivative-free, where some

have automated search algorithms similar to the simplex method and others use

stochastic techniques. The strength of these global optimization functions are how

they can explore many more regions of the solution space and potentially find the

global minimum solution, while also satisfying the applied constraints. Many of

the global optimization functions can be coupled with more directed algorithms

(including fminunc, fmincon, fminsearch) in order to improve the final solution’s

convergence and accuracy.
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Appendix F

TRACT constraints

F.1 Linear constraints:

The commonly used heliocentric trajectory constraints that apply to the op-

timization variables are outlined below, where each can have upper bound, lower

bound, and equality constraints applied.

TOFtotal: The summed total time of flight

TOF: Each individual heliocentric trajectory leg time of flight

JD: Each individual trajectory node Julian date

DSM[x,y,z]: Each individual DSM location [x,y,z] (mean ecliptic and mean equinox

of J2000)

F.2 Nonlinear constraints

The commonly used nonlinear trajectory constraints are outlined below,

where each can have upper bound, lower bound, and equality constraints applied,

unless otherwise noted.

DSM[r]: Each individual DSM location’s radius magnitude:
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rDSM =
√

x2 + y2 + z2

ΔV: Each individual trajectory node ∆V magnitude

V−∞: Each individual trajectory node incoming excess velocity V−∞ magnitude

V+
∞: Each individual trajectory node exiting excess velocity V+

∞ magnitude

Match-Ṽ±∞: Each individual trajectory node excess velocity vectors are aligned

using equality constraint (V−∞ =V−∞ ) and inequality constraint (Φr < Φp)
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Appendix G

TRACT Mission Driver options

Optimization parameters

optimization (scalar)

0: No optimization performed (Fixed parameters)

1: Optimize parameters using MATLAB fminunc

2: Optimize parameters using MATLAB fminsearch (simplex)

3: Optimize parameters using MATLAB fmincon

5: Optimize parameters using MATLAB fsolve

6: Optimize parameters using MATLAB lsqnonlin

7: Optimize parameters using MATLAB fminimax

8-9: –Reserved for other non MATLAB deterministic optimization rou-

tines

10: Global optimize given parameters using MATLAB patternsearch

11: Global optimize given parameters using MATLAB simulannealbnd

12: Global optimize without initial parameters using MATLAB ga (ge-

netic algorithm)

13: Global optimize without initial parameters using MATLAB parti-

cleswarm
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optnode (vector): Weight factor for each node’s ∆V maneuver

optscale (scalar): Specifies how the optimization parameters are to be nor-

malized

0: No scaling, variables are iterated in natural units

1: Scale variables by initial guess values

2: Scale times by initial total TOF, DSMs scaled as in (1)

3: Scale times by average TOF, DSMs scaled as in (1)

optr (scalar): Specifies if the periapsis radius of all gravity assists are varied

or fixed in optimization procedure (either all are varied or all are fixed)

0: Periapsis radius is fixed at user-defined value

1: Periapsis radius is varied by optimization process

Plotting parameters

plotting (vector): Specifies the preconfigured plots to be generated (whether

all or just some are plotted)

0: Heliocentric trajectory with planets’ orbits

1: Heliocentric trajectory with planets’ orbits and positions at date of

first node

2: Heliocentric trajectory with planets’ orbits and each planet’s SOI,

North pole, and angular momentum vector direction of planetary

orbits/encounters

9: Heliocentric trajectory movie with planets
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10: Departure trajectories at nodes

20: Arrival trajectories at nodes

30: Flyby trajectories at nodes

General trajectory configuration parameters

npl (vector): Planets encountered at each node

0: Deep Space Maneuver/ User-Defined Orbit

1: Mercury

2: Venus

3: Earth

4: Mars

5: Jupiter

6: Saturn

7: Uranus

8: Neptune

9: Pluto (dwarf planet)

event (vector): Mission event at each node

10: Departure from a parking orbit about planet with i, Ω, and ω as

optimization variables

11: Departure from a parking orbit about planet with Ω and ω as opti-

mization variables

12: Departure from a parking orbit about planet with fixed orbit and

optimized maneuver true anomaly ν∆V
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13: Departure from a parking orbit about planet with completely fixed

orbit position (no optimization)

14: Departure from a launch vehicle trajectory with Ω and ω as opti-

mization variables

17: Depart user defined body (with negligible gravity) or heliocentric

orbit

20: Arrival to a parking orbit about planet with i, Ω, and ω as optimiza-

tion variables

21: Arrival to a parking orbit about planet with Ω and ω as optimization

variables

22: Arrival to a parking orbit about planet with fixed orbit and opti-

mized maneuver true anomaly ν∆V

23: Arrival to a parking orbit about planet with completely fixed orbit

position (no optimization)

24: Arrival to entry trajectory with Ω and ω as optimization variables

27: Rendezvous with user defined body (with negligible gravity) or he-

liocentric orbit

30: Unpowered ballistic gravity assist (no ∆V computed, must use non-

linear flyby constraints)

31: Asymptote corrected gravity assist (∆V location restricted to ~V−∞ or

~V+
∞ asymptote)

33: Optimal powered gravity assist (optimizes ∆V location ν∆V during

flyby)
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35: Periapse powered gravity assist (optimizes periapse radius rp, ∆V

location restricted to periapse)

40: Midcourse maneuver (DSM) with initial location guess provided

by program

41: Space burn (DSM) with initial location guess provided by user

JD0 (scalar): Initial Julian date (can also provide yr, mon, d, h, min, s for

conversion to Julian date)

tof (vector): Time of flight in days for each trajectory leg

grade (vector): Flight direction of trajectory leg

0: Prograde (similar direction as planets)

1: Retrograde

rev (vector): Number of orbital revolutions of trajectory leg

0: Less than a full orbital revolution

±1,2,3. . . (positive or negative integer): Multiples of full orbital revo-

lutions. Sign ±of integer identifies the left branch or right branch

multi-rev Lambert trajectory solutions

branch (scalar): Identify if using particular multi-rev branch configuration

or to automatically test all permutations

0: Use fixed multi-rev branch indicated by the rev parameter

1: Automatically determine and run all branch permutations

branchopt (scalar): Specify the number of iterations to execute for each

permutation run
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0: Fully optimize each permutation case

1,12,101 ... (integer) number of iterations to execute before stopping

each permutation run

Departure/arrival parameters for parking orbits

coep (array): Classical orbital elements of parking orbit at particular node

[a e i Ω ω ν]

Launch/entry parameters

altp (vector): Altitude of periapsis (km) for particular node

ilv (vector): Inclination of launch or entry trajectory for particular node

vinfavmag (vector): Hyperbolic velocity at infinity available from launch

vehicle or entry

dvopt (vector): Defines if excess V∞ is detrimental (∆V ) or acceptable (no

∆V )

0: Required V∞ =available V∞

1: Required V∞ ≤available V∞

Gravity assist parameters

rfb (vector): Minimum flyby radius magnitude (in radii of particular planet)

at node

DSM parameters
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revig (vector): Number of orbital revolutions completed by the leg segments

between closest preceding celestial body node and closest celestial body

node following

0: Less than a full orbital revolution

1,2,3. . . (positive integer): Multiples of full orbital revolutions

rnb (array): Space burn heliocentric location in Cartesian coordinates (AU)

at particular node

User-defined body/heliocentric orbit parameters

coenp (array): Classical orbital elements of parking orbit and corresponding

Julian date at particular node

[a e i Ω ω ν JD]
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